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Introduction 

 

Jacqueline Leckie and Angela McCarthy 
 

From 30 June to 2 July 2017, scholars, government officials, activists and members 

of the public met at the 52nd Otago Foreign Policy School in Dunedin, New Zealand, 

to hear papers and debate ‘Open and Closed Borders: The Geopolitics of Migration’. 

Jacqueline Leckie was the a co-director of the School, along with Heather Devere and 

Simon Ryan.  

The question of borders was and remains a pressing human issue at the forefront 

of national and global migration. Central to these controversies is the plight of people 

forced into migration and the School honed in on the critical issues of forced migration, 

refugees and asylum seekers. Forced migration can be induced by disasters, 

development, climate change or armed conflict, but at every point national and 

international boundaries and borders – political, economic, legal and ethical, and, in 

2020, health – are being acutely challenged.  

Here we present the edited transcripts of the presentations. In preparing these 

transcripts, we thank Lea Doughty, Lisa Marr and the Centre for Global Migrations at 

the University of Otago. We are also grateful to Professor Robert Patman and Dr 

Balazs Kiglics for their support and the Otago Foreign Policy School Committee.  

 

 

 
 

Some members of the Otago Foreign Policy School Committee, 2017: Robert Patman, 

Jacqui Leckie, Paola Voci, Balazs Kiglics, Jenny Bryant-Tokalau, Angela McCarthy, Simon 

Ryan (Copyright: Angela McCarthy) 
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The High Politics of International Migration  

in the Twenty-First Century:  

Sketching an Update of The Age of Migration 

 

Mark Miller 
 

I’d like to preface my remarks by saying a few words about what I mean by low and 

high politics. These words were associated with a peculiar school of thought in 

international relations termed ‘realism’ and this approach to the study of international 

relations was in its heyday in the 1960s and 1970s when I was an undergraduate. 

However, it is still widely in use today. So, in my eyes, there were two great exemplars 

of realism. One was my former professor at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences 

Sociales in Paris, Raymond Aron. I think most people would regard Aron as the most 

important French intellectual of the twentieth century. And then Stanley Hoffman who 

is a professor at Harvard. Both of these professors mentored me as a student. So 

don’t take anything that I say to mean I don’t adore them. I do. But when I was a 

sophomore at the University of Wisconsin as an undergraduate, I had already 

concluded that the distinction between high and low politics was problematic. And the  

reason that I came to this conclusion was I had become a student of the Arab-Israeli 

conflict. I realised that groups like the Red Army Faction and George Habash’s Popular 

Front for the Liberation of Palestine were non-state actors but very much important 

factors in the Arab-Israeli conflict. Hence, the distinction between high and low politics 

made little sense. 

 So, my entire study of migration was very much influenced by the long-lasting 

plight of Palestinian refugees who became my scholarly preoccupation. A big break in 

my life came in 1970 when I was selected to join the University of Michigan and 

Wisconsin study abroad program in Aix-en-Provence. It was about this time that I read 

an article by Stephen Castles entitled ‘Bidonville, a French Word for Hell’. Bidonville 

would translate as an immigrant shanty town and they were popping up all over 

France. And there was a great deal of conflict about it. 

 It became clear to me then that international migration carried with it the 

potential for a generation of violence and conflict between states. Indeed, in 1972 in 

Southern France, there was a wave of killings of Algerian migrants and then a horrific 

bomb explosion in Marseille that led to Algeria ending the all-important Franco-

Algerian diplomatic relationship. My general point is that back then relatively few 

observers took migration seriously. There wasn’t anywhere near the study of migration 

as there is now today. The explosion of migration studies has been just enormous, 

and I think a very important article for someone to write – I just don’t have the gumption 
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to do it – would be to document this enormous expansion of scholarly writing about 

migration.  

Both Aron and Hoffman knew a great deal about migration. They were amazingly 

erudite about it, but my point is that they were blind. They had these conceptual 

blinders, and they couldn’t see what was happening, and I happily threw away those 

blinders a long time ago. And I also want to add at this point that I’m firmly convinced 

(as I’ve been teaching migration for many, many decades) that, in general, human 

migration is a benefit in the grand scheme of things to all societies and polities.  

At the beginning of the migration process, migrants can encounter resistance of 

various kinds and problems but, by the second and third generation, generally they 

are incorporated and they become valuable parts of society. So, clearly in my eyes, 

migration constitutes a complex and important subject matter and that helps us 

understand this explosion of interdisciplinary studies of migration over the last 50 

years.  

Now I want to turn to my book, which is sitting around here someplace: The Age 

of Migration. The work on this book actually started in my dissertation, I would say, 

because by 1972 Stephen Castles and Godula Kosack had published Immigrant 

Workers and Class Structure in Western Europe, published by Oxford. It was, in my 

eyes, the best social science work produced by the so-called New Left generation. 

And even though Steve and I became good friends and co-authors, I was very critical 

of the general contention in that book that immigrant workers were voiceless and 

powerless because I knew that wasn’t the case, and I wrote my dissertation to refute 

that argument. 

So, years later when I was editing IMR [International Migration Review], I was 

invited to a meeting at Cornell University, and Castles happened to be the scholar-in-

residence. We had corresponded for many, many years but I’d never met him in 

person. And so, suddenly, there I was with him and he asked me what I was up to. 

And I described the plan I had to write what became the Age of Migration, and he 

asked me, ’Do you want a co-author?’ And I answered ‘yes’, just like that. That started 

25 years of very wonderful collaboration. So Stephen and I have been very gratified 

by the response to our book, and I thought since I’ve been invited here and some of 

you are familiar with the work, we decided that since both of us ended up in the hospital 

writing the fifth edition, that there wouldn’t be a sixth edition. So what I propose is to 

share with you some thoughts about what would be included if there were to be a sixth 

edition. 

So, let’s start with Brexit, and its implications for European integration and 

security. In my reading of the run-up to the vote, the outcome reflected growing political 

opposition to mobility within the European Union, the EU. So, if indeed the ongoing 

negotiations result in the UK leaving the EU, then the negative perception of 

community migration will be potentially greatly adverse for European and trans-

Atlantic security. And that potential certainly should be viewed as affecting 

fundamental questions of peace and war. Let me briefly review some of the 

background, just a bit. 
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Jean Monnet, one of the founders of what became the EU, spent part of World 

War Two in the United States, and he was fascinated by quite a number of phenomena 

in the United States, including the ability of, say, people from the state of Wisconsin to 

move to the state of Delaware and take up employment, and this was not controversial. 

It was seen as generally beneficial to the overall economy. So, freedom of labour 

mobility numbered among the four fundamental freedoms when the treaty founding 

the European Economic Community was signed in 1957, the Treaty of Rome. And 

that, of course, was the predecessor to today’s European Union. It’s important to 

realise that freedom of labour mobility did not become a reality in the early years of 

European integration. A major reason for that stemmed from the relative economic 

backwardness of Italy as compared to the other five states constituting the EEC. 

France feared it would be overrun by Italian workers but, very wisely, in the EEC, there 

was created structural funds. These were funds funded by the money derived from the 

common tariff in the zone and much of it was invested in Italy. It helped bring about 

what we call the Italian economic miracle so that by 1968, when labour mobility comes 

into effect within the common market, there wasn’t the great wave of Italian migration 

to France or elsewhere. Indeed, Italy by then had become a land of immigration in its 

own right.  

So, for decades labour mobility within the EEC was viewed largely as positive. 

Indeed, there was concern that there was too little migration between the member 

states. Indeed, as little as a decade ago I attended a conference outside of Dublin that 

examined the question why there was so little mobility within the European community, 

especially in comparison to the inter-state migration that takes place within the United 

States.  

Now that perception then began to change with the collapse of Communist states 

in Eastern and Central Europe. This led to a major expansion of the EU eastward and, 

after a period of delay which was optional, eventually the members of the new Eastern 

and Central European new member states, their populations became eligible for 

labour mobility. Poles and other migrants from the East came to places like Great 

Britain and became viewed as problematic, and this exacerbated agitation for a British 

departure from the EU. Ironically, the Brexit vote of late appeared to vindicate some 

of De Gaulle’s reservations about Britain’s entry into the common European 

organisation. He argued particularly that the UK was insufficiently European and that’s 

why he vetoed it twice. So, it’s difficult to predict at this point exactly what would be 

the outcome of the ongoing negotiation between the UK and the EU. But whatever the 

outcome, it’s already clear that the bedrock of post-war European and trans-Atlantic 

security has suffered a major blow.  

For my second phase, let’s turn our attention to Mexican migration to the United 

States, and we’re going to hear a major talk by a dear colleague, my Mexican 

colleague, on this later on, but US/Mexico history has been fraught, and I’m an unusual 

American in acknowledging that we’ve been uncommonly aggressive vis à vis Mexico. 

Indeed, we’ve incorporated half of Mexico into our territory by war and acquisition. So, 

migration from Mexico to the United States has long been very important. Despite this 

long tradition, a recent book, well a book from about 15 years ago, the title was Distant 
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Neighbours, caught very well this great distance between Mexico and the United 

States. In brief, the United States authorised temporary employment of Mexican 

citizens in the two major war-time periods of the twentieth century. These policies were 

very problematic but they were authorised due to American fears about possible labour 

shortages due to the war-time mobilisation of manpower. The term ‘bracero’ means 

‘strong armed one’. These bracero programmes, as they were called, established 

networks that endured beyond the authorised duration of the programme. So, by the 

early 1960s, alarm grew in places like California over the perception of growing illegal 

migration. The Nixon administration in 1972 appointed a high-ranking Department of 

Justice official, Doris Meissner, to head up an effort to enunciate a Federal policy to 

address this growing problem of perceived illegal Mexican migration. This led to the 

creation of a bi-partisan Select Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy, which 

came under the Jimmy Carter administration. And that Commission made numerous 

recommendations including a legalisation policy, a counterfeit-resistant employment 

eligibility document, and employer sanctions to deter illegal employment of 

unauthorised aliens. Really, until this period there was no criminality in illegally 

employing aliens unauthorised to work in the United States. So, this Commission was 

created by President Carter but it reported to President Reagan. You will recall that 

Carter lost the election to Reagan. And the new President wanted to improve relations 

with Mexico and at that juncture Canada and the United States then became worried 

by the deepening of integration in Europe, and this then led to the liberalisation of trade 

between Canada and the United States, but Mexico was left out of that. 

Very briefly, then, by the time of the Reagan administration, German Chancellor 

Willy Brandt had issued his famous warning about the growing disparity between the 

Global North and the Global South, and how this was fraught with dangers of instability 

and mass migration. At that period in time, I was appointed the first US migration 

correspondent to the OECD [Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development], and my job was to draft the OECD’s annual report on migration in the 

OECD. And it was just very clear to me that there was a very broad convergence of 

immigration issues and problems within the countries of the OECD, and that these 

questions needed to be addressed at a global level. This led then to the first OECD 

convention of all member states about migration. And, sadly, the Reagan 

administration, newly in power, then refused to allow our delegation to discuss 

anything that smacked of north/south negotiation or dialogue. And the result was that 

that conference didn’t really accomplish anything important. They didn’t take on the 

big questions of the time.  

So eventually the Reagan administration would pass elements of an immigration 

law. It was a 1986 law, based on the recommendations of the Select Commission. It 

did authorise employer sanctions for the first time, and several legalisations. But the 

absence of a counterfeit-proof employment eligibility document meant that large-scale 

illegal migration to the US from Mexico would continue. Eventually, under the Clinton 

administration, Mexico would request to join Canada and the US in the North American 

Free Trade Agreement, and NAFTA came into effect shortly thereafter. But it caused 

major disruption in the Ejido sector of the Mexican economy. This was the heavily 
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subsidised production of corn and other agricultural products and about a third of the 

Mexican population subsisted on that. And under the new rules of the NAFTA 

agreement, there was just no way that they could compete with Iowa farmers, and 

what this meant was a massive departure of many of the Ejido sector population 

northward. So, there was a swelling going on of Mexican migration to the United 

States.  

George W. Bush then would come into office. He wanted, like most US 

Presidents, to have better relations with Mexico, but both Bush and his successor, 

Obama, faced a highly-polarised Congress. And it was very difficult to get any 

legislation passed due to the deep partisan divides. So, in the most recent years, 

there’s just been massive deportation of Mexicans and other immigrants found to be 

illegal migrants. And then comes in President Trump who made very, impossibly 

deprecatory statements about Mexico and ran for the presidency against Mexico as a 

kind of bogeyman in his election, and there’s very worrisome, a very worsening scale 

of mass deportations going on right now. I think I will defer to my Mexican colleague 

to give us more details on that.  

I think I’m going to have to stop about now. I was going to talk about the African 

migration situation of 2015 and maybe I can just say a few words about that in the few 

minutes that remain to me. There are, of course, many factors, both proximate and 

long-term, behind that crisis, but what really precipitated it was the budget deficits 

faced by UNHCR [United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees] and United 

Nation Work and Relief Agency for Palestinian refugees. This created a cutback in 

services and monies made available. It helped trigger this flood of migrants into 

Europe which, of course, involved mainly Syrians and Afghans but others as well, and 

about a million plus migrants then arrived, principally in Germany and Sweden in 2015. 

The vastness of the migration led German Chancellor Merkel to take a very brave 

decision, and one that I greatly applaud. I don’t think she really had another alternative 

to it, because the alternative would have been mass chaos and I think Germany was 

the country best prepared, along with the Swedes, to absorb this influx. It came at a 

certain price for Mrs Merkel, but I’m happy to report that the tide of the rise of the 

radical right seems to have ebbed. I think Mrs Merkel will survive and win re-election, 

and that’s the end of my time. I have other points, but I’m going to stop right here, and 

thank you for your attention.  
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Border as Method to Investigating Logistics 

 

Brett Neilson 
 

How does a research agenda addressed to the world making capacities of borders 

swing towards concern with the forms of power manifest in logistical practices? I want 

to answer this question today, and I will begin with the discussion of the book just 

mentioned by Philip [Nel], Border as Method, or the Multiplication of Labor, which I 

published with my Italian colleague Sandro Mezzadra in 2013, in order to reflect on 

the importance of borders for our political lives. I will then turn to the question of 

logistics, which is a more recent research topic that has preoccupied us and say 

something about the global governance of the movement of people and things in the 

contemporary age. 

Border as Method is a book that found its impulse in a dialogue I carried out with 

Sandro in 2002, after we met at the European Social Forum. We are both academics, 

but it’s important that we met each other in an activist and civil society context. For 

me, located in Australia, this dialogue occurred in the wake of the Tampa incident of 

2001, where a Norwegian tanker rescued asylum seekers from a sinking vessel. The 

Australian government subsequently moved these people to Manus Island and Nauru. 

In Italy, it was the period of the first agreements for the Italian funding and 

externalisation of detention facilities in Libya. We were very aware of these parallels 

and thinking through them in the different contexts was what motivated our dialogue 

and our work. Initially, we published our dialogue in the journal Borderlands, which 

subsequently moved its editorship to this university [University of Otago]. 

We realised that we shared a commitment to thinking about borders and 

migration in a global frame, and this meant that we departed from what is a usual 

strategy in so-called ‘border studies’, which is to unfold a view of the world from one 

particular border. Often this one particular border may be the important borders in the 

world like the US/Mexico border or the border that separates Africa from Europe 

across the Mediterranean. But our work was born from an effort to place migratory 

movements and border struggles in a frame that encompassed wider global 

transformations of economy and politics, and this meant that we pursued a mode of 

analysis that was deliberately broad. And that, in turn, meant that we would engage 

with sites that for reasons of time and resources we hadn’t visited. However, we visited 

and knew very well some of the sites, so there was this kind of gambit in bringing 

together our argument. 

Now this argument took impetus from a claim contrary to projections made by 

many theorists of globalisation in the 1990s, that globalisation would lead to a so-

called borderless world. Some of you may remember the books by the Japanese 
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business writer Kenichi Ohmae with names like The Borderless World. These are 

books published early to mid-90s. Our starting point was this projection was incorrect, 

that globalisation was in fact generating a proliferation or a multiplication of borders. 

This meant we turned our attention to borders that were not only at the margins of 

state territory. We saw a kind of multiplication of types of border, whether symbolic, 

cultural, linguistic or those running through urban spaces. We took as a point of 

departure, a phrase from our interlocutor, Étienne Balibar, who wrote in an important 

1998 essay that ‘the border is no longer at the border’.1 Balibar’s statement was 

obviously relevant with respect to our dialogue about what was happening in Libya 

and in the Pacific. But we were also interested in the making of internal borders within 

states and the way in which border devices and schemes of migration management, 

which increasingly involved private actors, inscribed themselves into the lives of 

migrants, even when they were located far from a physical geopolitical border in space 

and time.  

This approach spurred for us an interest in how border crossing and border 

control were active in the production of subjectivity in the making of subjects – political 

subjects – whether we think about the institution of citizenship or whether we think 

about other forms of political subjectivity. We were also interested in the ways in which 

borders are active in producing labour power and creating labour markets. To put it 

very briefly, our interest was in the productive aspects of the borders: what borders 

make, what they create, and the ways in which borders configure the world. We 

focused on the way in which no border can exist in isolation from others, on the uneven 

and contested processes by which the institution of the border spread historically 

across the world, and on the links of this movement to the making of the world-market.  

Now, with respect to the reception of the book, these (Figure 2.1) are just some 

images of the way Border as Method has circulated and been translated into different 

languages.2 I’m not going to say anything about these images of the covers of the 

translated volumes, but just to give some context. 

 

  

                                                      
1 E. Balibar, ‘The borders of Europe’, in P. Cheah and B. Robbins (eds), Cosmopolitics: 
Thinking and Feeling beyond the Nation (1998), pp. 216-233. 
2 Cover images from: S. Mezzadra and B. Neilson, Border as Method, or, the Multiplication of 
Labor (Durham: Duke University Press, 2013); S. Mezzadra and B. Neilson, Confini e 
frontiere: La moltiplicazione del lavoro nel mondo globale, G. Roggero (trans), (Bologna: Il 
Mulino, 2014); S. Mezzadra and B. Neilson, La frontera come método: O la multiplicacíon del 
trabajo, V. Hendel (trans), (Buenos Aires: Tinta Limon, 2017); S. Mezzadra and B. Neilson, 
Meja kot metoda ali pomnoževanje dela, J. Škerl (trans), (Lubliana: Univerza v Ljubljani, 
2018)l S. Mezzadra and B. Neilson, La frontière comme méthode ou la multiplication du travail, 
J. Guazzini (trans), (Toulouse: Éditions de l’Asymétrie, 2019). 
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Figure 2.1 Book covers of Border as Method in different languages 
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 With respect to the theme of this conference, which is opened and closed 

borders, there’s a point that I want particularly to emphasise coming out of my work 

with Sandro. Because in this work, rather than classifying borders as either opened or 

closed, we were more interested in examining the dynamic in contradictory processes 

of opening and closure that define borders. We asked how these processes provide a 

kind of epistemic or methodological perspective for studying many different kinds of 

transformation in the contemporary world and not just those associated with the 

geopolitics of migration. We would say no border is completely opened or closed. The 

familiar image we have of the border, like the famous image of the US/Mexico border 

or the image on the slide that was up during Mark’s [Miller] talk, is the image of a wall. 

And often we think of the border as a wall. But I’m here to say that a border is a border, 

and a wall is a wall, and these two things may coincide but not necessarily. Wendy 

Brown importantly has argued in her book Walled States that the building of walls 

marks not an augmentation of state sovereignty, but actually its waning. We know from 

studies of some of the most formidable walls in the world, such as that running through 

the Palestinian territories in Israel, that they form part of a wider border complex, and 

there are other technologies and spatial strategies associated with them, like 

blockades, closures, checkpoints, sterile areas, security zones, closed military areas, 

and so on. Where there’s a wall, usually there’s a tunnel. Things are much more labile 

than the image of the wall makes us think when we begin to discuss what a border is.  

This is just one way of saying that, in our perspective, we don’t want to dig in 

around polemical positions about whether borders should be opened or closed. We 

think there is too much of this kind of polemic and too much clinging to these kinds of 

positions, and we think it is much more realistic to examine the struggles that occur 

around border opening and closure and how they structure and pattern practices of 

mobility in the world today.  

This means also that we’re not exclusively interested in studying the exclusion 

that borders can affect, although we recognise that this exclusion and the violence 

surrounding it is an important part of the picture. Nor are we interested in celebrating 

the trope of welcoming that accompanies arguments for open borders, although we 

recognise the kind of ethics of welcoming as providing an important basis for migration 

politics. Rather, we focus on what we call patterns of differential inclusion by which 

borders filter and discriminate between different kinds of people on the move and how 

these processes of filtering and discrimination are active even within territorially bound 

spaces of citizenship and their associated labour markets. So, we think that the 

violence that accompanies exclusion is no less significant than the violence that can 

accompany inclusion, and we tend to think of inclusion and exclusion on a continuum 

with each other, rather than as polar opposites. And seeing things along this 

continuum allows us to think about how borders establish multiple points of control 

along key lines and geographies of wealth and power, and this continuum we see very 

much in the frame of what I said earlier of opening and closure existing in tension 

around borders.  

I’d like to contextualise these observations by making two simple points around 

borders. One way in which I can boil a complex argument down is to make two points 
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that are deceptively simple, but I think really have quite profound influences and 

implications for the way in which we think about borders. The first one is that borders 

connect as well as divide. It sounds simple, it sounds intuitive, it sounds like we already 

know it, but this idea that borders exist at the cusp of division and connection raises 

the question of what it means to share, or to divide with. My co-author is Italian, and 

much of our dialogue is in the Italian language. The Italian word for ‘share’ is 

‘condividere’, which, like the Spanish word ‘compartir’, means to ‘divide with’; sharing 

is to ‘divide with’. So, this implication of sharing and division raises in the question of 

borders the question of how we live together, how we divide space and time, 

resources, and sociality. It’s the question that’s often discussed today as the 

production of the common. We make an intervention in our book around this particular 

debate and the way in which commons, whether we think about them as land or water 

or climate, need to be produced. They need to have pragmatic rule for their 

management in order that they can be invented, or, we would say, made rather than 

simply protected or sustained. But we’re also aware of the cultural and social 

inflections in this debate and in this regard the question of difference is very important 

in the context of borders, particularly forms of racial and gender difference which we 

see as primary, not secondary, to the way in which borders function, and the way we 

think through and across these kinds of differences. We take seriously the proposition 

of thinkers like Chandra Mohanty and Audre Lorde, who stress the relevance of these 

questions for political theory and practice, and insist that claiming differences as 

bridges implies concurrently struggling against them as barriers, as borders that divide 

us.  

The second deceptively simple point is this one – that borders always have two 

sides. Again, this seems obvious but we think it’s a proposition that’s often glossed 

over in contemporary propositions around borders. Consider an argument that most 

of us have heard a version of: that national identities are constituted through the acts 

of exclusion that borders allow, that we are us because other subjects are cut out. 

Now, there’s no denying that there’s a moment of truth to this argument. It’s an 

argument that rings true, especially in a settler colonial society like Australia, given its 

racial history and present. But if we take the border as a device or technology that 

produces the national self, we end up with a kind of very one-sided view of the border. 

We look at the border in order to understand who ‘we’ are. And what is obscured or 

neglected in this approach is the subjectivity and experience of the migrant, which is 

precisely what we emphasise in our work.  

The same problem is present in policy approaches to borders that seek to 

calibrate them either to national labour market needs, or even to humanitarian 

obligations. Whether this work is done with a view to optimising market equilibrium or 

somehow civilising the border within the frames of agreements and charters, it tends 

to ignore the fact that the border by its very constitution can never act as a kind of 

perfect filter or valve. Consequently, these approaches can’t catch the sense in which 

migrant subjectivity, desire and experience tends to exceed the channels set up by 

national migration policies or even official humanitarian pathways, and this, we would 

argue, is the case even in instances of so-called forced migration. 
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There is a failure in much work on borders to explain how it is that migration 

comes to be seen as a kind of turbulent excess that forever has to be kept at bay. We 

can only come to grips with this problem if we understand the border and the 

technologies associated with it, whether they be camps or forms of deportation, or the 

newer forms of biometry and electronic tracking, or so-called ‘refugee swap 

programmes’ such as the one between EU and Turkey. We need to understand these 

kinds of devices and technologies, not as necessary evils or ethical blemishes, but as 

the proper political institutions that they are.  

Now, as the discussion I’ve offered makes clear, and I’m changing tack now, the 

question of border weaves its way through many problems and predicaments that are 

crucial for contemporary social and political thought, and these extend beyond 

migration. They include the changing dynamics of globalisation, transformations in the 

structure of the world market and the international division of labour, the shifting roles 

and forms of the state, the appearance of new geographies of development and 

production, mutations in political power, and the changing contours of citizenship, 

class and political belonging. But we can also use these wider issues that the border 

brings up for us as contexts to turn back on the question of migration. They can give 

us political and analytical angles with which to turn back and question migration. The 

work I’ve been doing with Ned Rossiter and others on the role of logistics in 

contemporary forms of economy and globalisation is an instance in this regard. This 

research has developed across two projects, one of which was called ‘Transit Labour: 

Circuits, Borders, Regions’, and the second of which was called ‘Logistical Worlds: 

Infrastructure, Software and Labour’. Both of these were large, multi-sited international 

projects funded by the Australian Research Council that took place around different 

sites in the world. Put briefly, what we were seeking to understand is how the 

techniques and technologies of global logistics enable the movement of people and 

goods in ways that have muddied distinctions between production and distribution, 

and have resulted in the proliferation of different kinds of spaces such as zones and 

corridors, which we see as having political valence.  

There are various foci in this research and I’ve talked to some of you here about 

these yesterday; for instance, the Chinese investment in the port of Piraeus in Greece, 

the Delhi/Mumbai industrial corridor, the K to K route between Kunming and Kolkata, 

the opening up of new post-Panamax shipping routes to Latin America, and so forth. 

Our interest was in what we called ‘following the software’, that is, the software which 

enables these mobilities. We come from a perspective that recognises there’s a lot of 

talk about flows of people and goods in the contemporary world, but we emphasise 

that flows just don’t happen. There are techniques and technologies that motivate why 

they happen, and that this is the case for the movement of people as much as for the 

movement of goods and objects. And we can think about these types of movement in 

relation to each other in order to move on the debate around migration. There was 

some engagement with these problems in the book that I wrote with Sandro. But these 

issues are ones that I’ve explored particularly in the last couple of years with 

collaborators in Germany. I am speaking about friends and colleagues who work at 

Humboldt University’s Berlin Institute for Empirical Research on Integration and 
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Migration. These friends and colleagues are researchers who the German government 

has funded to look at the question of refugee integration in Germany, following the 

tumultuous summer of migration in 2015, which Mark also mentioned.  

Our collaborative work with these German researchers has involved rethinking 

logistics in relation to migration and vice versa. And it’s gone beyond things such as 

the recognition that the so-called Balkan Route followed in 2015 from the Idomeni 

camp at the Greek border which is now closed up to the Hungarian border, follows 

exactly so-called Corridor X, which was part of a European transport project in order 

to facilitate the movement of goods. I knew about this corridor from a couple of years 

earlier when we had studied the Chinese investment in the port of Piraeus, and the 

interest of companies like Hewlett Packard in using and smoothing out this transport 

route in order to facilitate the movement and sale of hardware through the port of 

Piraeus up into central Europe. In some ways, it’s no surprise that a transport route 

and a trade route also becomes a migration route. It’s not a new phenomenon, but it’s 

one I think that is significant for the way we think about this exploration of the nexus 

of logistics and migration. The coincidence of migration and transport routes gives us 

some kind of handle or logistical angle towards thinking about migration and diverse 

practices of migration. This superposition of routes also impels us to think about how 

migrants invent their own kind of logistical techniques, and use logistical technologies 

in order to move. And there’s been some very fascinating work around the use of 

smartphones by refugees and the way that they facilitated the particular kinds of 

mobility that were practiced in 2015. 

 

Figure 2.2 Investigating Logistics Summer School Website 

 

 
 

Source: Investigating Logistics Summer University Website frontpage (2016), A. Husak 

(design). Berlin Institute for Integration and Migration Research, Humboldt University, Berlin. 
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Above is an image of the website for the summer school that I organised with the 

German colleagues. More conceptually, there has been a focus in migration studies 

of late on how mobilities, more generally transport and infrastructure, are important to 

the study of migration. Again, this is not a new topic, but one that has been thematised, 

say over the last 10 years, building up in the last five years, with concepts like the 

migration industry or viapolitics, which is a term that some of you have might heard, or 

debates around so-called migration infrastructure. And these approaches have 

variously turned attention to the roles of commercial interests. These might be small 

migrant entrepreneurs that organise the mobility of people, they might be multi-

national companies involved in the business of deportation, or they might be criminal 

networks – smugglers and traffickers. But there’s been increased attention to these 

kinds of actors. There’s also been attention to so-called non-human actors, coming 

out of the influence of science and technology studies, on migration studies. Many 

people are interested in the role of infrastructures, such as roads, tunnels, boats, and 

so forth, and how the actual materiality of these infrastructures affects the kinds of 

mobility that are possible. And there’s been an interest in the different kinds of 

‘middlemen’ involved in migration, whether these are migration agents, whether 

they’re people who are making regulations or people who are rolling out technological 

approaches or so-called ‘solutions’. These figures and their role in spurring and 

managing routing and limiting migration have been more and more in view. But in 

approaching migration through what we call the logistical gaze, we’re hoping to extend 

these approaches. This is not only because it gives us a way of looking at so-called 

‘whole process of migration’, and here we’re adapting a phrase from Peter Drucker 

who talks about how logistics allows you to look at the ‘whole process of business’.3 It 

is also because it gives us an understanding of the heterogeneous infrastructural 

skeleton of migration from the angle of broader processes that are reshaping global 

politics and economy.  

Now, one emphasis in the study of logistics and migration, we know particularly 

from our European colleagues, has been the establishment of the so-called ‘hotspot 

system’ in 2015. This was a European Commission term and interestingly it’s a term 

whose use you can track back to the logistics industries. And this allows us to talk 

about the ways in which the border has been, to coin an ugly term, ‘logistified’.  

Another important topic, and this is where I will finish, has been around the way 

in which the arrivals in Germany, and I agree with Mark [Miller] that Angela Merkel did 

something important, was managed. I think that the brief opening that occurred in 

Germany was interesting, not only because it was an opening, but because also how 

it was justified politically. This involved saying that because we are neoliberal, because 

we are tight fiscally, because we have insisted on running the European Union the 

way we have and because we were so tough on Greece, we can afford to open 

borders. This approach and rhetoric was something new. We can discuss the merits 

                                                      
3 P. Drucker, ‘Physical Distribution: The Frontier of Modern Management’, in D.J. Bowersox, 
B.J. La Londe and E.W. Smykay (eds), Readings in Physical Distribution Management: 
Logistics of Marketing (New York: Macmillan, 1969), pp. 3-8. 
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of the position but it does scramble the kind of positions that say contemporary forms 

of neoliberal economics necessarily produce xenophobia, and I think that is important 

and something we need to think through quite deeply.  

I want to close with what I think is a kind of paradigmatic logistification of the 

border, and here I’m drawing on work done by two PhD students that were involved in 

this summer university, Moritz Altenried and Mira Wallace, on the so-called arrivals 

centres, that were established in Germany with the 2015 and 2016 arrivals. Now, a 

cornerstone of German migration policy since the early 80s was that asylum seekers 

could not access the labour market. Germany is not unique in this, but the policy of 

drawing a strict border between asylum seekers and economic migrants has been at 

the centre of many migration policies and debates over the last decades. In Germany 

this has begun to come under pressure, partly from business lobbies. One important 

lobbyist of the German government to begin to change this process was the multi-

national human resources group Manpower. A graphic representation of these arrival 

centres shows a clustering of migrants into A, B and C groups, based on their countries 

of departure, and different routes and different possibilities to navigate themselves 

through this space, talking to various agents who do various checks on their status 

and qualifications, leading to the doors that they will walk through at the end of the 

process.4 A means that they are destined for the German labour market, B means that 

they are destined for deportation, and C is a route for people who need further 

consultation or analysis before it is known what will occur to them. But it’s interesting 

also in the way it’s presented graphically, because this really looks like a diagram of a 

way a warehouse works, something that we’ve been studying in our investigations of 

logistics. This scheme indicates what the border is becoming, an image which is not a 

wall, but which is still definitely a border but involves quite different techniques and 

technologies than the wall. I wouldn’t say that the border has become a warehouse, 

because I think there’s a difference between a warehouse and a border, just like I think 

that there’s a difference between a wall and a border. Being aware of these 

differences, of these continuities, between exclusion and inclusion, between opening 

and closing, and the fact that borders have two sides, are points with which I would 

like to leave you today. 

  

                                                      
4 Böhme Zeitung, http://www.boehme-zeitung.de/lokales/news/artikel/entscheidung-ueber-
bleiberecht-to-go.html. 

http://www.boehme-zeitung.de/lokales/news/artikel/entscheidung-ueber-bleiberecht-to-go.html
http://www.boehme-zeitung.de/lokales/news/artikel/entscheidung-ueber-bleiberecht-to-go.html
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3 

 

Forced Return:  

The Massive Deportation of Mexican Immigrants 

from the United States in the Trump Era 

 

Rafael Alarcón Acosta 
 

Let me explain where we live, because this is important to understand my 

presentation. We live in the intersection between the Pacific Ocean and San Diego, 

California, in the city of Tijuana in Mexico. This is the most traversed city in the world. 

I think that after 100 years of Mexican migration to the United States, the border is 

finally closing to the Mexican workers. I also want to talk a little bit about the role of 

the Trump administration in this process but it is going to be difficult because he has 

been president for 200 days. 

Many people assume that the massive deportation of Mexican immigrants from 

the United States began with Trump, because during his campaign he promised he 

would deport all these ‘criminals and rapists’ that Mexico sends to the United States. 

But I will try to convince you today that the massive deportation of Mexicans from the 

US has a longer history.  

Let me just start by showing this very interesting graph (Figure 3.1) published by 

the Pew Research Center that depicts the Mexican history of migration to the US. As 

you can see, it is a very long process that started right after the US-Mexico War when 

the United States created a new border. As you can see, there were few migrants 

going to the United States in the nineteenth century, but later there was an important 

growth. However, right after the 1930s there is a decline of the Mexican population in 

the US because the Great Depression led to the massive deportation of Mexicans. 

After that, you see an amazing growth rate starting in the 1970s. 
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Figure 3.1 Mexican immigrant population in the US in decline (in millions) 

 

 
 

Source: Ana Gonzalez-Barrera, ‘More Mexicans Leaving than Coming to the U.S.’, 19 

November 2015, https://www.pewresearch.org/hispanic/2015/11/19/more-mexicans-leaving-

than-coming-to-the-u-s/ 

 

Professor Miller mentioned the Bracero Programme, which was a temporary 

workers’ agreement between Mexico and the United States during part of World War 

Two. However, the war ended in 1945 but the Bracero Programme continued until 

1964. Now you can begin to see that the US government promoted Mexican migration 

to the US in this long history. During the Bracero Programme, the United States 

government provided 4.6 million contracts to Mexican workers. This explains why 

there were so many Mexicans settling in the United States afterwards. Another 

important factor came later with the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act that 

included an ample amnesty, in which 2.6 million Mexicans became documented. As a 

result of this, today there are nearly 11.6 million Mexicans in the US and half of them, 

6 million, are undocumented. But this has to do with a very long history in which, 

among many other factors, the United States government promoted the emigration 

process from Mexico.  

Now as you can see in the same graph there is an unprecedented change that 

began around 2008, when the Mexican population in the United States began to 

decline. At the same time that fewer Mexicans were leaving for the US, many 

Mexicans living in the US were returning to Mexico. The Mexican population 

decreased due to many factors; one of them was the economic recession that began 

https://www.pewresearch.org/hispanic/2015/11/19/more-mexicans-leaving-than-coming-to-the-u-s/
https://www.pewresearch.org/hispanic/2015/11/19/more-mexicans-leaving-than-coming-to-the-u-s/
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in 2008. There were fewer jobs for Mexican migrants in the US and therefore some of 

them returned voluntarily. They decided to go back to Mexico because there were no 

good conditions in the US. However, I argue that the most important factor that 

explains the decrease of the Mexican population in the US is the massive formal 

deportation of Mexican migrants that escalated after 9/11.  

There are two types of deportations: removals and returns. Removals are based 

on an order of removal and have legal consequences for the future. On the other hand, 

returns are not based on an order of removal. Most Mexican migrants who tried to 

cross the border illegally were detained and returned to Mexico without a formal 

deportation order. What we are seeing today is the growth of removals and the 

decrease in the number of returns. In 2002, the Department of Homeland Security was 

created. This is a very big department that is in charge of national security issues as 

well as immigration matters. After 9/11, immigration became a national security 

concern that led to the construction of a new massive deportation system that has 

affected mainly Mexican and Central Americans immigrants.  

There are three main characteristics of this massive deportation system 

described by the Migration Policy Institute. First, removals have more severe legal 

consequences for the deportees, because they are expelled for 5, 10, 20 years or 

forever. If they illegally re-enter the US they can spend many years in prison. Another 

important characteristic is the shift from judicial to non-judicial removals. This means 

that in addition to immigration judges who determine who is deported, Department of 

Homeland Security officials can also make this decision. There are also previously 

little-used immigration-related criminal charges used to deport non-citizens. 

Aggravated felonies, according to Doris Meissner, is a creation of the US Government 

that applies only to immigration law. Felonies are considered aggravated when a non-

citizen commits one of these crimes for which they can be deported. Murder, rape, 

and sexual abuse of a minor are aggravated felonies as well as domestic violence and 

driving under the influence (DUI). 

This graph from the Migration Policy Institute (Figure 3.2) shows that in 1970, the 

most important type of deportations were returns. But, as you can see, the number of 

removals began to grow rapidly, first after 1996, when US Congress passed the Illegal 

Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA) that facilitated the 

removal of non-citizens. If you compare the percentage of removals in 1970 and the 

percentage of removals in 2012, you will see the difference. Now, most deportations 

from the US are removals. From 1970 all the way to the 1980s, formal deportations 

were not above 10 per cent, but, in 2012, around 70 per cent of deportations were 

removals.  
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Figure 3.2 INS and DHS apprehensions, removals, and returns, FY, 1970-2012 

 

 
 

Source: Marc R. Rosenblum and Doris Meissner with Claire Bergeron and Faye Hipsman, 

The Deportation Dilemma: Reconciling Tough and Humane Enforcement (Washington DC: 

Migration Policy Institute, 2014), p. 22, online at 

https://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/deportation-dilemma-reconciling-tough-humane-

enforcement 

 

An analysis of data from the Yearbooks of Immigration Statistics from the 

Department of Homeland Security from 1998 to 2014 that included the last three years 

of the Clinton administration, the eight years of the Bush administration and the first 

six years of the Obama presidency, reveals that the number of removals of Mexican 

immigrants from the United States reached more than 3.5 million. Between 1998 and 

2000, during the Clinton administration, there were about 150,000 removals of 

Mexican immigrants from the United States per year. But, right after 9/11 in 2001, 

during the Bush presidency, there was a dramatic growth in the number of removals 

of Mexican immigrants reaching 247,000 in 2008. In 2012 and 2013, during the Obama 

administration, more than 300,000 Mexican migrants were removed from the United 

States per year. Under this administration, a very large number of Mexican immigrants 

were formally deported and for this reason President Obama was called the ‘Deporter-

in-Chief’. 

In 2010, the Department of Homeland Security Secretary, Janet Napolitano, 

stated that that year, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), which is the unit 

https://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/deportation-dilemma-reconciling-tough-humane-enforcement
https://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/deportation-dilemma-reconciling-tough-humane-enforcement
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of the Department of Homeland Security in charge of deportations, set a record for 

overall removals of illegal aliens with more than 390,000 removals nationwide. Half of 

those removed, more than 195,000, were convicted criminals. When you read this 

statement, you would probably say, well, Secretary Napolitano is right. How can the 

United States allow criminals to reside in the United States? The problem is that her 

concept of criminality is very flexible because it includes immigration violations. It is 

important to mention that we are talking about the deportation of non-citizens that 

includes undocumented people but also legal permanent residents. The only people 

who cannot be deported are naturalised citizens. 

The massive deportation system operates under many different programs, like 

the 287(g) Program that allows a state or local law enforcement entity to enter into a 

partnership with ICE to train their officers to enforce immigration law. There is a lot of 

debate in the US because many cities do not want to have these agreements with the 

Federal Government, but President Trump is putting a lot of pressure on city and state 

officials to comply with this. The Secure Communities program was discontinued in 

2014 because it did not focus on serious criminals. President Obama eliminated the 

program and created the Priority Enforcement Program. With this program, fingerprint-

based biometric data submitted during bookings by state and local law enforcement 

agencies go to the FBI and also to the Department of Homeland Security. There is 

also a program for fugitives; Operation Community Shield is designed to deport gang 

members, and Operation Streamline focuses on people who for the first time enter the 

United States illegally and, instead of being returned, they are removed.  

Three or four weeks ago, there was an interesting case of a deportee who stayed 

at Casa del Migrante in Tijuana, the most important immigrant shelter in Mexico that 

is run by the Scalabrinian Missionaries. A Mexican migrant was deported in the 1990s 

because he was accused of selling marijuana in Los Angeles. He told us he was 

buying marijuana but he was accused of selling it. He was deported but provided a 

false name; for this reason, he was able to re-enter the United States with his legal 

permanent residency card with his real name. He lived in the United States until 2017 

without any problem. However, a few weeks ago he had a heated discussion with his 

wife. According to him, they were shouting and the neighbours called the Los Angeles 

Police Department which, by the way, does not have an agreement with ICE. The 

police officers arrested him and he was fingerprinted. A few days later, ICE agents 

approached him and told him that he was in the process of being deported. What 

happened is that his fingerprints that were sent to the Department of Homeland 

Security revealed that he had been previously deported using a false name. In less 

than 12 hours he was in Tijuana and he was removed for life. His wife is 

undocumented, they have a daughter who is a US citizen and another son who is 

undocumented. Many families have members with different immigration status. 

Scholars define them as mixed immigration status families.  

Regarding the debate about deportation of criminals, in 2010 I conducted a study 

in Casa del Migrante de Tijuana in which we analysed the reasons for the deportation 

of 3,457 men who stayed at the shelter in that year. My co-author, William Becerra, 

and I found that one-third of them (36 per cent) were detained or deported because of 
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traffic violations that include not having a driver’s licence, or because they were 

involved in an accident. This 36 per cent also includes people who committed DUI 

which is a serious crime. There are, of course, serious criminals among the removed 

migrants, but most of them were deported because they committed misdemeanours 

related to traffic violations, alcohol and drug abuse and domestic violence. These are 

serious problems in the Mexican communities in the United States and, as a result of 

that, many migrants have been deported. 

Some people criticised our published results of the 2010 study, then, to our 

surprise, in 2014 a study conducted by the New York Times found similar results. In 

their analysis of more than 3.2 million individual actions taken by ICE, they found that 

66 per cent committed minor infractions, including traffic violations, or had no criminal 

records at all. We were very happy. Only 20 per cent of the cases analysed by the 

New York Times involved people convicted of serious crimes, including drug-related 

offenses. 

In January 2017, the new President Donald Trump signed the Executive Order: 

Enhancing Public Safety in the Interior of the United States. This Executive Order 

states that aliens can be deported if they have been convicted of any criminal offence 

but also if they have been charged with any criminal offence even though they have 

not been convicted. Among other things, the Executive Order also declares that aliens 

can be removed if, in the judgement of an immigration officer, the aliens pose a risk to 

public safety or national security.  

I want to finish my presentation with three final considerations. First, it seems 

that with the massive deportation regime, we are witnessing the end of the flexible 

immigration system that existed between Mexico and the United States during the 

twentieth century. Under this system, Mexico provided all the workers needed by US 

employers, without formal deportations and a porous border. Second, the Mexican 

economy is not prepared to offer employment to 5 or 6 million deported migrants. 

Third, at the same time, the lure of the US labour market is fading because the US 

economy cannot offer the good formal jobs it provided to undocumented Mexican 

immigrants in the past. 
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4 

 

Responding to Human Displacement Through 

Regional Arrangements in the Asia-Pacific Region 

 

Paris Aristotle 
 

I guess I wanted to start off by making the observation that the international protection 

system is experiencing a degree of duress these days that threatens to collapse it. I 

don’t think that’s an overstatement. Similar comments have been made by former High 

Commissioner for UNHCR, Mr Antonio Guterres, who is currently the Secretary-

General of the United Nations. Some people think that it’s collapsed already, or they 

believe that it’s so broken that it can’t be fixed. There are other commentators that 

believe that the convention is out of date because it doesn’t pick up on issues such as 

people displaced through climate change or as a consequence of extreme poverty, 

and so forth.  

Now, I don’t agree with any of those perspectives. I think the Refugee Convention 

is entirely fit for purpose. It’s needed in more places today around the world and for 

more people than it’s ever been needed before. And it gives us the capacity to think 

hard, and to develop programmes and provide a framework for those programmes for 

managing the mass displacement of people as a consequence of war and other 

atrocities being committed right across the globe. That’s in no way an argument 

against the need for very focused and deliberate attention to deal with issues like 

poverty or people displaced as a consequence of climate change. They are vital issues 

that require equally important attention. I guess my concern is that with all of the 

difficulties that we have now, operationalising this convention and responding to 

people displaced by war and conflict, if we lay it in the impact of climate change, the 

impact of poverty into one convention that you then sought to operationalise, then my 

fear is it would be very difficult to see how that could work. But, regardless, we need 

to reframe this debate. There needs to be a paradigm shift in how we think about it. 

As I said, the Convention is not out of date, but I think the way in which we apply it is, 

and that we need to make shifts in our thinking, in our preparedness to consider 

evidence and facts, and perhaps challenge some of our own historical and pre-

conceived views on how we should go about dealing with this issue.  

The scale of displacement at the moment – there are 65.6 million people who 

are displaced around the world. If they constituted a country, they would be the 21st 

largest country in the world, more than the population of the United Kingdom. In our 

region alone, the Asia Pacific region, there are 8 million people. There are protracted 

conflicts in Afghanistan and Syria, and there are reignited ones, in places like South 

Sudan, all contributing massively to this global phenomenon. And I think it’s fair to say 

that the sort of recognition of our shared humanity today and our ability to come 
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together to solve one of the biggest challenges that we’re confronted with is being put 

to the test like never before, and I’m not sure we’re ‘passing’ at the moment. In the 

words of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Filippo Grandi, ‘By any 

measure this is an unacceptable number, and it speaks louder than ever to the need 

for solidarity and common purpose in preventing and resolving crises, and ensuring 

together that the world’s refugees, internally displaced and asylum seekers are 

properly protected and cared for while solutions are pursued … For a world in conflict, 

what is needed is determination and courage, not fear.’1 

These issues in a social policy sense are often thought of in a context of a wicked 

problem. Now, ‘wicked’ doesn’t apply to the moral characteristics of the issue, but 

more to the complexity of the issues that we’re trying to deal with. And while it’s a more 

developed social theory than I’m going to skim over right now, there are five 

characteristics of a wicked problem that I want to highlight to you.  

The first one is that wicked problems are highly resistant to resolution. The 

second characteristic is there is often disagreement about the causes of the problems, 

and therefore the best way to tackle them. The third characteristic that I want to talk 

about is the attempts to address wicked problems often lead to unforeseen 

consequences. So good intentions and actions in one place cause counter-reactions 

in other places and so often times they are unpredictable. Wicked problems usually 

have no clear solution, may never be completely solved, and the challenge is to find 

the best way to manage them instead. And wicked problems are socially complex 

issues, and they require co-ordinated action by a range of governmental and civil 

society stakeholders, if they ever have any chance of being managed better.  

So, just taking those five characteristics, I think a wicked problem or that concept 

is an apt concept for governments and others, people like us, trying to respond to the 

varied challenges of forced migration, and particularly the plight of refugees and 

asylum seekers. And that’s because we control very few of the causal factors. Our 

ability to influence movements is marginal and dependent on the support of others, 

and policy-makers are confronted with impossible choices. As a consequence, policy 

objectives aren’t just about achieving a perfect solution, but instead it’s about the best 

possible imperfect solution. Some may even say that the reality is how do we find the 

least bad or least harmful way of responding? Now that’s a very challenging concept 

for someone in my field, for all of you to contemplate, that there’s no clear answer to 

this, and in fact our responses will have some consequences for people that we 

ordinarily would not like to see. The one issue, though, that I think we do have control 

of is how well we treat people who come within our scope of responsibility, whether 

they are ultimately found to be refugees or not, whether they are owed protection or 

not. The one thing we have control over is the degree of decency and humanity that 

we show to those people while we are managing through a very complex set of 

circumstances.  

                                                      
1 UNHCR, ‘War, Violence, Persecution Push Displacement to New Unprecedented High’, 
https://www.unhcr.org/tr/en/15528-war-violencepersecution-push-displacement-to-new-
unprecedented-high.html (accessed 20 April 2020). 

https://www.unhcr.org/tr/en/15528-war-violencepersecution-push-displacement-to-new-unprecedented-high.html
https://www.unhcr.org/tr/en/15528-war-violencepersecution-push-displacement-to-new-unprecedented-high.html
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Of the 65.6 million people displaced, and that’s equivalent to 1 in every 113 

people on earth, and, yes, I’m going to give you a few statistics here to paint the global 

picture which helps illustrate the wicked nature of this problem. So, it’s equivalent to 1 

in every 113 people on earth, and that represents a 52 per cent increase over the past 

four years in people displaced. Almost half of all refugees are in what UNHCR 

describes as a protracted situation, and a protracted situation roughly speaking is one 

in which there are 25,000 or more people of the same nationality trapped or residing 

in the same country for five years or more. Now, at present there are 33 such 

protracted situations around the world, and an average duration for someone in a 

protracted situation is 20 years. In 1994, don’t hold me to this, but I think when a similar 

analysis was done, the average duration was nine years. So we have more protracted 

situations now, more people in them, and they’ve been stuck in them for a much longer 

period of time. In one UN report, they said that in some protracted refugee situations, 

a third generation of children have been born into displacement.  

Over 80 per cent of the world’s refugees are accommodated in, or are living in, 

low- or middle-income countries around the world. So the poorest countries in the 

world, in fact, shoulder the largest burden when it comes to protecting and caring for 

refugees. The baseline number of resettlement places offered globally through 

international countries, the international community, primarily developed countries, 

has hovered around 100,000 to 110,000. Sometimes it’s dropped down to about 80, 

but on average it’s been around 100 to 110,000 places per annum over the past 20 

years. 2016 was an exception – there was about 189,000 resettlement places offered 

as a result of one-off commitments by countries like Canada, who took almost 40,000 

people from the Syrian-Iraqi conflict; it was a magnificent contribution. Germany, in 

addition to the people flowing in, agreed to take 25,000 people in on a resettlement 

basis. They said in temporary status, but they don’t expect anyone to go back, which 

is often the case with Germany. And Australia took an additional 12,000 places, for 

example. I think Canada took some in addition to the quota as well, a substantially 

smaller number. But right now with the result of the Supreme Court case in the US 

yesterday, the Trump administration is going to cut their quota back to 50,000 places 

which had been set by Obama at 115,000 places. That’s a massive reduction in figures 

of the available resettlement places around the world. The point here is that even if 

we were to hone in on the 1.2 million refugees that UNHCR have identified as in 

desperate need of resettlement as their only option, at a figure of 100 or 110,000, that 

would take 11 or 12 years just to clear that. If it drops down to 60 or 70, then we’re 

talking about 17 to 18 years to respond to that 1.2 million that UNHCR identify now, 

and that is only if not a single other refugee was added to that number during that time. 

So when you think about those sorts of figures and the circumstances around 

protracted situations, how long people are stuck in camps, it’s not surprising really that 

many people are turning to unscrupulous people-smugglers in order to try to find the 

safety and security that they hope to obtain.  

Asylum seekers account for about 2.8 million of the displaced people worldwide, 

and last year 75,000 of them were children who were unaccompanied. According to 

IOM, the number of refugees and migrants fleeing into Europe reduced in 2016 from 
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a figure of 1 million in 2015 to 363,000 in 2016. But the number of known casualties 

as a consequence of dangerous journeys across the Mediterranean and the Aegean 

still rose by 35 per cent to 5,091. None of us really know how many people sunk to the 

bottom of the Mediterranean or the Aegean, how many more bodies were washed 

back up on the Libyan coastline, or how many warehouses there were full of bodies of 

asylum seekers that smugglers couldn’t move, so they chose to kill instead, but we do 

know they exist.  

Between 2009 and 2013, there was a sustained and quite a substantial 

escalation in people-smuggling activity and ventures from Indonesia to Australia. It 

wasn’t a blip. A lot of people have talked about it in fairly simplistic ways over the 

years. Over an eighteen-month period there was a sustained pattern of increase that 

grew from about 800 arrivals in a month and progressively increased to 1,000, to 

1,600, to 2,000, to 3,000 with the month before the 2013 election seeing about 4,200 

arrivals in Australia in one month. That was the trajectory. There was no end of people 

who wanted protection and should get protection. The rate of smuggling activity and 

enterprises was escalating dramatically, and so it was clear that figure would continue 

to grow, and what happened with that was a commensurate increase in the number of 

people who were dying as a consequence of those ventures. The official figures 

confirm that it was about 1,200 people but we know the figure was again much higher. 

There’s often been reports of boats that we knew departed a port in the south of India 

or Sri Lanka or Indonesia that didn’t make it into Australian waters. There was no 

evidence or information about them returning, and there’s only one real option or 

possibility as a consequence of that. So those figures were substantial.  

The point of all of this is that while it’s vital for us to increase global resettlement 

figures, and I’m going to come to that issue a bit later, the real challenge is how do we 

deal with the root causes of these issues? How do we get to the nub of what’s 

happening, that’s generating these sorts of crises, or resolve the ones that currently 

exist? The answers to that have eluded us so far. Grandi, on these points, said that 

‘The willingness of nations to work together not just for refugees but for the collective 

human interest is what’s being tested today, and it’s this spirit of unity that badly needs 

to prevail’,2 and I couldn’t agree more.  

But what are the key elements of any policy response to that kind of a picture? 

How do we have a proper discussion about all of the realities in this, not just the bits 

that we feel comfortable with? The challenges and barriers to overcoming these sorts 

of challenges in order to respond to Grandi’s pleas are varied and many. But the most 

common failing in this regard has been with the commitment to prioritising the 

humanitarian dimension of policy formulation and operations. While the humanitarian 

intent of policies by government is often well-articulated, I think it’s fair to say that on 

close examination there are serious gaps in the humanitarian focus during operations. 

Now, sometimes the critique of those operations is overstated, but other times they’re 

                                                      
2 UNHRC, ‘Global Forced Displacement Hits Record High’, 
https://www.unhcr.org/news/latest/2016/6/5763b65a4/global-forced-displacement-hits-
record-high.html (accessed 20 April 2020). 

https://www.unhcr.org/news/latest/2016/6/5763b65a4/global-forced-displacement-hits-record-high.html
https://www.unhcr.org/news/latest/2016/6/5763b65a4/global-forced-displacement-hits-record-high.html
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not, and until we can develop policy responses that are focused on the realities of an 

industry like a people-smuggling industry and what drives it and how it’s driven, but in 

particular be focused on the humanitarian issues there, it will be difficult to build and 

sustain the coalition of groups, coming back to the notion of a wicked problem, 

government, non-government, civil society, private sector, if those issues aren’t 

attended to properly.  

I think it’s fair to say that, coming from Australia, there’s been a lot of criticism in 

that space in Australia as well, some of it well-deserved, some of it well-exaggerated. 

Similarly, in the EU there’s been criticism of the EU-Turkey arrangement as to whether 

or not - again, I don’t think the objectives are necessarily the problem, but the 

application of it and the operationalising of it are – and it’s the extent to which it’s dealt 

with the suffering of people, the dire circumstances and conditions that they’ve been 

living in, or provided them with any real hope is what’s at question. Now, importantly 

here, I think, I’ve worked intensively in this space for over 25 years and with 

governments, as Andrew said, across all the political colours, and the global context 

has undoubtedly changed. The way in which things operated 30 years ago or 25 years 

ago or 20 years ago to how they operate now are fundamentally different, and we kind 

of need to acknowledge that, if we are going to be able to address these sorts of issues 

with any real positive effect. I’ve always held the firm belief that people-smuggling, for 

example, has flourished, not because asylum seekers have a preference for using 

people-smugglers, but it’s because of the fact that they have very little choice, and in 

that context, the phenomenon of people-smuggling is both the product of criminal 

activity and abuse by people-smugglers, as well as a fairly high degree of woeful 

neglect on the part of government to provide alternatives. In a Lowy Institute analysis 

in 2016, Dr Khalid Koser noted that the most compelling reasons to reforming the 

national protection regime is that it no longer provides protection for a sizeable 

proportion of those in need. Instead, it is becoming increasingly about who can pay, 

and one of its greatest beneficiaries has become the people-smuggling industry.3 

In Australia and around the world, governments and oppositions have for years 

been dominated by a desire to generate electoral capital by demonstrating that they 

are unwaveringly tough on border protection issues. That emphasis has held 

precedence all over the world, over and above the protection needs of asylum seekers, 

and it inevitably compounds their situation and amplifies their suffering. When that’s 

what drives government policy, it makes for bad policy. Importantly, though, policies 

proposed by understandably and appropriately concerned advocates like myself, or 

academics, or community members, did fail to appreciate the full scale of this issue 

and what governments have to deal with, and the dangers that people-smuggling 

generates and the reality of the regional and domestic political situations, are also 

badly flawed. If we’re going to advocate policies that fail to acknowledge these 

                                                      
3 Khalid Koser, ‘Reforming the International Protection Regime: Responsibilities, Roles and 
Policy Options for Australia’, https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/reforming-
international-protection-regime-responsibilities-roles-and-policy-options (accessed 20 April 
2020). 

https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/reforming-international-protection-regime-responsibilities-roles-and-policy-options
https://www.lowyinstitute.org/publications/reforming-international-protection-regime-responsibilities-roles-and-policy-options
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practical and political dimensions, it’s inevitably going to lead to a higher death toll and 

diminished public confidence in how we manage these issues. That, too, will make for 

bad policy. The debate in the policy thinking has actually become a binary argument, 

predicated on an assumption on one perspective that there’s an inextricable link 

between harsh, or the necessity for harsh, punitive measures as a means to prevent 

people-smuggling. From the opposing perspective, it’s argued that intervening to 

prevent people from taking lethal risks in search of protection violates the Convention, 

and should not be allowed, even if the results are people-smugglers driving unfettered 

access into the territory of developed nations and regardless of the consequences. 

But both positions are untrue. Treating people seeking asylum humanely at all times, 

and instituting measures that deal with people-smuggling, are not mutually exclusive 

exercises. They are, in fact, complementary. So, if we accept that sort of premise as 

a basis for continuing, what should the emphasis of policy formulation be? In 2012, I 

was asked to participate in what was referred to as an expert panel, I’m not sure why 

it was called expert. I like to do a big cartoon that says if you’ve got expert on your 

business card, that makes it what you are. But that’s what they chose to call it anyway. 

But when we formulated that response in our foreword, and I want to read this to you 

just out of respect for Angus and Michael, my colleagues, what we decided was 

needed to be considered was there are no quick or simple solutions to the policy 

dilemmas and the humanitarian challenges that asylum seeking create. In addressing 

these dilemmas and meeting those challenges we believe that Australian policy can 

and should be hard-headed but not hard-hearted, that practicality and fairness should 

take precedence over theory and inertia, and that the ‘perfect’ should not be allowed 

to become the enemy of the good.  

No single focus can provide an effective basis for policy making. This is true 

whether the focus is on better protections on asylum seekers or on disincentives to 

discourage them from taking dangerous maritime voyages. Strategies need to shift 

the balance of Australian policies and regional arrangements to give greater hope and 

confidence to asylum seekers that regional arrangements will work more effectively, 

and rather than denying asylum seekers the right to take terrible risks, there is a 

responsibility to create opportunities that would enable their claims to be processed 

more fairly and effectively in ways that make those risks unnecessary. This remains 

my position today, and would be my position if I was standing up in Europe. You can’t 

make the same comparison as Australia’s situation is not the same as the European 

situation in operational terms, but in principle terms I think there are similarities with 

that perspective that I’ve just expressed.  

In my view, the harshness of current arrangements employed by governments 

around the world, including my own, are not necessary to achieve the objective of 

eliminating people-smuggling, nor do they guarantee success. For example, strategies 

that are currently utilised are unlikely to be sustainable in response to a mass 

displacement within our region. If there was a crisis in Papua New Guinea, or in 

Indonesia – and there’s scary things happening in the Philippines at the moment – the 

current arrangements are likely to not be able to work in the face of that sort of scale 

of activity. Measures such as arbitrary detention, harsh living conditions, lengthy 
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delays in processing, or with the provision of durable solutions for refugees and they’re 

not effective measures. People-smugglers don’t care about them, and people are 

fleeing often times much worse situations, anyway. The one thing that those measures 

generate and guarantee, though, is that they often generate acute distress and 

disturbance. They elongate and corrupt processing arrangements and the timely 

determination of claims, and they generate extraordinary financial costs for 

governments, and ultimately cause severe psychological harm, often times with tragic 

consequences.  

In the case of my own country, Australia, the government can rightly claim that it 

has curbed people-smuggling ventures to Australia and, more importantly, prevented 

further deaths at sea. This is a good thing and it should be acknowledged. It’s not ok 

to do it at any cost, but it’s important to acknowledge that there are no longer people 

sinking to the bottom of the Indian Ocean. What we do need to do, though, both in 

Australia and other parts of the world, is to contemplate what beyond that do we need 

to do, because stopping people-smuggling is only one small component, a difficult 

complex component, but it’s only one component of the wider human displacement 

challenge that governments have to face. So, while there’s been success there that 

needs to be acknowledged, my concern is that we, and in Europe and other parts of 

the world, are not collectively looking at how to develop regional arrangements that 

could stabilise populations, provide people with the security and safety they need while 

their claims are being processed, in order to build a sustainable, long-term strategy. 

So, what would that look like? Well, firstly, as I said earlier, we need to be open 

to an honest appraisal of the evidence, from all perspectives, with a view to cultivating 

a comprehensive and integrated set of strategies that are balanced, where different 

measures lean off each other and compensate for each other and complement each 

other. The governing principle of any regional response is that they should accord with 

international human rights instruments, and the consequent obligations that 

governments have as a result. For example, compliance with a regional set of 

arrangements would have to ensure that there was no use of arbitrary detention. 

Credible mechanisms to monitor those sorts of arrangements would also have to be 

put in place and, again, that would be necessary to hold the coalition of organisations 

that would be needed to make a regional arrangement of that nature work together. 

We’re going to have to invest significantly in financial, diplomatic, and aid and 

development terms towards building the regional architecture that would form the 

basis for an effective set of regional arrangements. Such a framework would have to 

draw on aid and development principles, and be geared towards stabilising 

populations and providing them with all the necessary legal protections, the 

entitlement to reside safely where they are, with an ability to work, to attend school, to 

obtain appropriate health care, and live safely and independently, amongst other 

things. A system developed in the region would have to guarantee the timely resolution 

of peoples’ status, and provide a range of durable solutions for people. It’s not enough 

to just identify somebody as a refugee and leave them there. For some people, the 

possibility of return is simply not available.  
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If there was a system in our region like that in place in 2015, it could have swiftly 

responded to the plight of 8,000 Rohingya people adrift and dying in the Andaman 

Sea, as opposed to allowing many people to perish before action was begrudgingly 

taken by governments in the region. The policy of governments and ours in other 

regions would be more credible and sustainable if there was a regional response like 

that. In the context of this regional response, and I know this is going to sound 

disproportionate to all of the other issues that have to be addressed, but I want to 

focus on this question of resettlement, because I feel as though it’s an area that has 

been badly under-done as a tool in the international protection system, and there’s a 

lot of anxiety about increasing resettlement figures. While I know resettlement is not 

the answer on its own and that it only provides an effective solution for a particular 

proportion of people in the group, I do believe we should be more focused on it. The 

quality of Australia’s resettlement programme and our integration programme is, I 

think, up there with the best in the world; in fact, that’s been confirmed again by people 

like Antonio Guterres. New Zealand has exceptionally good settlement programmes 

and has successfully integrated refugees over a very, very long period of time. So it is 

possible for us to be able to manage these sorts of case-loads together.  

In my view, I think we should increase the size of our quotas. The expert panel 

recommended an increase to 27,000 places per annum plus an additional 4,000 

places in our general migration programme, which took it up to 31,000 humanitarian 

visas. New Zealand, I know there’s a debate this afternoon about whether New 

Zealand should increase the size of their quota, I’m going for the ‘yes’ side if you need 

any back-up, give me a call, because I think New Zealand could easily take it up to 

3,000 places and, in our case, in 2018 Australia’s quota, the basic programme will 

increase to 18,750. So, I do think it’s feasible and possible, and I do think for countries 

like ours who have the capability to do it, and do it well, we can also model something 

for European countries who are extremely stressed about whether they can integrate 

refugees into their communities in large numbers.  

If the European Union had a resettlement quota at the same proportional rate as 

Australia’s on a per capita basis, which this year is 16,250, their quota would be 

approximately 330,000 places per annum. Now, while again that on its own is not a 

solution, imagine if the EU had that size of a resettlement programme available over 

the last five years, what it would have done for their ability to relieve pressure from 

countries like Turkey and Lebanon and Jordan when it put initiatives in place such as 

the EU-Turkey deal. That size of a programme would have given it much more 

robustness and credibility, and they would have been able to manage a flow into 

Europe in a much more structured and positive and constructive way, had they thought 

about it. They’d had to deal with roughly the same numbers anyway, or a bit more, but 

through irregular means with all of the consequent political and financial and 

humanitarian challenges that have come with that. So why not contemplate a larger 

resettlement programme? 
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Refugee Displacement 
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The image that I have on the screen here is Ifo refugee camp 25 years ago before it 

was occupied. This is part of the Dadaab complex of camps, if you like, where Somali 

refugees have been living in North East Kenya for more than 25 years. This image is 

what provoked the book that Wenona Giles and I have just written, which came out 

just a few months ago: how is it that a camp which is only ever supposed to be a 

temporary stop-gap measure, how can such a humanitarian space which dispenses 

human rights in the name of saving lives, exist 25 years later? I think Paris Aristotle, 

who spoke before me, would call this a ‘wicked problem’. We do not need to ‘fix’ a flaw 

in the international refugee regime; we need to reframe the issue of global refugee 

displacement.  

 

Figure 5.1 Ifo Camp in Dadaab, Kenya, before it was occupied in May 1992 

 

 
 

Credit: T. Bolstad/UNHCR, published in The Guardian, 24 March 2011, 

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/gallery/2011/mar/24/dadaab-refugee-

camps-in-pictures 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/gallery/2011/mar/24/dadaab-refugee-camps-in-pictures
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/gallery/2011/mar/24/dadaab-refugee-camps-in-pictures
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Very briefly, then, a roadmap: I’m going to talk about protracted refugee 

displacement, which has become the norm, not the exception, in terms of refugee 

issues. I will juxtapose two books – the one that Wenona and I just published – 

Refugees in Extended Exile - with one that just came out, or actually it hasn’t come 

out, ironically, but it’s been reviewed in the Economist and elsewhere by Alex Betts 

and Paul Collier – Refuge - and illustrate different diagnoses of ‘the problem’, but also 

distinct responses to displacement. We see the world differently, and I’ll show you how 

and, finally, moving and scaling down from a global picture to a concrete, nuts-and-

bolts protection policy that gives us tools to address the issue. Private sponsorship of 

refugees in Canada has been a unique programme up until recently when a few other 

states and civil societies have started doing similar community-based sponsorship.  

At the end of 2016 the official number of refugees was 22.5 million, and 17.2 

million of these fall under UNHCR’s mandate. The other 5.3 million are under the 

auspices of UNRWA and, again, that’s the UN Relief Work Agency we’ve heard about 

already. If you do the quick maths, this means that for UNHCR’s mandate, two-thirds 

of all refugees fall under the category of protracted refugee situations. If you add the 

Palestinians in, fully three-quarters meet this definition. Now, I’m not suggesting that 

that makes UNRWA or UNHCR responsible for the intransigence of this problem, but 

the scale and depth of displacement are major issues. Most people are not getting out, 

and the average waiting time for refugees is over 20 years. We know for the Somalis 

in refugee camps in Kenya it can exceed 25 years, and we know for Afghans it exceeds 

35 years. 

A few more numbers help complete the picture. Why the large increase in 

refugees facing protracted displacement? This can be explained in two ways. First, 

the addition of the Syrians displaced for five years or more – those who left Syria in 

2011 – are now considered ‘protracted’.  

And, second, some relevant geopolitical power relations are worth noting. The 

popularity of the refugee has plummeted since the end of the Cold War when refugees 

represented ideological superiority for the host. Three decades on, voluntary 

repatriation, which is the most sought-after durable solution on the part of UNHCR, is 

at a 30-year low. We know that local integration, which is to say into societies of nearby 

states of first asylum, does not include permanent political inclusion, citizenship or 

residence, most of the time. More than 85 per cent of refugees are based in what we 

might call the Global South. There are questions about whether Turkey is in Europe, 

in the Middle East, or in the Global South, but, that aside, most refugees are in Global 

South locations, where states are already struggling to provide to their own citizens a 

suite of services, jobs and homes. Protection in one’s ‘region of origin’ has become 

the de facto, if temporary, location for refugees to wait, in better and worse conditions. 

There is a huge range of factors that influence these protection arrangements; the 

common denominator is that refugees get protection from refoulement [forced return] 

but not always much more than that.  

Resettlement is the third durable solution. It is an option for a sliver of the world’s 

refugee population, and yet it works. I would argue it can be scaled up, if done 

carefully, and that it provides the highest quality of protection space, if for the fewest 
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people, proportional to the other solutions. Often the number cited is about under 1 

per cent of all refugees. You can see that in 2015, 107,000 refugees were resettled. 

Optimistically, that number went up by 77 per cent in 2016 to 189,000, which is to say 

if there is political will and the policy levers can be pulled and pushed, it is possible to 

do more. While I think we need to hold onto that, the election of US President Trump 

is worrying, given his anti-refugee and anti-migrant rhetoric, as the United States 

resettles the lion’s share of refugees, averaging more than 80,000 per year.1  

 

Figure 5.2 Resettlement of refugees, 1994-2016 

 
 

Source: UNHCR (2017) Global Trends: Forced Displacement in 2016, p. 27. Available at 

https://www.unhcr.org/5943e8a34.pdf 

 

 

A quick glance from the global trends in June 2017. On the whole, there is a 

decline in voluntary returns and repatriation, unfortunately. This image presents a 

more optimistic graph with resettlement going up quite distinctly, especially in 2016, a 

hopeful picture but perhaps an exceptional one. Again, the numbers are small, and 

something that we also have to do is look back historically at what we have done – as 

New Zealand, as Australia, as Canada – in the past, to ascertain the scale of what can 

be done. If we look back to the Cold War context of the Vietnamese/Cambodian/ 

Laotian arrivals in 1979, we were doing far more than we’ve been doing for the last, 

basically, 20 years here. Our average number of government-assisted refugees in 

Canada is about 7,500 if rising slowly. That was true up until the Syrian arrivals; I’ll 

talk about those in a few more minutes.  

So, ‘to fix’ or ‘to reinvent’? Herein lies the conundrum. Do we simply need to fix 

the existing system? Have we missed one of the durable solutions? UNHCR has three. 

                                                      
1 In 2018 the US resettled less than 20,000 refugees, dramatically decreasing the global 
numbers for refugee resettlement. 

https://www.unhcr.org/5943e8a34.pdf
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Or do we need to reimagine the refugee regime completely? Paris [Aristotle] has said 

that we have to keep the 1951 Refugee Convention. I tend to agree with him because 

the moment you open it up, the definition will likely become narrower, not more robust. 

It is clear that UNHCR’s efforts to make these durable solutions work have not been 

that successful. This is not to say that UNHCR has a failed business model, as Betts 

and Collier argue, but that it is the sum of its parts: its members and funders are states 

in the Global North.  

How can we interrupt and redirect the conversation? I’m not going to go all post-

structuralist on you now, but I do think it is important for us to take a moment to think 

about the language that we use as policy-makers, as academics. If the salient 

discourse, the salient way of thinking, the logic of the day, tells us to think in terms of 

the ‘three durable solutions’ and so on and so forth, do we limit some of the other 

possibilities that might exist? It is a long quote but it is worth reading, I think, by Katie 

Long, out of Oxford in 2011. She says: 

 

The very fact of protracted displacement is evidence that existing approaches to 

‘solving’ displacement have failed. Voluntary return, local integration and 

resettlement – the traditional ‘durable solutions’ – are not accessible for those 

trapped in protracted displacement … One question which must be asked … is 

whether the very language of ‘solutions’ is in fact creating – rather than 

confronting – the apparent impasse in protracted displacement crises.2  

 

So, it is that question of opening ourselves up, perhaps unsettling the very 

language, the very assumptions that we make, to try to think a little bit outside of the 

logic and the institutional structures that we have. So that’s essentially one of the 

motivations behind the book that Wenona Giles and I did, Refugees in Extended Exile, 

which came out this year. I’d like to acknowledge the artist who painted the cover, 

Marleen Becks, a Belgian artist; she calls the painting ‘Waiting’. I want to juxtapose 

this book that we did with another book on the state of the world’s refugees. And I 

hope to do this fairly, although I’m a little biased. This book just appeared on Amazon: 

Refuge: Rethinking Refugee Policy in a Changing World, by Alexander Betts from 

Oxford and Paul Collier. What’s interesting about this cover, which just appeared in 

the last few weeks, is that it has got a different title than the one reviewed in the 

Economist, the earlier version that I read a couple of months ago. It used to be called 

Refuge: Transforming a Broken Refugee System and it has been now toned down to 

Refuge: Rethinking Refugee Policy in a Changing World. I don’t know the back-story 

on that.  

  

                                                      
2 Katy Long, ‘Protracted Crises? Unlocking the Protracted Displacement of Refugees and 
Internally Displaced Persons’ (2011), https://www.internal-
displacement.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/201110-Permanent-crises-Unlocking-the-
protracted-displacement-of-refugees-and-internally-displaced-persons-thematic-en.pdf, p. 8. 

https://www.internal-displacement.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/201110-Permanent-crises-Unlocking-the-protracted-displacement-of-refugees-and-internally-displaced-persons-thematic-en.pdf
https://www.internal-displacement.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/201110-Permanent-crises-Unlocking-the-protracted-displacement-of-refugees-and-internally-displaced-persons-thematic-en.pdf
https://www.internal-displacement.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/201110-Permanent-crises-Unlocking-the-protracted-displacement-of-refugees-and-internally-displaced-persons-thematic-en.pdf
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Figure 5.3 Covers of recent books on refugees 

 

  
 

I’m going to cite the Economist review on Betts and Collier here because the two 

parties appear to be on the same page in terms of neoliberalism and what it can 

achieve. This is what the Economist says: 

 

The authors’ Eureka moment came in Jordan in 2015, when they were shown a 

low-tax ‘special economic zone’ (of the sort popular in parts of Asia) near Zaatari, 

a refugee camp. The camp ‘reeked of lives on hold’, while the zone needed 

workers. The answer seemed obvious: alongside nationals, refugees should be 

put to work.3 

 

The gist of the argument that Betts and Collier make is that refugee self-reliance, 

letting refugees work, be independent and self-sufficient is vital. This is hard to argue 

with but also nothing new: the 1951 Convention (article 24) says that refugees should 

have the right to work too and should be part of the host country’s development where 

possible. Yet, the conditions under which refugees get to be self-reliant need to be 

queried and carefully thought through. The authors suggest that Uganda is used as 

the model for refugee self-reliance. I have not read the book about refugee livelihoods 

in Uganda that appears to be a companion to this tome, but the argument is interesting 

because Uganda has had, since 1998, what is called the self-reliance strategy (SRS) 

for refugees, and the Government does make land available to refugees who are in 

long-term situations. Other scholars, however, have studied the strategy and 

examined what kind of land is made available. It is often of poor quality, and often 

quite isolated from markets where refugees could actually participate in the economic 

community around them. The idea appears to be that they should be self-sufficient 

                                                      
3 The Economist, 15 April 2017, p. 70. 
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and feed themselves with what they grow. I cite Tania Kaiser’s work here, and will 

return to that. Betts and Collier consider Kenya as a failed example of managing 

displacement because of its encampment policy for refugees. These authors, I think 

rightly, question the viability and the justice of encampment. Nonetheless, it is difficult 

to promote ‘refugee self-reliance’ as the central objective if refugee-hosting states like 

Kenya and Tanzania insist on encampment. Tanzania, Kenya, and other governments 

have used camps to attract international funding to support refugee services.  

The book I wrote with Giles does not have a ‘Eureka’ moment in the same way. 

We present case studies, based on original research, looking at Afghan refugees in 

Iran, a very long and intransigent situation, and the protracted displacement of Somalis 

in Kenya. I failed to mention that the image with which I started this talk was chosen 

because of its long tenure for refugees living there. I visited Ifo camp in the early part 

of 1992, before it was occupied, and I went on to do my PhD research there in the 

mid-1990s, an ethnography of UNHCR. In the book we return to the same place and 

people; the return to Somali refugees in Kenya some 15 years later, where the 

population had grown considerably, was a very sobering and motivating moment for 

us. Again, how could a set of camps constructed as so temporary become so 

permanent?  

We analyse encampment and urban refugee settlement, and weigh what people 

find attractive about both. The camps are not attractive to anyone really but we also 

look at the collision of humanitarian space with the war on terror, and in Kenya there’s 

probably no more vivid example where you have got Al Shabaab extremists, you have 

everything from the Westgate Mall attack in Nairobi, 148 people killed at the Garissa 

university campus near Dadaab in 2015, horrendous security breaches, and loss of 

life. Much of this violence has been blamed on the Somali refugees who are accused 

of being or harbouring terrorists. There is yet to be any concrete evidence to prove 

this, but the violence is being used as a way to send or at least threaten to send 

Somalis back to Somalia.  

We also compare refugee policies and actions among four major sub-Saharan 

states and analyse how they manage refugees. In our ranking, Uganda actually comes 

third, after South Africa and Tanzania, not first as in Betts and Collier’s book. As many 

of you will know, Tanzania naturalised about 160,000 refugees from the 1972 

Burundian displacement, people who had been living for a couple of generations in 

Tanzania. And then the country went right back to encampment as a technology for 

managing displacement. 

Let’s imagine a little score-card with what we agree upon on the left, and then 

about what we disagree on the right. We definitely agree, that is to say Collier and 

Betts and Hyndman and Giles, that the international refugee regime is not working 

well, in the sense that most people are ‘parked’; those are the words of Michel Agier. 

If they are not parked, then they are waiting for something to catalyse into a more 

permanent situation, whether that is formal legal status, or de facto integration.4 The 

possibility of finding a job, putting your kids in school, renting an apartment, and getting 

                                                      
4 Long, 2011. 
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on with life builds on research done by Caroline Kihato, Loren Landau, Marguerite 

Duponchel and Roni Amit in South Africa. We agree that the three durable solutions 

are not available to most refugees except perhaps for resettlement, and, again, for a 

small proportion. We agree that geopolitics and not law prevails in shaping the global 

management of refugees. We agree that responsibility for hosting refugees falls 

disproportionately on neighbouring adjacent states, countries that Betts and Collier 

call ‘havens’. Ultimately, this is not responsibility-sharing if you think back to the aim 

of the Global Compact on Refugees and the New York Declaration of last fall [2016].  

Where we disagree is more interesting, of course. We disagree that special 

economic zones in and of themselves offer secure protection and stable livelihoods to 

refugees. So far, no hard evidence has been provided. The proposal in the Collier and 

Betts book is that the Syrian refugees living in Zaatari camp in Jordan can work in the 

foreign-owned factories to become ‘self-reliant’. What they do not say is if they work 

there by day, and sleep in the camp by night, or whether they get a work permit to live 

in the country because they are working. Jordan would like to keep refugees out of its 

cities, but my guess is that urban spaces are the very places Syrians would most like 

to live. Mobility rights are pretty basic, but not in a host country with an encampment 

policy for most refugees.  

Another interesting claim that Betts and Collier make is that UNHCR’s business 

model explains the failure of the international refugee regime. Basically, it states that 

UNHCR is full of lawyers and operational staff irrelevant to the real needs of refugees. 

The authors contend that UNHCR should take a hands-off approach and let the 

international financial institutions, with the World Bank Group in the lead, and business 

people move in. Wenona and I, on page 127 of our book suggest otherwise; we say 

that a reinvigorated role for UNHCR is vital. In a political climate where rights have 

become negotiable, where the obligations of international law are ducked, and soft law 

is used to exclude asylum seekers from reaching the shores of one’s country, a 

business model that entrenches the containment of refugees in the Global South 

hardly seems like a solution. We disagree that accepting unaccompanied minors as 

refugees only incentivises sending them, so therefore Europe should not accept 

unaccompanied minors because it simply puts more people in the pipeline, more 

children in the pipeline.  

And, finally, we contest the idea that rich countries are becoming less reliable 

places for mass refuge, pushing back definitively against the authors’ claim that 

‘Migrants are lured by hope; refugees are fleeing fear. Migrants hope for honeypots; 

refugees need havens’.5 Migrants are cast as opportunistic and illegitimate; refugees 

should stay in the Global South, close to home but be granted protection. No 

discussion of the narrowness of the current Convention refugee definition is 

presented, despite Betts (2014) writing an entire book about how many genuinely 

insecure displaced people do not meet the Convention threshold in Survival Migration. 

                                                      
5 Alexander Betts and Paul Collier, Refuge: Rethinking Refugee Policy in a Changing World 
(London: Allen Lane, 2017), p. 30. 
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This point reiterates a point made earlier in the day about Global North societies 

that are simply unwilling to take in refugees, or even immigrants, these days. White 

nationalism is rampant, as you know, and economic doldrums have created a 

defensive kind of sensibility that explains Brexit, that explains Trump’s election and so 

on and so forth. But I would query the charge that ‘rich countries are becoming less 

reliable places for mass refuge’ because of a Canadian example. Just two years ago, 

in early 2015, I was living in a country that would not let in any Syrians, maybe 300 in 

a year, but begrudgingly and only if pushed to do so. And then, we had an election in 

2015, and things changed dramatically. Canada has accepted more than 40,000 

Syrian refugees since November 2015. Change is possible. As a settler country, too, 

Canada is trying to figure out how asylum and resettlement fit within our own violent 

history of displacing Indigenous people. 

Moving forward: how can protection space be expanded? UNHCR talks about 

complementary pathways as a way to expand the range of responses that provide 

safe and reliable protection for refugees, but the punchline is interesting. A particular 

feature of them is that refugees generally already use them autonomously, so UNHCR 

is following strategies, whether they be getting a visa to visit a place and then getting 

an extension to stay on, working through family reunification, and other legal means 

to complement what is on offer, through durable solutions, resettlement and so forth.  

Private sponsorship of refugees is where I want to land next. This is unique and, 

as I said, Canada was the only country that had volunteer-driven and paid sponsorship 

to cover year one of refugee settlement up until very recently. It started in Canadian 

law in 1976, with a new Immigration Act that allowed for this possibility, but it wasn’t 

until 1978 that it was actually enacted through the Regulations. Since then, close to 

300,000 privately sponsored refugees have come to live in Canada. One thing that is 

interesting about the Canadian private sponsorship network of SAHs that has grown 

dramatically since the political commitment to resettle Syrians was made back in 2015, 

we have a series of organisations that have grown from about 86 to 102 almost 

instantly. A SAH is a Sponsorship Agreement Holder. These are essentially civil 

society groups, many faith-based, that contract with government to settle and support 

refugees. Each of them has a contract with the government to meet certain 

requirements, to ensure safety, to do background criminal checks, to make sure that 

they have money if the sponsors renege on their promise, and so on and so forth. And 

then underneath that architecture, you have constituent groups of five Canadians, so 

it could be five people in the same church, could be five people from the same mosque, 

could be just five people who walk dogs together, and that is an actual example. One 

of my colleagues has a dog-walking group, she doesn’t have a dog, this is the funny 

part, but I digress. As mentioned, the five people actually have to have criminal 

background checks, have to sign a piece of paper saying that each will commit a 

certain sum of funds, a modest amount of money required by the government, 

equivalent to social assistance rates in Canada.  

There are also Groups of 5 and community sponsors; that’s another piece. 

You’ve got the architecture of SAHs, which constitutes about 95 per cent of all private 

sponsorships, then there are a few more independent groups of five, just groups of 
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five people who have a direct relationship to government, as well as community 

sponsors. The Government prefers the SAH architecture, in my view, because it can 

manage people, policies, and processing more easily, but it is possible to be a group 

of five people that report directly to the government and meets all the criteria for private 

sponsorships. It is a one-year commitment officially, but often stretches into years. 

What does it cost, roughly, to sponsor a family of four to come to Canada? About 

C$30,000. Of course, that’s not the total cost if you include socialised health care and 

education, or even the real cost to sponsors. The amount is considered a fair 

benchmark that can be used because, of course, Canadians couldn’t receive less. 

Let’s just say that this is a very meagre income, and I personally think it’s too low. I 

think that many private sponsors do all kinds of things to augment this baseline 

amount, like subsidising housing, adding extra money on top of the official sum 

required, paying for out of pocket for expenses themselves. Ultimately, I worry 

sometimes that we perpetuate poverty among newcomers and set them up for a very 

tough go in the first instance because of this extremely low minimum. Yet you can see 

some of the political and policy repercussions if the money were to be more than what 

a Canadian gets if they are in need of income assistance. This is particularly notable 

with Syrians from a middle-income country coming to Canada and being given less 

than what they are used to. 

Of course, sponsorship is not fully private or civil society based. Different levels 

of government pay for education, healthcare, and social welfare. So, after one year, if 

people haven’t found a job and they are not fully independent, they might need state 

assistance, and so the provincial government, in our case of Canada, would be on the 

hook for that support.  

GARs live in cities, PSRs are everywhere: what does that mean? GARs are 

Government-Assisted Refugees, like those 750 people per year resettled to New 

Zealand.6 In Canada GARs tend to live in 26 cities where we have centres and 

welcome houses and accommodations, specialised services, the very kind of services 

that Paris Aristotle heads up in Melbourne. You cannot have those specialised 

services in just any town; normally only an urban, large city kind could warrant such 

services. So GARs tend to be in cities, and Privately Sponsored Refugees (PSRs) are 

wherever the private sponsors live and since Canada took on this 40,000 plus group 

of Syrians over the last year and a half, we have private sponsors who are in very rural 

areas, on the westerly island of Haida Gwaii, off of our west coast.  

From a foreign policy perspective, it is interesting that Canada is exporting this 

model of private, voluntary, community-based sponsorship. In December 2016, the 

Canadian government partnered with UNHCR, the Open Society Foundation also 

known as Soros, and the Radcliffe Foundation to try and scale up a phenomenon 

about which relatively little is known. Scholars and government have said little about 

this programme that has been operating for over 35 years. There has not been very 

much government oversight until the last six or eight years, so we don’t know much.  

                                                      
6 From 2018, New Zealand’s refugee quota rose to 1,000 per annum and was due to rise to 
1,500 from July 2020. 
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Figure 5.4 Private refugee sponsorship in Canada 

 

 
 

Credit: Carolyn Grant, Kimberley Bulletin, 2 October 2015 

 

This image is on the web for anyone who’s interested in private sponsorship, but 

it is a good news story, and I wanted to show the successes that the program can 

offer. The fellow on the right is Ta Hay Tha, a former Burma refugee boy, now man, 

who now lives in a tiny town called Cranbrook, British Columbia. The woman on the 

left is Shauna Jimenez and she has been a private sponsor since 1983, when she 

worked in a Thai refugee camp with Cambodians. She has helped shepherd Burmese 

refugees to the BC interior, focusing on refugees with disabilities and reuniting refugee 

families where possible. There are also Columbians, Eritreans, and so many others. I 

met with the Karen youth from Burma last summer, to take in what’s going on. These 

are not wealthy communities, and yet for more than three decades they have 

continuously sponsored refugees privately. It’s quite something. 

What do universities do? What can they do? In Canada, students at campuses 

across the country have decided through referenda that a small deduction from their 

tuition will be allocated to support a refugee student (or students) each year for a year. 

This is a form of private sponsorship. At our campus students sponsored four students 

this year, with a plan to increase to five next year. The university administration waives 

tuition, and at some schools offers a free room and board package in year one. The 

sponsorship agreement holder (SAH) is a seasoned Canadian NGO with international 
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experience and profile, World Universities Services Canada (WUSC). If every 

university in the world, funded one refugee each year for at least a year, and created 

a sustainable pathway to residence so s/he could access student loans and work, 

more protection could be offered, albeit on an individual basis. WUSC students are 

granted permanent residence upon arrival, and can apply for citizenship after three 

years. More than 1,500 refugees have come to Canada with WUSC since 1978.  

This programme has, however, been criticised as a ‘designer immigrant’ program 

that contributes to a brain drain from war-affected countries, by bringing the ‘best and 

brightest’ refugee students to Canada. This may be true, though two points are worth 

mentioning. First, WUSC students often get part-time jobs and remit money back to 

family members left behind; and, second, WUSC students often go back and/or give 

back to the communities from which they come. The example of Mohamud Siraji, a 

graduate of York with a Bachelor of Commerce degree who quickly found a job with 

an accounting firm in Toronto, comes to mind. He worked ten hours per week in our 

centre and from that remitted enough money back to his brother to attend Kenyatta 

University in Nairobi, Kenya. By the end of their degrees, on two separate sides of the 

world, they were able to pool funds from their jobs, and move their mother and siblings 

from the Dadaab camp complex into Nairobi. Siraji married Sarah Hassan, another 

York graduate with a MSW, and they settled down and were expecting a baby last I 

heard. 

 

Figure 5.5 Mohamud Siraji and his daughter, Fowzia, July 2018 

 

 
 

Credit: Sarah Hassan 

 

Siraji’s family’s story is undeniably one of success and joy, but is not without 

continued loss and struggle. His brother was elected Member of Parliament in the New 
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Somalian Government in April 2017, but was assassinated just a month later. Siraji 

was asked to run for his brother’s seat. His family remains in Canada.7 Let me reiterate 

what a remarkable young man SIraji is. 

Returning to the theme of sponsorship, Canada in 2016 decided to launch a soft 

foreign policy goal of exporting its private refugee sponsorship model. After 40 years 

of pretty impressive, if understudied, results, the Canadian Government has decided 

that it is a protection strategy worth replicating, if that is possible, within a policy or IR 

framework. It’s one thing to share an exceptional example of refugee sponsorship, but 

it’s another thing to conjure the constellation of conditions for uptake of such 

sponsorship: the right context, public attitudes and political endorsement must be in 

place. Political leadership is essential, and the differences between the US and 

Canada on this front, for example, make such a protection scheme in the United States 

highly unlikely. This is my biggest concern about Canada’s current how-to manual, 

which I had a chance to read last month. My comments were positive, but this 

comment about conditions – the perfect peace and pro-refugee conditions – was the 

one dimension that I think we really need to think about. And it’s been mentioned 

already that if you’re on an island or group of islands or you enjoy ‘cold ocean 

geography,’ which is how I describe Canada. We used to think we had a safe third 

country along the south side of our border, but we don’t see it quite that way anymore. 

Some 536 people have walked across the border from the US to claim refugee status 

in the last few months.8 You have to cross the border between ports of entry to make 

an asylum claim. It’s complicated and it’s a very interesting policy quagmire to talk 

about later. But the main point here is that I think if you do have that ‘cold ocean 

geography’ and isolation, a government can have control. Canada has historically had 

fewer asylum seekers than, say, European countries, and therefore as a country has 

a little bit more security and ability, I think, to consider resettlement at a bigger scale. 

At least I would hope so and I’m looking forward to the next panel that discusses it. 

The history of immigration in Canada is one of nation-building. Naomi Alboim, 

whom some of you in the audience might know, is a former civil servant who very 

much helped facilitate the Laotian, Cambodian and Vietnamese arrivals in Canada in 

1979 and 1980. She went on to work at Queen’s University, where she is right now, in 

a policy unit that is one of the best in the country. She makes some observations about 

that period that I think are very pertinent to today: one needs political leadership to get 

results, and I would add in Canada that until the Trudeau government came into 

power, we did not have that leadership. There is no way that 40,000 Syrians would 

have come. We need media messaging of the pro-refugee kind to reflect and restate 

the political leadership and then we need a well-prepared civil service who are ready 

to enact and roll out what’s needed. I call this, in my own view of things, the 3-ducks-

in-a-row thesis. You need 1) a pro-refugee political leadership, you need 2) media 

messaging which shapes public opinion and also 3) a mobilised civil society. This 

                                                      
7 Since giving this talk, he was elected as a Member of Parliament, at 30, in Somalia’s Federal 
Government. 
8 Two years later, in 2019, the number had risen to more than 30,000. 
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thesis still underestimates civil society in the sense that, in some cases, specific civil 

society groups are ahead of the government, ahead of the curve. In Britain, after the 

death of Alan Kurdi, we know that it was small local communities and organisations 

that were the ones pushing for private settlement and community-based settlement, 

as it was called. 

This is a screen shot from the government webpage (Figure 5.6). The 

government had not been so communicative in years as it was on the Syrian refugee 

file. Some 40,000 people came in about 15 months, 25,000 came between November 

2015 and 29 February 2016, and these are just the different categories. It’s very small, 

but government assisted were about 55 per cent and these two, which I’m happy to 

talk about in the Q&A, about the privately-sponsored 45 per cent. 

 

Figure 5.6 Screenshot from Government of Canada website 

 

 
 

Source: https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/services/refugees/ 

welcome-syrian-refugees/key-figures.html (accessed 1 August 2020). 

 

So, to conclude, I want to open up a conversation, so I’m not going to say 

anything too grandiose. I think we need to frame resettlement as a protection strategy, 

as has been said before today, but not just as an end-state or as a solution. I think 

sometimes people take resettlement because in that moment, it is the best option for 

them, their families; they may want to put their kids in school when they haven’t been 

in school for five years, three years, two years, whatever it might be. It may be that 

they want to resettle so that they can remit back to the rest of the family who are 

struggling to make it, for whatever reason. But we need to think a little bit differently 

https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/services/refugees/%20welcome-syrian-refugees/key-figures.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/services/refugees/%20welcome-syrian-refugees/key-figures.html
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about resettlement as strategy, and as the best decision in the moment, not as simply 

an end-state. 

We need to be bold in mobilising civil society for community sponsorship, but we 

also need to be cautious and learn from one another. I have lots of stories I can share 

with you in the Q&A if you would like. My colleague at York, Chris Kyriakides, has 

already done 110 interviews with the sponsors, the Syrians, the schools, and the 

mayor in a very rural part of Ontario. It’s fascinating, a little troubling, but also inspiring, 

to grab your attention.  

And finally, offering a job in a factory without the complementary rights to 

residence and mobility within a host country is not protection. It might be a job but 

economic self-reliance without ‘ontological security’— that is, a sense of security of 

person and a sense of future going forward – leaves one’s status of protracted 

displacement largely unchanged. 
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6 

 

The Global Crisis of Refugees and Conflict 

Displacement: Challenges, Opportunities and 

Responsibility by the International Community 

 

Maya Ameratunga 
 

A picture paints a thousand words, as they say. I wanted to start this presentation by 

giving you a picture of my ‘office’, my current workplace – Syria – and to bring ‘the 

field’ into this session.1 In the midst of destruction and continuing crisis, there is great 

hope and courage and resilience and inspiration, as displaced people are already 

starting to return home to rebuild their lives. My teams are among the humanitarian 

agencies who are helping with emergency responses but also, in parallel, finding 

solutions, including supporting those who decide to return.  

In my presentation, I will be giving an overview of the global displacement 

situation relating to refugees, asylum seekers, internally displaced people, returnees 

and stateless people; I will refer to each of these categories. I will talk about the 

protection risks for the displaced, the latest reports and trends. While there are great 

challenges, there are also emerging opportunities for international cooperation and 

responsibility sharing, including a whole of society approach by all segments of 

communities. Finally, I will refer to the role that New Zealand can play as a small but 

respected state.  

A quick introduction to UNHCR, the Office of the UN High Commissioner for 

Refugees. We were established as the UN’s Refugee Agency in the aftermath of the 

Second World War and its massive displacements, with the mandate of supporting 

governments to protect refugees and find solutions to displacement. We also have a 

mandate for statelessness and have sectoral responsibilities for internally displaced 

people (IDPs) in relation to protection, shelter and camps. We are working in almost 

500 offices in 128 countries, mostly in regions affected by conflict, as we live and work 

in close proximity to the displaced. Globally, we have nearly 12,000 UNHCR staff and 

some 4,000 affiliate workforce. We are funded almost entirely by voluntary 

contributions, with our comprehensive needs amounting to USD 7.8 billion, but the 

funding we actually receive is never enough to meet the needs (in 2016 we received 

funding of USD 4.4 billion).  

  

                                                      
1 We are unable to post images from Maya’s presentation. 
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Looking back to World War Two 

These pictures are of refugees fleeing war, persecution and destruction. These 

desperate men, women and children walked across countries. They crossed borders 

irregularly. They made their way across the eastern Mediterranean in perilous 

journeys, sometimes with the aid of people smugglers. The promise of sanctuary on 

the other side of the Mediterranean kept them going. No, these were not Syrian 

refugees trying desperately to reach Europe. These were European refugees during 

the Second World War, fleeing the threat of Nazi and Soviet persecution in Eastern 

Europe and the Balkans. And where did these refugees find sanctuary? They were 

welcomed with open arms in Syria, one of the main refugee hosting countries in the 

Middle East for 40,000 European refugees. Yes, Syria! Camps were set up for the 

refugees and schools were provided for education of their children across Syria by 

hospitable communities like in Aleppo. Yes, Aleppo!  

My message here is that anyone can become a refugee. Refugees are ordinary 

people like you and me, but going through extraordinary challenges. Through no fault 

of their own, they happen to be in the wrong place at the wrong time, at a crisis point 

in the history of their nations, and are compelled to flee. And you never know when 

today’s peaceful refugee hosting country might become tomorrow’s war zone and 

refugee-producing country. 

 

Human rights of displaced people 

Last week, I was working in Aleppo. I was helping a traumatised grandmother surviving 

in a half destroyed home to trace her missing family members. Her three-year-old 

grandson, Ayas, toddled over to show me photos of his parents and siblings. This 

could have been any normal scene of a small child sharing a treasured family 

photograph album with a visitor in the living room. But these photos were horrific. Each 

gruesome photo showed a corpse, with facial expressions frozen in the moment of 

death and covered in injuries and blood. These were Ayas’s mother, father, big brother 

and baby sister, innocent civilians who had been killed in an attack. What really broke 

my heart was the matter of fact way in which little Ayas described what had happened 

to his family, as if these were normal events in the life of a child. It is shameful that this 

is the tragic normality that displaced children around the world are growing up with. 

War, persecution and human rights violations have spanned their entire lives and they 

do not know any other life. What happens to us as children shapes the people we 

become. So what will be the future of such children as they grow up? It should be our 

collective endeavour – whether we be government officials, donors, aid workers, civil 

society, academics, the private sector, media or others – to do our part in contributing 

to war-affected people like Ayas having the chance of a peaceful and positive future, 

whether they are in in their country of origin or integrate in a country of first asylum or 

are resettled in a third country. This is key to future peace and stability.  

My fellow aid workers and I are witness to some of the gravest humanitarian and 

protection crises of our time, where almost every human rights violation you can think 

of is taking place across the globe. Syria, for example, is perhaps the world’s largest 

humanitarian disaster and this crisis has now lasted longer than the Second World 
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War. The statistics paint a stark picture of human suffering: half the population have 

fled their homes, sometimes multiple times; more than 5 million have become refugees 

in just the neighbouring countries; 6.3 million are internally displaced, living on the 

brink of survival in makeshift settlements; many millions are trapped and starving in 

war besieged areas; one in three children is out of school and a quarter of the country’s 

schools have been destroyed, occupied or shut down; and hospitals have come under 

attack. Women and girls face risks of sexual violence and exploitation, and domestic 

violence gets exacerbated in situations of extreme family stress. Men and boys are 

targets of detention, disappearance and recruitment by armed groups into the conflict. 

Children are facing protection risks such as traumatic family separation, early marriage 

(and early pregnancy, leading to increased mortality), child recruitment by armed 

groups, harmful child labour, loss of education and neglect. Negative coping 

mechanisms have increased due to eroding community cohesion and exhausted 

resources, including economic assets necessary to survive. Host communities are 

utterly over-burdened.  

Populations who are on the move to Europe and elsewhere face further trauma 

en route and thousands have died making hazardous journeys across the sea. As one 

refugee told me, ‘you don’t put your family in the sea, unless the land is on fire.’  

These tragedies are reflected in many other displacement crises around the 

world, many of them forgotten emergencies and protracted refugee crises. My 

message here is let’s give attention to the forgotten crises – like Chad, the Central 

African Republic and Sudan, and even Yemen, Afghanistan and South Sudan – that 

no longer benefit from the CNN effect of the global media spotlight and so do not 

receive the focus, the support and the resources they so direly need. 

 

Refugees and migrants: What’s the difference? 

As forced displacement is finally taking centre stage as one of today’s defining global 

challenges, one message I want to convey is about the implications of our use of 

terminology to describe populations on the move.  

Although it is common to see the terms ‘refugee’ and ‘migrant’ used 

interchangeably in some media and public discussions, including at this Foreign Policy 

School, there is a crucial legal difference between the two.  

Refugees are specifically defined and protected in international law. They are 

people outside their country of origin because of feared persecution, conflict, violence 

or other circumstances that have seriously disturbed public order and who, as a result, 

require ‘international protection’ under Refugee Conventions. These are people for 

whom denial of asylum has potentially deadly consequences.  

A uniform legal definition of the term ‘migrant’ does not exist at the international 

level. ‘Migration’ is often understood to imply a voluntary process, for example, 

someone who crosses a border in search of better economic opportunities. This is not 

the case for refugees who cannot return home safely, and so are granted specific 

protections under international law.  

Blurring the terms ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ takes attention away from the specific 

legal protections refugees require, such as protection from forced return and from 
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being penalised for crossing borders illegally in order to seek safety. There is nothing 

illegal about seeking asylum. On the contrary, it is a universal human right. Conflating 

‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ can undermine public support for refugees and the institution 

of asylum at a time when more refugees need such protection than ever before. We 

need to avoid diluting state responsibilities towards refugees.  

For these reasons, UNHCR always refers to ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ separately, 

to maintain clarity about the causes and character of refugee movements and not to 

lose sight of the specific obligations owed to refugees under international law agreed 

to by the international community. We refer to groups of people travelling together in 

mixed movements as ‘refugees and migrants’. The terms ‘mixed migration’, and 

related terms such as ‘mixed flows’ or ‘mixed movements’, can be useful ways of 

referring to the phenomenon of refugees and migrants travelling side by side along 

the same routes.  

 

Global trends: Refugees, internally displaced people, returnees and the 

stateless 

On World Refugee Day (20 June), UNHCR released its latest annual statistical report, 

Global Trends: Forced Displacement in 2016. 65.6 million people – refugees, asylum 

seekers and internally displaced people – are forcibly uprooted, as a result of war, 

persecution, violence and human rights violations. This is the highest on record. It 

compares to 33.9 million in 1997.  

Why these record high numbers? Firstly, protracted situations, for example the 

conflict in Afghanistan, are lasting longer. Secondly, new or reignited situations such 

as the conflict in South Sudan and the Syria crisis are occurring with greater frequency. 

Thirdly, the rate at which solutions are being found for refugees and internally 

displaced people has been on a falling trend since the end of the Cold War.  

More than half (55 per cent) of refugees come from just three countries: Syria, 

Afghanistan and South Sudan. More than 80 per cent of population movements to 

Europe are from refugee producing countries, primarily Syria and Afghanistan. 

In the 2016 statistics, 10.3 million people were newly displaced. That means that 

for every minute of every day last year, 20 people fled their homes and communities.  

Only half a million refugees were able to return home in 2016. However, the 

sobering reality is that the majority of these returnees were Afghan refugees who had 

been pressured to leave Pakistan in a critical political and protection context in both 

countries. I, as UNHCR Representative in Afghanistan at the time, advocated strongly 

against this return that could not be described as fully voluntary, safe, dignified or 

sustainable.  

Internally displaced people are the majority of the uprooted – more than 40 

million – and almost twice the number of refugees. The international community’s 

concern about people crossing borders has detracted attention from the fact that there 

are even larger other categories of vulnerable people who are in equal, if not greater, 

need of human rights protection, assistance and durable solutions, particularly IDPs. 

They live in the midst of conflict zones, they lack physical and legal protection and 

they are often outside the reach of aid agencies. If we, the international community, 
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do not adequately help to address root causes in their countries of origin, who can 

question if desperate people try to find hope further afield? UNHCR surveys among 

newly arriving refugees and migrants arriving by sea in Greece, for example, indicate 

that significant numbers say they had been internally displaced earlier.  

In addition to these tragic statistics, UNHCR estimates that 10 million people are 

stateless (that is, people who are not recognised as nationals by any state under its 

law), which is often both a root cause and a result of displacement. Statelessness is 

sometimes referred to as an invisible problem, because stateless people often remain 

unseen and unheard, frequently living in precarious situations on the margins of 

societies. There is often a link between displacement and refugee flows and 

statelessness, as we see in the Rohingya refugee crisis, as this population does not 

have citizenship rights in their country of origin, Myanmar. Under the Statelessness 

Conventions, UNHCR is the mandated UN agency to help governments protect 

stateless people and prevent and reduce statelessness. We are working with 

governments on a Global Action Plan to End Statelessness within ten years. 

Refugee influxes are highly visible, especially where they involve large numbers 

of people who are putting their lives at risk, crossing borders without authorisation and 

congregating in makeshift settlements. Their arrival may raise issues of national 

sovereignty, state security and social cohesion.  

The UNHCR Global Trends report showed that in 2016 the majority of the world’s 

refugees found safety close to home in neighbouring countries, many of which have a 

tradition of providing refuge despite pressing development challenges. 84 per cent of 

refugees under UNHCR’s mandate are hosted in developing regions. Least developed 

countries hosted 28 per cent of the world’s refugees. These countries opened their 

doors to people fleeing conflict and persecution, showing compassion, generosity and 

a commitment to the principles of international protection.  

At the same time, hospitality waned in some regions and a growing sentiment of 

‘enough is enough’ found expression in restriction on access to protection and 

pressure to return in conditions that were less than voluntary.  

Meanwhile, life has got harder for many already in exile. Faced with protection 

risks and uncertainty in countries of first asylum, hundreds of thousands of refugees 

have felt compelled to undertake dangerous journeys over land and sea, alongside 

migrants, risking their lives for a more secure future. Many – including unaccompanied 

minors – faced exploitation at the hands of smugglers and traffickers, crossing the 

Sahara and North Africa and the Andaman and Mediterranean Seas. In the 

Mediterranean alone, more than 5,000 lost their lives.  

The large-scale arrival of refugees and migrants from 2015 onwards brought their 

plight into public consciousness. On one level, this galvanised new opportunities to 

mobilise support. There were remarkable expressions of solidarity at the local level. 

People opened their homes to refugees and shared with them what they had. 

Thousands of volunteers came together to receive and support refugees arriving in 

their cities and communities, including through resettlement and humanitarian 

admission programmes.  
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But despite the encouraging actions of so many, there is a simultaneous 

politicisation of the refugee issue. Sometimes this is fuelled by nationalistic tendencies 

and xenophobia, but it is also shaped by a prevailing environment of economic 

uncertainty, and by the sense of insecurity generated by terrorist incidents across 

many regions. This underscored the importance of countering a dangerous blurring of 

the lines between those fleeing violence, repression and extremism, and those 

causing it, and of working to forge a greater appreciation for the life-saving act of 

asylum.  

 

Security concerns in mass population movements 

International refugee law provides a solid legal framework that addresses both state 

security and refugee protection concerns – these are complementary goals. One does 

not exclude the other. The drafters of the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of 

Refugees were very much aware of the national security dimension. They were 

concerned with ensuring that the refugee protection regime would not provide a cover 

for individuals involved in serious criminality or otherwise posing a threat to the security 

of host countries. Accordingly, specific provisions were included in the Refugee 

Convention to ensure that such persons could not benefit from refugee status. They 

provide a system of checks and balances, taking into account the security interests of 

states and host communities, while at the same time protecting the rights of refugees. 

For example, Article 1F of the Convention provides for the exclusion of persons who 

are responsible for certain serious crimes or serious acts, and who are, therefore, not 

deserving of international protection as refugees. Refugees and asylum seekers are 

bound to abide by the laws of their host country. They are not immune from 

prosecution for any crimes committed on its territory. Their status does not preclude 

appropriate measures where an individual is found to pose a security risk. This 

includes express provisions in the Convention, which permit the expulsion of a refugee 

on grounds of national security or public order under specifically circumscribed 

circumstances. A cooperative framework requires proper systems for the reception of 

arrivals and their referral to appropriate processes. This includes proper safeguards 

to prevent the possible infiltration by criminals or those belonging to terrorist or 

extremist organisations. Measures to ensure the security of host countries and to 

protect refugees need to be included not only at the point of entry, but also after arrival, 

as provided for in the Convention.  

As an organisation that works with Governments on all continents, UNHCR has 

seen how premising security over protection rarely has the desired results. Measures 

such as push-backs of refugees and asylum seekers at borders, detention and 

restricting access, combined with few safe and regular avenues to safety, cannot be 

the answer. The impact of such measures is simply the diversion of refugee 

movements along other routes and the aggravation of already precarious situations in 

regions embroiled in conflict. Without safe and regular pathways to safety, people who 

have nothing left to lose may risk dangerous journeys with smugglers. This creates an 

environment in which smuggling and trafficking can thrive, and a situation which 

terrorist groups can exploit. Branding refugees as security threats risks opening the 
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door to xenophobic and racist rhetoric and attacks against refugees, who are in fact 

the first victims of terrorism and violence. They are threatened; they are not the threat.  

 

Resettlement 

Resettlement is a vital protection tool, especially for refugees who cannot be expected 

to return home or locally integrate. UNHCR estimates that 1.2 million refugees are in 

need of resettlement. But in 2016 we could submit only 14 per cent of those in need 

to resettlement states, because of lack of resettlement places. Less than 1 per cent of 

the world’s refugees ever have a hope of resettlement. We are very concerned that 

resettlement will reduce in 2017, at a time when the needs are at their greatest levels. 

It is intended for the most vulnerable – for example, refugees with legal or physical 

protection needs, survivors of violence and torture, those with medical needs and 

female-headed households. Resettlement can mean life or death. The tragic cases of 

refugees who have died while awaiting resettlement will stay with me forever.  

We urge resettlement states not to discriminate on the basis of refugees’ 

nationality or area of origin. Resettlement is not about economic migration, even 

though experience shows that resettled refugees, given half the chance, make an 

important contribution to their new countries.  

When I was heading protection in UNHCR Sudan and trying to find solutions for 

the protracted Eritrean refugee situation, a government delegation from a new 

resettlement country came to negotiate a quota. They said they wanted only nuclear 

families (not extended families), no elderly parents, no sick or disabled people, no 

trauma cases, and they wanted highly educated and qualified people. My colleague 

leaned over and whispered in my ear, ‘And next they’ll be asking for the good looking 

ones!’ I’m happy to say that the resettlement country was not New Zealand. In fact 

they did come to understand through our negotiations the difference between a 

protection-focused refugee resettlement programme and economic migration and they 

have gone on to have a successful resettlement programme and become a valuable 

partner in protection. And the vulnerable refugees they accepted are going on to 

contribute to their new society.  

UNHCR also advocates for alternative solutions based on migration frameworks 

– complementary pathways to protection and solutions in collaboration with states and 

other partners. These include, for example, opportunities for family reunion for family 

members who do not fall within resettlement or humanitarian admissions criteria, or 

work visas, study opportunities and medical evacuations. Complementary pathways 

are not meant to substitute the protection afforded to refugees under the international 

protection regime, but they can complement it. This can be an important expression 

of solidarity and responsibility sharing. Providing legal channels for entry can reduce 

the need for people from at-risk countries to resort to dangerous journeys by irregular 

means.  

At last week’s Uganda Solidarity Summit on Refugees, the UN Secretary-

General praised Uganda’s Government and people for the way they had opened the 

country’s borders and their homes to 1.2 million refugees. It is necessary, he said, to 

recognise that Uganda remains a symbol of the integrity of the refugee protection 
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regime that unfortunately is not respected everywhere in the world. Not all doors are 

open, he said, not all refugees are accepted, and sometimes in countries much richer 

than Uganda. Lebanon, a country with a population about the size of New Zealand, 

offers refuge to more than a million Syrians. 

Even in my own experience of serving in countries such as South Sudan (which 

is sheltering several tens of thousands of DRC refugees), Afghanistan (which is host 

country to about 100,000 Pakistani refugees) and Pakistan (which continues to shelter 

millions of Afghan refugees), government officials in charge of refugee programmes 

look at the examples of certain western countries and ask me why they should honour 

refugee obligations when they see rich countries as not doing so. Sometimes I reply 

to these questions by saying that I’m a Kiwi and New Zealand has a more 

compassionate reputation for abiding by its refugee obligations, even if our numbers 

of refugees are very small.  

 

International solidarity: The Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework 

International cooperation and responsibility sharing are direly needed now more than 

ever. In this context, the adoption of the New York Declaration for Refugees and 

Migrants by all 193 Member States at the General Assembly Summit on Addressing 

Large Movements of Refugees and Migrants on 19 September 2016 was a pivotal 

moment. It reaffirmed the importance of the international protection regime and paved 

the way for achieving a more equitable sharing of the burden and responsibility for 

hosting and supporting the world’s refugees. The Leaders’ Summit, hosted by 

President Obama and a number of Member States the following day, made important 

strides to translate these principles into commitments.  

Crucially, the Declaration was underpinned by a commitment to practical action, 

including by tasking UNHCR to develop and apply in partnership a Comprehensive 

Refugee Response Framework (CRRF) whenever there is a large movement of 

refugees and in response to protracted refugee crises. The aim is to engineer a shift 

beyond the existing humanitarian models to a comprehensive people-centred refugee 

response; to engage a broader alliance of actors and develop innovative approaches, 

including support to host countries and communities; to ensure fair, efficient and 

humane systems for receiving and registering refugees; to promote self-reliance; and 

to inject an early focus on solutions. These elements will form the basis of a Global 

Compact on Refugees, to be elaborated and presented for adoption by UN Member 
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States in 2018.2 Separately, a Global Compact on Migration3 is being pursued, also 

for adoption in 2018.  

 

New Zealand’s contribution 

Finally, I hope that my presentation has helped to show the global needs, rather than 

the often undue focus on individual country interests. So what can New Zealand do, 

as a small but fair-minded state and a highly respected member of the international 

community?  

I speak as a Kiwi when I say that, first of all, we can be a positive example in 

upholding our international obligations both in law and in spirit. Despite being far away 

from global hot spots and therefore receiving only the tiniest trickle of asylum seekers 

and having a modest but successful resettlement programme, we can cooperate 

better with solidarity initiatives and responsibility-sharing, such as the Comprehensive 

Refugee Response Framework, in providing support in regions where there are large 

movements of refugees and protracted refugee crises. This means that resettlement 

should preferably not be focused only on Asia, but be kept open globally where there 

are protection needs (for example, Africa and the Middle East, where the greatest 

needs are) and adapt our integration programmes accordingly. We can look at 

complementary legal pathways – such as family reunification, employment and 

student visas – to admit those in significant humanitarian need who may not come 

within our refugee resettlement programme.  

We need to ensure that our border procedures are protection focused, so that 

refugees in need of international protection have access to fair and transparent asylum 

procedures. Some 27 years ago, when I used to work for the New Zealand 

government, we set up refugee status determination procedures, which the High 

Commissioner for Refugees praised as an example to the whole region.  

Let’s not be swayed at this critical moment by the politics of fear mongering and 

self-interest into forgetting compassion through a focus on deterrence which violates 

human rights standards and obligations and does nothing to resolve refugee 

problems. As a former New Zealand civil servant involved in these issues, even before 

                                                      
2 The Global Compact on Refugees, facilitated by UNHCR with UN Member States, was 
adopted by the UN General Assembly on 17 December 2018. The resolution was adopted by 
an overwhelming majority vote, with 181 UN Member States (including New Zealand) voting 
in support and just two states voting against and three abstentions. With this strong 
international affirmation of the Global Compact on Refugees, UNHCR and Member States are 
preparing for the first Global Refugee Forum, to be held in December 2019. At this ministerial 
level forum, UN member states and relevant stakeholders are expected to announce pledges 
of financial, material, technical or other kinds of support to meet the objectives of the Global 
Compact on Refugees with concrete, practical measures of solidarity and to ensure that 
refugees remain on international agendas at the highest levels.  
3 The Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration, facilitated by the UN Secretary 
General’s Special Representative for International Migration, was endorsed by the General 
Assembly on 19 December 2018, with 152 Member States having voted in favour of adopting 
it, 5 against and 12 abstentions. New Zealand voted in favour, following Crown Law Office 
advice that the Compact was not legally binding and did not restrict New Zealand from setting 
its own migration policies.  
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the current age of terrorism, my experience was that asylum seekers and refugees 

were the most security scrutinised category of people admitted to New Zealand, both 

through rigorous examination of asylum claims, resettlement cases and identity 

checks and also through police and SIS security screening. It is a good practice to 

ensure cooperation between asylum authorities and security and intelligence services, 

so that we can continue to ensure both state security as well as refugee protection.  

I take advantage of the presence of defence, foreign affairs and immigration 

officials here to highlight the issues of locally recruited support staff (such as 

interpreters) in war zones where New Zealand has deployed peacekeeping 

contingents. When New Zealand armed forces leave such countries, it is critical to 

ensure that protection principles, applied flexibly, must be paramount in safeguarding 

such local support staff who may be at risk of retaliation in their communities.  

We could focus our donor funding better on addressing root causes in countries 

of origin and helping IDPs, supporting refugee hosting countries and capacitating 

humanitarian and development agencies to serve these regions.  

As an occasional, non-permanent member of the Security Council, New Zealand 

has played a significant role in contributions to try to address global peace and 

security, at a time of critical need to address root causes of displacement, prevent and 

resolve conflicts and protect civilians from the devastating consequences of war.  

So let’s use New Zealand’s respected voice in the international human rights 

arena to be an important advocate for global standard setting in protecting the 

displaced.  

I want to show you two slides of what used to be my home in Afghanistan. When 

I was the UNHCR Representative in Afghanistan, our international staff guest house 

was attacked last year. My team was injured and traumatised. It was a humbling 

reminder that these are the risks that our national staff face every day. But it was 

interesting that every one of my colleagues chose to come back, even though they 

were given the chance to end their assignment in Afghanistan. Why? It was the 

importance of ‘standing with refugees’, as we see highlighted in the UNHCR posters 

around this room. It helps humanitarian workers like us to know that in countries like 

New Zealand and communities like Dunedin, there are fair minded, good people who 

stand by the rights of refugees and this public sentiment supports us to do the work 

that we do.  
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7 

 

Human Trafficking and Smuggling in the 21st 

Century: A Perspective on Trans-disciplinary 

Cooperation 

 

Thanh-Dam Truong 
 

There is a dire need for trans-disciplinary cooperation. Many migration scholars agree 

that we have to talk across disciplines. Talking across disciplines is different from 

building connections for trans-disciplinary cooperation. This is a challenge because 

universities are organised by disciplines. They put you into a multi-disciplinary 

framework, which means that you are stuck together, each bringing your own 

perspective, but cooperation is very limited. When you have trans-disciplinary 

cooperation, it means you have to have the courage to walk out of your discipline and 

to look at reality as another discipline to examine. That is something very important 

and challenging. 

We are familiar with the legal definitions of human trafficking and human 

smuggling. Human trafficking is the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring, 

or receipt of persons by improper means (such as force, abduction, fraud, or coercion) 

for an improper purpose, including forced labour or sexual exploitation. It is a crime 

against the person. Human smuggling is the facilitation, transportation, attempted 

transportation, or illegal entry of a person(s) across an international border, in violation 

of one or more country’s laws, either clandestinely or though deception (for example, 

use of fraudulent documents). It is a crime against the state. 

The term ‘human smuggling’ has gained so much currency that that is a crime. 

When I was part of the civil society consultation prior to the Convention against 

Organised Crime, we warned, ‘Don’t make human smuggling a crime: be very cautious 

with it.’ In the war with the Nazis in Europe, human smuggling was an act of solidarity. 

You are putting your life on the line to bring somebody across the border to safety. So 

be careful about framing some act of solidarity as a crime, because then you close the 

tap on solidarity. Recently, three firefighters from Spain quit their jobs and went to 

Greece with all their gear to help refugees who were drowning. They were arrested as 

smugglers by the Greek police; their acts were made a crime. The terms ‘human 

smuggling’, ‘crime’, and ‘solidarity’ cannot be used interchangeably. Human smuggling 

is distinctive. 

The International Labour Organization (ILO) estimates that the value of human 

trafficking is roughly 150 billion dollars a year for traffickers. This value is for labour 

only. It’s a huge amount. The size of the industry is important. 
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The routes themselves are complex. The UN Office on Drugs and Crime has 

detected victims in North America, Western and Southern Europe, and the Middle 

East, and victims have been repatriated from these countries. While global, human 

trafficking is subject to geopolitical dynamics that are regional. Each region has its own 

manner of expression, which cannot be read from statistics. Human trafficking is 

socially rooted, therefore to compare one region to another requires a regional 

geopolitical perspective. 

The outflow of refugees has intensified in recent years. In 2015, an average of 

42,500 people a day became refugees, asylum seekers in foreign countries, or 

internally displaced people within their own countries (UNHRC). The social networks 

now are a mixture of social solidarity and financial gain. The networks of financial gain 

victimise people. Migrants are vulnerable to smuggling and/or trafficking. Smugglers 

are not just criminals but are high tech: moving people across vast distances requires 

logistics. The fees range depending on what you do. At the high end, 6,000 euros pays 

for a trip all the way from Istanbul to Germany; at the low end, $1,200 is the price of a 

crossing from the Turkish sea resort Izmir to Greece.1 It is unscrupulous and 

unbelievable. 

Why do I argue for a trans-disciplinary approach? Migration studies is mostly 

grounded in the positivist method of analysis and prediction for management 

purposes. Its critique comes from post-structuralism; valuable work comes from 

questioning the presumptions of the positivist and empiricist methods around notions 

of border and identity. Human trafficking and human smuggling are outcomes of 

intense interactions that involve both material and subjective dimensions. In these 

interactions, people come up with inventive practices for survival, for gain, something 

that regular scholars cannot imagine. We live in a comfortable world where we laugh, 

cry, or have emotional reactions to certain imaginative practices, but we need to 

understand what enables that invention. A positivist or empiricist paradigm shows but 

does not explain the emerging dynamic. Trans-disciplinary cooperation can help 

integrate bodies of knowledge that are structured fundamentally in different ways. 

Through my own experience, I saw that. We always have to keep a discipline-

based outlook. Then we have a certain boundary of methodological concern. Then 

there is a divide between everyday knowledge and academic knowledge – anecdotal 

evidence and scientific rigor. What is at first considered anecdotal becomes the main 

question of research. In this sense, cooperation between the disciplines helps us very 

much, not creating this hierarchy between the two. Cooperate with each other and 

help each other to enhance our knowledge. Ask deep questions about our 

epistemological points of departure. You have to adopt an epistemological point of 

departure to proceed, but once you proceed, you find things that counter it, either 

through anecdote or whatever, and you have to return and reflect on your own position. 

We now face a situation where neither scientific framework can provide us with 

a full explanation and regulation management framework that promises orderly and 

humane migration. Such a system of migration has been pledged, but it has been 

                                                      
1 Reuters, 4 September 2015, 7:05 am. 
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unable to deliver. Who do we blame? The state? The police? The selfishness of certain 

countries? That is blaming, but the task of the scientist is to explain why it is like that. 

For this particular presentation, I would like to focus on the making of the so-

called ‘Orderly and Humane Migration’. When I traced its history – the historical 

condition that structured this order – it is already shaky. It is good in my assessment, 

but it has to be revamped because it cannot deliver. I call it ‘Makeshift Policy: Politics 

and the Making of a Fractured Governance System for Cross-Border Migration’. I put 

this as a challenge, not to the policymaker, but to myself as a researcher. It is a 

makeshift policy, and there are four contexts where you can see that policy is made in 

a makeshift matter. The logical reasoning behind it is owned by certain organisations 

and groups in society, then when another problem comes up, they create another 

organisation to solve it. That is my explanation of ‘makeshift’. 

Context 1 is post-World War Two bipolarity. The ILO, which was already 

involved in the management of labour migration (since the League of Nations), 

became a specialised agency in 1946. Then, in 1951, the UNHRC assisted post-war 

refugees in Europe in finding settlements within a three-year timeframe. At that time, 

the UNHRC solved the European refugee situation, and the timeframe was very 

limited, only three years. Then because of the refugee problem emerging in the context 

of decolonisation, the existence of the UNHRC was extended. It was not just the World 

War that generated the refugee problem, but it was also the decolonisation process. 

What’s the origin of that? It has to do with the fact that empires had drawn 

boundaries in some areas artificially. Like in Africa, the Germans and the French and 

the Dutch sat together and drew a line on the sand. Some lines cut communities down 

the middle. Then when you rebuild the nation-state in the postcolonial period, you are 

stuck with communities that are brother and sister, but one is Kenya and the other is 

Tanzania. When I do my work in West Africa, the Niger and the semi-arid Mossi 

Plateau were cut like that. When you talk to people, you can see that national identity 

matters much less to them than community links. That is something International 

Relations pays little attention to. We focus too much on the boundaries of state as 

agreed between the powers at a particular point in time. The boundaries of people’s 

identity are very fractured. 

In the post-World War Two context, ‘free movement’ in the West was opposed 

to the control of defection in the Soviet Union. The West called for free mobility, 

whereas if someone moved out of the Soviet Union, they were called a defector. For 

that reason, in 1951, Europe and the US created the International Organization for 

Migration (IOM). It was state-managed and temporal and created outside of the 

multilateral system as a counterweight to the UNHCR. 

The three organisations – the ILO, UNHCR, and IOM – deal with the 

management of migration, but they have different mandates, different political 

orientations, and different political concerns. The thing they have in common is the 

position of the migrant subject. They are categorised differently but, concretely and 

realistically, they are the same. They are positioned in a similar existential condition. 

They are caught in-between different jurisdictions of nation-states, being outside of 

their nation-state. The point of commonality between the refugee, the labour migrant, 
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the asylum seeker, and the displaced person is that they are in limbo. Their legal 

existence is in limbo. That is what makes them vulnerable. 

The second context is the politics that define categorisation: decolonisation and 

postcolonial nation-state building. The categorisation is not perfect. In the context of 

decolonisation, the construction of the postcolonial nation-state is embedded 

everywhere in violence because of the question of identity. In this whole process, new 

managerial concepts emerge because the earlier concepts were not functional in this 

particular situation.  

 

(1) ‘Voluntary return’ for Indochinese refugees was introduced in 1989, 

particularly in Hong Kong. Closing the Hong Kong camp in 1989 was important, 

because from the 1990s Hong Kong was united with China and was no longer 

under British rule.  

(2) ‘Asylum seeker’ is a term that was used rarely until then. ‘Asylum seeker’ was 

implemented because there were so many applications for refugee status, so the 

term gained more currency to refer to someone who had lodged an application 

to acquire refugee status. You are displaced; you are persecuted; it is a process 

of determination that gets longer and more complex.  

(3) ‘Internally Displaced People’ (IDP), through civil strife, was introduced as a 

concept in 1998. These new managerial concepts were invented to cope with the 

emerging complexity of displacement. 

 

Then you have the issue of ‘burden-sharing’ to protect the 1951 Convention. The 

budget goes far more to the IOM than to the UNHCR. Return is seen as a durable 

solution, but for whom? How common is return and remigration? These are questions 

that require answers. 

The third context is trade in services, which I see as exclusionary politics in 

cross-border movement. The World Trade Organization (WTO) was established in 

1995. It has 159 members. Mode 4 is trade in services and the movement of natural 

persons, which allows the cross-border movement of expert natural persons (self-

employed or employed by a company) in order to provide a service. People with high-

level training and expertise have access to this mode. So we delegates have been 

invited here: we are part of this mode 4, for ease of travel, support, and so on. But 

they would not apply this mode to migration as trade in services; that was a negotiation 

that took place from 1990. Migration as trade in services is not acceptable. 

A separate International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All 

Migrant Workers was adopted in 1990 and entered into force in 2003, after the WTO 

was established. It means trade drives migration. This convention is extremely weak 

as there are only 38 signatories and 51 parties, most of which are labour sending 

countries. None of the receiving countries accepted this convention; it was bypassed 

completely. We talk. We campaign. We make noises. You see clearly that the 

hierarchy and structure of different types of mobility were built within the system itself. 

In migration as trade in services, work was classified as low-skilled, irregular, non-

work (for example, domestic work), or crime (for example, sexual services). You’re 
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penalised. Control of these services is banging with a stick. Therefore, migrant workers 

are defined as ‘economic and social burdens’. In contrast, experts are a resource, 

natural persons with skill, appreciated for the economic value they bring into a country. 

Those who are a burden prompt the question: Why should we care for them? Why 

should we carry the burden? This way of framing structures our minds in a particular 

way: what we value, what we don’t value. It is tricky. It is a structuring mechanism that 

shapes the way people think and appreciate what comes in and what goes out. 

At the time the migration industry emerged, the state took a step back. It just 

implemented law. From Indonesia to Vietnam, all countries started to create their own 

laws governing migration. They basically do regulation, allowing private agents space. 

They become the intermediary in labour recruitment and allocation, and they have the 

space to operate and to coordinate. The practice involves agents of the state who 

profit from it. Even if you have all the regulations for medical check-ups or whatever, 

you have this network. 

One example is the marriage network from Vietnam to Taiwan. The Taiwan 

family insists on a virgin, so there are virginity checks by doctors. The specialists 

cooperate with whatever the state or the family demands. So you have a very strange 

migration industry, arranging visas, medical checks, and so on, all kinds of 

requirements that are set by the state. You have market supply. In the long run, it 

fosters the migrants and increases the cost of them entering this network. 

The migration industry is like a machine working. The migration industry is an 

object for our analysis. It cannot be taken for granted. It operates very differently in 

different regions. Its machinations, the way that it functions and it moves around and 

expands, are regionally specific because it incorporates aspects of the political 

economy and culture, which interact with each other. 

In response to these machinations, a new category emerges in the language of 

migration: ‘mixed flow’. This is a flow of people but with mixed purposes: ‘refugees’, 

trafficked and smuggled persons, and ‘irregular migrants’. ‘Transitivity’ is another new 

term that comes up in the work of the UNHCR. It’s a mathematical concept applied by 

UNHCR researchers to depict the condition of a person who is in a perpetual state of 

transit, and that’s the source of their vulnerability. So you’re in transit in Mozambique 

or in transit in Tanzania; you’re in perpetual transit, vulnerable to human trafficking or 

abuse. Transitivity does not stop, because the system fails you. Then you get a private 

actor who will go and help you and then abuse you and then you are again in transit 

because you literally have no state protection. The longer you are in transit, the more 

governments will suspect you. In Malaysia, the metaphor for the Rohingya is the 

revolving door: you come in, you work, and then you have to be thrown out across the 

border, and then someone puts you through the revolving door. They know the law, 

exactly how long you can stay and when you have to be thrown out, but not thrown 

out to go back home but picked up and some fee is paid then you go through the 

revolving door again. Some people live under the condition of transitivity and the 

revolving door. 

Reality is complex and cannot be compartmentalised the way we are trained to 

compartmentalise knowledge. I am not underrating the knowledge produced. I am 
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arguing that cooperation between disciplines will enable us to grasp something that 

seems to be so distant and far away from what we do as so-called knowledge makers. 

The fourth context is the securitisation of borders. Securitisation of society is a 

process through which a state actor transforms some subjects into a matter of 

‘security’. Before you were a legal migrant; now you are a matter of security. You 

threaten the state. An extreme version of politicisation allows the state to take 

extraordinary means, used in the name of security, as a matter of the ‘survival of the 

state’. The state establishes practices that would be illegal under the Human Rights 

Convention. Cross-border migration thus becomes constructed as an issue connected 

to the existential problem of the nation-state, whereas before migration was about the 

existential problem of the migrant, that is, how does the migrant survive? Now we have 

a multiplication of meanings of border (territorial, spatial, cultural, and social), which is 

linked also to the question of identity. That’s why we have the emergence of the 

populist movement, because we don’t have the means to reason any more. When 

cross-border migration becomes constructed like that, we lose the means of reasoning 

with each other. It is emotion that drives the action. The means to reason with and 

learn from each other disappears fast. 

There is a lack of transparency, so I would like to introduce you to the work of 

some of my colleagues at the Global Detention Project at the University of Geneva.2 

They document the detention of migrants across the world, including the Mexico 

border and East Asia. The treatment of migrants can be arbitrary because no human 

rights lawyer can step in. A lot of PhD work has moved into examining detention 

practices. 

The Westphalian framework of state sovereignty needs serious rethinking. It is 

not good to look at migration flows because we stop seeing people. I refuse to use the 

term ‘flow’: it is people who are moving. Free trade in high-skilled services and low-

skilled labour migration services is interconnected. Expats need personal services. 

Wherever they go, they want domestic workers or nannies or escort girls. That is the 

reality, whether you call it a masculine or sexist society. Construction companies have 

contracts and need workers, and they want the cheapest possible within a particular 

timeframe. Sometimes there are not enough workers. You get manual workers from 

Nepal, from India, but they do not have a legal presence. The formation of free mobility 

and free trade communities is often accompanied by wider geopolitical security 

because classification divides reality into a layer cake: you take the cream but leave 

the bottom there. 

It is a question of responsibility. More and more you see single states or groups 

of states move into concentric circles of security (CCS). The inner circle is your own 

people; the outer circles are the tolerable people. The rest you fend off. CCS is a term 

used in technology: security firms keep accounts and information secure by creating 

concentric circles of protection, whether by passwords or whatever. It is a question of 

access. CCS are implemented by the European Union. The inner circle is the 

Schengen area, the outer circles are the non-Schengen countries, then the free trade 

                                                      
2 www.globaldetentionproject.org.  

http://www.globaldetentionproject.org/
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area is outer, and North Africa is on the outmost ring. Look at the crisis now: it tells us 

a lesson to learn. 
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Bali Process: Regional Responses to Modern 

Slavery, Human Trafficking and People Smuggling 

 

Andrew Goledzinowski 
 

Yesterday we had a great day. Part of what made it great was nearly all of us agreed 

with nearly everything that nearly all the speakers said. That made for a very 

comfortable conference. But there is a danger in that, and the danger is that maybe 

we are not engaging fully with the complexities of the situation. It, frankly, is not as 

useful for me as a practitioner. What you will be getting from me is very much a 

practitioner’s perspective after the very erudite academic perspective we received. So 

the one thing I would ask is, I would encourage you to engage critically with what I’ll 

be telling you but, in doing so, please don’t just offer criticism but offer practical 

alternative options because that then becomes something which I can take away. I 

have a history of taking away ideas and actually implementing them, so that is a 

serious offer. The last thing I will say is that although my subject today is to talk to you 

about regional cooperation frameworks, I am an Australian government 

representative, so if there are questions at the end about Australian government 

policies and perspectives, I would be very happy to answer those as well to the extent 

that I can. 

What I’ve decided to talk to you about is the regional frameworks of cooperation 

that we have in the region because it is a big and complex and important region, and 

cooperation is by definition key when dealing with transnational issues to do with 

migration, refugees, asylum seekers, etc. 

On Friday, when I arrived in Dunedin, I was picked up at the airport by Laszlo 

[Szollosi-Cira]. Laszlo very kindly engaged me in conversation on the long drive from 

the airport to here, and he asked me two questions. The first question he asked was, 

‘Is it true that the objectives around the region, in terms of combating people smuggling 

and human trafficking, are pretty much broadly shared?’ And I said, ‘Yes, Laszlo, that’s 

true in my experience.’ I thought, ‘Yes! I nailed that one.’ Then the next question he 

asked me was, ‘So, Andrew, why is it that there is so little commonality in approach 

and cooperation around the region in dealing with these issues?’ I have to say I kind 

of stumbled on that. I couldn’t really give a good answer. So I said, ‘Give me a few 

days to think about it, and I will come back to you.’ 

So I am coming back to you now. I think the reason is, Laszlo, that this is by far 

the most diverse region in the world. It’s the one that is least burdened by institutions 

of intergovernmental cooperation. It’s not like Africa; we don’t have an African Union. 

It’s not like Latin America; we don’t have the situation there. It’s certainly not like 

Europe. We are diverse. We have very different cultural approaches, very different 
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legal frameworks. So, although the region hasn’t been as tested as some other regions 

in dealing with mass movement of people, we have not yet really developed the 

frameworks that most of us think we need. 

We heard yesterday from Paris Aristotle and maybe others as well that the Holy 

Grail for this region is to come up with a comprehensive, cooperative framework for 

managing these issues in a way that respects international obligations and gives 

practical outcomes for people and in a way which states can agree with as well. 

Because, although there are limitations and weaknesses in the way states operate, 

hearing from me, you won’t be surprised to know that states remain the key actors in 

this space. 

We have in the past had something that approached that kind of framework. 

We had a thing called the CPA: the Comprehensive Plan of Action, which dealt with 

the mass movement of principally Vietnamese asylum seekers in the 1970s and 

1980s. It was very unusual in that the states in the region came together and that 

means the countries of first asylum – which then principally were Hong Kong, Thailand, 

and a few other countries round about – came together with countries of settlement 

like Australia and New Zealand and also Vietnam and Laos came together in that 

agreement. That came up with a very effective, historically important solution to that 

problem. As a result of that, we remember the phenomenon of Vietnamese boat 

people – they were the first boat people read about in newspapers – but only several 

hundred Vietnamese boat people were settled in Australia from actually having arrived 

directly from Vietnam by boat. Eventually, Australia, through this programme, resettled 

over 90,000 asylum seekers from Vietnam. Although we all know Australia as a bad 

country, 90,000 is a good number. In fact, after that, many, many more resettled as 

migrants and family reunion cases. So that worked, but then we kind of forgot about 

that because the emergency went away and so, too, did the framework. 

The question is how do we replace it? That’s a question people like me actively 

struggle with, and I’ve come to the view – and I’m pretty sure I’m right – there’s not the 

political space for a massive conference which will strike a grand bargain around the 

region to reproduce something like that, not in the absence of a great one emergency 

anyway. So, in the alternative, what we’ve tried to do is establish habits and norms of 

cooperation incrementally – by stealth, if you like. We’ve used the mechanism that we 

already had in our hands, the tools that were available. 

The primary tool is something called the Bali Process: the Bali Process to 

combat People Smuggling, Trafficking in Persons, and Related Transnational Crime, 

to give it its full title. I’m a co-chair of that together with my Indonesian counterpart. It’s 

a pretty big outfit. It’s forty-five nation-states and three international organisations: IOM 

(International Organization for Migration), UNODC (United Nations Office of Drugs and 

Crime), and OHCHR (United Nations Commission on Human Rights). And the ILO 

(International Labour Organization) has now applied to join, I think, in recognition of 

the fact that we are becoming a more interesting and relevant organisation. So we 

cover two-thirds of the world’s population, and the beauty is when myself and my 

Indonesian counterpart call a meeting, people come. We actually get some things 

done. 
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Let me describe some of the things we are doing. There’s a couple of working 

groups in the Bali Process which are interesting. One is the working group on 

disruption of criminal networks, and that’s the one that’s co-chaired by New Zealand 

and Malaysia. It was previously co-chaired by New Zealand and Sri Lanka. It has 

something called the annual period of action, and in the last period of action, for the 

very first time, police forces around the region – and Rebecca [Miller] might correct 

me on these numbers because Rebecca is actually the leader of this working group – 

that action resulted in disrupting criminal networks in six countries and thirty-one 

prosecutions, more or less. That was really breaking new ground. The period of action 

this year is likely to be exponentially more successful, because this is something new, 

and as you build these cooperation habits, you start to see gains very quickly. I was 

with Rebecca in Bali about a month, a month and a half ago, for a workshop on 

following the money, which is again a very significant way of catching not just drugs 

and arms traffickers, but also people traffickers. 

There’s another working group co-chaired by Australia and Indonesia on 

trafficking persons. It has created four policy guides and is now preparing a fifth, on 

things like identifying victims of trafficking. These have been translated into seven 

languages around the region and disseminated. That’s the sort of work we are doing. 

There’s another expert group on returns. Although returns is not going to be a 

popular subject, in fact the return of those people to whom protection is not owed is, 

according to UNHCR, a critical element in the process because otherwise if you cannot 

distinguish between those to whom protection is owed and those to whom protection 

is not owed, you’re using resources the wrong way and the system breaks. So that is 

something also we are working on. 

All of these things – and there is a lot more that the Bali Process does – they 

are largely around policy, dialogue, and capacity building. That’s good, but it is not 

operational. So we’ve started to move into what I hope will become, in future, a more 

operational phase of our existence. The Bali Process has been in place since 2002. 

Like a lot of these things, it was created not for the purpose it now functions but for a 

different purpose. It was created largely as a political deflection, I suppose, at a time 

when Australia and Indonesia had some bilateral issues around irregular migration, 

and the way diplomats often solve these problems is by multilateralising them or 

regionalising them. So you create a new organisation, and you kind of defuse the 

problem by throwing it into a larger framework. But we’re now trying to give the Bali 

Process a new purpose, and that really started in gusto in March of 2016, with the Bali 

Process Ministerial Conference in Bali, at which a number of very important things 

happened. I think people are starting to recognise how important that was. 

One important thing was we adopted the Bali Declaration. It was the first 

negotiated instrument adopted by the Bali Process in its existence. It really broke new 

ground in terms of stating very clearly the political objectives of the organisation in 

terms of protection, promoting sustainable legal pathways for migration, etc. It runs to 

three pages, and Denis McNamara, a very distinguished New Zealand practitioner in 

the refugee space, calls it a masterpiece. Denis said, ‘I don’t know how you did this, 
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but we’re now using this text in engaging Myanmar on its obligations.’ That’s pretty 

important. 

A few other things were adopted by the Bali Process Ministerial meeting. One 

was a recognition that we were missing in action during the Andaman Sea crisis of 

2015. This recognition came about by an interesting thing called the ADFM: the Asia 

Dialogue on Forced Migration, and there are several people in this room who are 

members of that Dialogue. That Dialogue met and resolved that the Bali Process 

should take on board its failure to have dealt with the Andaman Sea crisis 

appropriately. Because I was in that meeting, I was able to say, ‘OK. You write me a 

letter as co-chair of the Bali Process, and I’ll see what I can do.’ I got it into the senior 

officials meeting, and they agreed it. I got it into the ministerial meeting, and they 

agreed it. 

A review did happen that now exists on the Bali Process website together with 

the ministerial declaration. It was a very grown-up moment. Ours is not a region that 

readily reflects on its failures. But here we did. We said, ‘Yep. Actually, we blew it.’ 

Member states did not cooperate appropriately with dealing with what was an 

immediate, on-water crisis of thousands of people. So this review looks at what 

happened, looks at what should have happened, and makes recommendations for the 

future. One of the recommendations is to create a task force on planning and 

preparedness, and that task force has now met twice. The last meeting was about a 

month ago, where we had a scenario-based table-top exercise where we got, not 

diplomats, but we got coast guards, immigration officials, police, and others from all 

the countries around the Bay of Bengal, brought them together, and we went through 

for two days a planning exercise. Not using the map of the Bay of Bengal, but using 

another map with countries A, B, C, D, E, we broke up into these fictional countries, 

and we figured out what should have happened and what hopefully will happen next 

time. We broke up not into country groups but into professional groups, so all the coast 

guard folk were sitting around one table and, amazingly, they kind of agreed on 

everything that should have happened and ought to happen next time. The police also, 

because they speak the same language, they have a similar culture, they immediately 

understood each other and understood the problem. These are baby steps. We don’t 

necessarily want a crisis tomorrow to start to test this, but we’re starting to see how in 

the future things might be different. 

Another important outcome from the Bali Process Ministerial Meeting last year 

was an agreement that we needed an emergency response mechanism. If, in the 

future, a sudden irregular migration crisis should erupt in the region – and this is a 

region remember that goes from Jordan in the west to the United States in the east, 

so it’s a big chunk of the earth’s surface – we, the Bali Process co-chairs, would have 

the trigger to immediately require consultation amongst member states. That means 

we can call an emergency meeting, we can do a ring around, we can ask for an urgent 

good offices visit by the co-chairs to the affected region, we can convene a ministerial 

meeting, whatever good we think is necessary. That solves the problem about who 

acts in the case of a crisis. We know who it is: it’s me and my Indonesian colleague. 

So that’s something. Again, I’m not looking forward for an early test of this process. 
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We want to build up the capacity so that when there is a stress test, we will pass it, 

not fail it. It’s an important step. 

There’s a number of other things which the Bali Process has put in place, which 

I think are very important, but those are the sorts of things which I think will really give 

us a more operational focus than we have had in the past, which is very important. 

Another insight that that meeting brought out, which we are now acting on – I 

think this is very interesting – is that to deal effectively with a lot of these issues, 

particularly the issue of trafficking, we need to engage the private sector. The private 

sector hasn’t had much of a run in this conference. But when you are dealing with 

these problems, you need to start to deal with all the actors. From here, I’m flying to 

Singapore this afternoon to consult with senior business representatives. We’re 

bringing them into Singapore from around the region to discuss what the agenda 

should be of the first Bali Process Government and Business Forum, which will 

convene in Perth at the end of August. It will be co-chaired by the Australian and 

Indonesian Foreign Ministers and also co-chaired by billionaires from both countries. 

In Australia’s case, it is Andrew Forrest, who famously launched the Walk Free 

Foundation and sponsors the annual publication of the Global Slavery Index, and on 

the Indonesian side, a guy called Eddy Sariaatmadja, who is a media mogul. They will 

be co-chairs sitting with the ministers, and out there, members of the Bali Process. 

There will be ministers and entrepreneurs, very significant individuals who don’t need 

to seek a mandate from anybody to come and make decisions. When they make a 

decision, everybody else in their peer group pays attention because they are who they 

are. What will the agenda look like? We’re still figuring it out. We’ve done a lot of 

figuring out. We’ve pulled together probably fifteen of the most distinguished 

international experts on trafficking, to come together and provide resources for the 

business people because many of them will be coming to these problems for the first 

time. I think we will be able to address issues like, for example, the recruitment of 

migrant workers. Tens of millions of migrant workers move around our region every 

year, and there is literally zero regional cooperation around that. They are completely 

at the whim of recruitment agents, at both ends of the equation, transit countries, 

employers who will either be generous, reasonable, or unscrupulous. There’s no 

regional mechanism to address grievance. There’s no agreed protocols, no agreed 

code of conduct, nothing like that. We can do better. I am sure that the business people 

we will have in the room will agree that we can do better, by and large, because they’ve 

agreed to come to the meeting; they’re not the worst of the worst. Anything that is put 

in place will probably level the playing field and burden their competitors more than 

them. Right? So there is even a level of self-interest there, apart from the ethical 

dimension to their attendance. 

Another issue is supply chain transparency. We have in Australia now a 

parliamentary enquiry into the UK Modern Slavery Act to see if we should adopt a 

parallel legislation. The key thing there really is a requirement that businesses over a 

certain value provide an annual report on what they are doing to keep their supply 

chains clean. So I’m standing here in front of you wearing a suit that I bought in the 

US, the tie was bought in the US, the shirt maybe in Australia, you know; the iPhone 
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was made in China. Something in what I am wearing now was produced by slave 

labour. I know that. That’s simply a fact. I can’t prove it, but I can’t disprove it either, 

because the mechanisms don’t exist to do that. We can do better. If these business 

people choose, they might want to come up with some model legislation, which can 

be very minimalist and still have a dramatic impact. I am hoping that what they will 

come up with is a range of options for countries which are more ambitious, less 

ambitious, maybe not very ambitious at all but which are prepared to do something to 

save face. So there will be something for everybody in terms of these 

recommendations. 

There are other things as well to address. Now we don’t want to address them 

all in August, because that’s unreasonable. What we will do is put in place a 

mechanism whereby over the next year these business groups will break up into 

working groups and come up with recommendations, working with what we call 

knowledge partners, the experts, to come up with practical options, which they will 

then present in one years’ time to the ministers again and say, ‘OK. We thought about 

this. You gave us licence to think about this. We thought about it. Here are 

recommendations. Now we’re going to watch while you decide what you are going to 

do with these recommendations.’ 

That’s never been done. One of my young staff – she’s a second-year, maybe 

now third-year, graduate in the Foreign Ministry – at the very beginning of this process, 

I asked her, ‘Look, can you just do a quick review to see what else is out there in terms 

of governments and businesses working together or governments trying to engage 

business on trafficking and slavery issues.’ She came up with fifty pages. There is an 

unbelievable number of pledges, compacts, and other instruments seeking to do this, 

but none of them have really gone on to touch the practical side of things. None have 

actually done it the way we’re doing. What I’m hoping is that this forum we are 

convening, I am hoping it will become a permanent thing, and I hope in the end it will 

be the Davos of slavery and trafficking, where people will want to come and want their 

ideas to be heard. Now that’s very ambitious. We don’t do this kind of ambitious stuff, 

but we are doing it. That’s interesting, I think. 

Let me quickly just touch on some of the stuff that’s happening internationally 

as well more broadly, because what we do in the region, of course, has to impact on 

the broader canvas. IOM has asked us to consider convening a regional consultation 

about the negotiation of the global compact on migration. I’ve decided that we’ll do 

that. With the agreement of my Indonesian counterpart, we asked Malaysia to host a 

meeting in October to get ideas on how the global compact should look. The fifth 

thematic session of the global compact on migration will be on people smuggling and 

human trafficking, and I’ve been asked by the President of the General Assembly to 

co-moderate that session. So that’s good. I need to think about how we’re going to do 

that, so it’s not just another boring UN panel meeting and read statements from the 

floor. I hate prepared statements because they never tell you anything of value, I’m 

afraid. So we’re going to try and think of something a little bit more interactive, a little 

more disruptive, to have something new come out of that fifth session in Vienna at the 

beginning of September. 
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One more thing: the UN system on these issues is a complete mess. The SDG, 

the Sustainable Development Goals, mention human trafficking in a few different 

places. But in one particular goal, Goal 8.7, it mentions trafficking, modern slavery, 

forced labour, and child labour all in the one sentence. That’s so unusual that we’ve 

created something called Alliance 8.7 to try and make sense of that. I’m the chair of 

the Friends of Alliance 8.7, a group of member states who want to see something 

happen because, at the moment, when you go to a conference, you have the 

trafficking people sitting over there, you have the modern slavery people sitting over 

there, you have the forced labour people sitting over there, and they won’t talk to each 

other. It is nuts. There’s no other issue on the UN landscape like that. I don’t see those 

as being four separate issues. I see them as being one problem with four different 

aspects. Every other issue you look at in our system, our UN system, whether it be 

land mines or disarmament or immunisation or whatever, poverty, there’s a global 

strategy to deal with it. We are either making good progress or no progress. On these 

issues, we’ve four strategies, maybe five. Honestly, it is so tribal you would not believe 

it. You cannot get UNODC and ILO in the same room to talk about trafficking and 

forced labour. 

But when I talk to business people of the region, it kills our capacity to do things 

because they ask me, ‘OK. I think I understand what forced labour is, but how is that 

different from modern slavery?’ And I say, ‘Well, actually, it’s the same thing, except 

the Global Slavery Index talks about forty-five million people in slavery, and the ILO 

figure is 21 million in forced labour.’ They say, ‘That makes no sense’, and I say, ‘I 

agree.’ Then they ask, ‘What’s trafficking?’ And I say, ‘Ah, well, trafficking is the same 

again. You are trafficked into forced labour or modern slavery.’ ‘So what’s the number 

on that?’ ‘According to UNODC, 77,000.’ You see, at that point, the business person 

said, ‘Look, thank you, Andrew. I like you and respect you, but when you know what 

the problem is, come back and we’ll talk again.’ You cannot create a general feeling 

of need to act when you don’t know what the problem is and you can’t measure it. It’s 

just crazy. So we’re trying to fix that as well. 

In September this year, the Walk Free Foundation, which runs the Global 

Slavery Index, and ILO, which runs the ILO Global Estimate of Forced Labour, will 

announce a single figure, a common global estimate of forced labour and modern 

slavery. That’s a big step towards rationalising what is currently a hopelessly 

fragmented system. If you are starting from scratch, you would not have protocols and 

forced labour conventions and blah blah blah, but we got that. It all started in 1926, 

the Convention against modern slavery. We have to deal with those conventions now. 

We’re going to find a way to do that. This gives you a little smattering of ideas about 

what’s happening out there, to give you a sense that while you might see sovereign 

states as being the problem, we’re also trying to be part of the solution. 
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The Apollonian Muslim 

 

Yassir Morsi 
 

It is an honour for me to be here, although I should begin with a few disclaimers. Firstly, 

on my method and approach to the problems that I deal with and the scope upon which 

my research falls under. I am, by trade, I like to call it this, although I’m not sure what 

it means, I’m an auto-ethnographer, which means that I, in one sense deal with the 

embodied experience of what it means to be a Muslim, dealing with debates either 

around immigration, Islamophobia, racism, counter and violent extremism, terrorism, 

and if I ran through the list would be here for a few minutes. The Muslim has become 

a phobic object, one that is elicited by fantasies about what it means to be Western 

Australian, and my other disclaimer is I’m an Aussie and whatever that may mean, 

apologies and hello.  

So about my method. I kind of try to absorb the space around me. I do have 

research, this isn’t just about me or my own subjective feelings, this would be a 

misunderstanding of the auto-ethnographic approach. In a sense, my research is 

about ‘presence’ and how I’m over-aware of it, and it’s not so much here or anywhere 

else, it’s the constant need to negotiate that sense of your own presence. And so I will 

absorb what I know with what I’ve experienced, so I may mention a few comments 

and questions that have triggered my thinking, that have enabled me to shape what I 

wish to say. In that sense, my method is my argument, my form is the content of my 

approach and in the sense I stand before you all. As one question in the corner on day 

one [of this conference] asked about military aid/Sunni Muslim/Arab males as anxiety-

inducing subjects, I fall under all of those categories thankfully. But while it was said, 

I have noticed in the last couple of days, and it’s been mentioned that the conference 

has gone well and it’s been quite comfortable, I – and here’s my second disclaimer – 

I’m quite nervous. I don’t actually know why yet. I’m trying to figure it out, and I’m not 

as comfortable as I thought I would be, and I don’t know why. It’s no testimony against 

any of you; I find many of your discussions and questions both filled with compassion 

and intelligence. If I am to throw out a theory off the top of my head, in the same way 

that I think military aid/Sunni/Arab/Muslim men inducing anxiety, I think also white 

powerful men in suits induce anxiety in me. And especially when they start talking 

about solutions upon which I am one of those objects, although I don’t think they would 

personalise it, and that’s part of the problem and part of the discussion I would like to 

talk about, the abstraction of Muslims. And that anxiety has bothered me a little bit, 

although I do recall there’s a psychologist in the room, so, please … I wouldn’t mind a 

chat, although you’re probably too expensive! 
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So disclaimers aside, what I will do though in the third part is to anchor everything 

I wish to discuss and give you my argument off the top, and that is to say I fall in a 

nexus between activism and academia, and the more and more I become an 

academic, the less and less I wish to be and the more and more I want to become an 

activist. And it’s only because the field of my engagement is often young Muslim men, 

and the language that I’ve inherited from academia, from the likes of Derrida, to 

Foucault, to Edward Said is often an alienating language, and I’ve learnt, I hope, to be 

able to speak in a way that accesses both our shared traumas, theirs more than mine, 

because I am in many ways by virtue of being here and by virtue of being educated, 

privileged in other ways others aren’t.  

So, I’ve tried to, in a sense, speak here today about a sense of me being out of 

place. Not because I don’t think I belong in this conversation, or that I don’t think you 

shouldn’t have invited me. It’s part of the conversation seems to be dominated by 

certain assumptions, one of this is a pursuit for a solution. It’s a very solution-

orientated, policy-orientated conversation, and there’s a cycle here of identifying 

problems, creating understandings, and that conveyor belt of this leads us to a 

potential outcome. And on that conveyor belt, I don’t actually know where I belong. 

Partly because I don’t like the language of solutions, I think in many ways, although 

they’re very loaded, the words ‘pragmatic’ as mentioned by Andrew [Goledzinowski], 

a practical approach, the words ‘objective’ and ‘facts’ as mentioned by Paris [Aristotle], 

have triggered within me certain memories about how these have been used in many 

ways to silence, not solutions, but the way we should and properly understand 

problems, and I am problem-focused, and what I mean by that is I deal with problems 

without necessarily trying to solve them. And the problems that I deal with are young 

Muslim people, and sometimes it’s not about trying to correct or cure. It’s just about 

listening. It’s just about trying to recognise the world that we have inherited. I say this, 

not to sound like I belong to a particular space-set and you do or do not, but rather to 

fix my scope and tell you what it is that I’m about to talk about. And to give therefore 

my argument I would, rather than pursue a new paradigm, I think we should return to 

an old paradigm. And what that old paradigm is, I will make clear throughout my talk, 

but to drop it in one single word from the start, that paradigm is racism. It has often 

struck me, both in this conference and many others, that we talk about all these 

problems without labelling it through this particular word: racism.  

As a race scholar, much of what we have discussed, much of what we are talking 

about, can fall under this paradigm. And I wonder whether or not we have gone too far 

into this post-racial narrative upon which trying to ignore most obvious aspects of 

debates around borders, about immigration, about violence, and so forth. But I’ll get 

through that eventually, I hope, as something that we may need to return to. 

Now, my research and my book, which was incredibly difficult to write, for all sorts 

of reasons, one of which was because I never quite figured out whether I was an 

activist or an academic, came up with two particular metaphors that I would like to use. 

And while listening to Paris [Aristotle] speak, he mentioned something that struck me 

and articulated it rather well. He said politicians don’t want to harm people, they’re 

good people. I was so angered by that. No offense, Paris, and I was trying to figure 
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out why, precisely. That’s exactly the point; they’re good people, but their policies suck. 

And being a good person in many ways can help you overcome the fact that your 

policies are problematic. Much has been said about religion, much has been said 

about its over-embracing, encompassing idea that it dictates every aspect of life, 

especially Islam, but secularism is a space, a neutral space, that allows multiple, 

diverse expressions of religiosity. But secularism also allows a division between the 

private and the public self. In many ways that may well be a problem, because in the 

private self I may be an outstanding citizen, somebody who belongs to my local 

mosque and church, gives to refugees, but in the public space I may be working for 

institutions that sign away and restructure economies that damage people miles and 

miles away.  

And that distinction between private and public self may be an articulation of the 

post-racism that I wish to speak about and I hope to define. That in one way we can 

belong to concrete, material institutions and a great example are states that are built 

on legacies of racism, but ourselves be good people and do good work. And the 

question arises then, irrespective of who we are or attitudes we have to one another, 

how limited are we by the institutions that we have inherited, notably in the Australian 

context which I belong to, the state? How limited are we? And it did strike me when 

Andrew [Goledzinowski] was speaking, when he spoke about how people smugglers 

are not Batman and not heroes and, you know, I tend to agree, but I’m not sure where 

in the machinations of the state Batman lives, if he lives at all. It’s definitely not in any 

of the cabinets that I see. And I mention this because there seems to be this massive 

discussion about how they violate human rights.  

And I’m going back now to how I feel alienated, how I feel a bit out of place. It’s 

because almost the first five years of my activism, I dealt with public servants, I dealt 

with politicians, and I have developed a massive mistrust. I don’t know, because the 

language is so nice. They tell me things that I believe in, but it never happens. And 

although it is true, that yes, they may be affronted by the human rights violations of 

people smugglers, they don’t seem affronted by the human rights violations of the 

state of Israel. And it seems to me there’s a convenience at times when we speak 

about who we should police and what violations of human rights we should police and 

of others we will ignore. They seem confronted by the idea that terrorists are violent, 

but at the same time there’s always a rush of applause when the President from the 

United States arrived in Australia, or other members of states that belong to, and I 

think all of us can come to a consensus of an illegal war in Iraq that both devoided it 

of any sense of agency and semblance, but inevitably created the consequences now 

which we deal with.  

I’d like to give a few examples of what I mean here, but to go back to my book, 

to draw on two analogies that I’ll carry through before I get to my conclusion. My book 

spoke about the Apollonian and the Dionysian. And the Apollonian is, to put it into 

clear terms, it’s about abstracting things. It’s about the beautiful language, it’s about 

the poetry of saying we are all humans. It’s about the wonderful language we create 

when we say that we’re all in it together. It’s the words of social cohesion, 

multiculturalism, it’s the words that we’re all citizens and we’re all equal. It’s a 
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discourse, and a beautiful-sounding one. But it is an abstract one. The Dionysian is a 

Nietzschean concept, and I get this from interpreting his work, and what it means to 

me, is the world of the real, the left-behind, the excesses, the shit, the legacies of 

colonialism, the structures of exploitation, and although I very much appreciate what 

Andrew had to say about where our clothes come from, who sews our shoes, who 

make our phones, the global economy is built, not just on slavery, but on exploitation. 

And it has been for a long, long time. And although we will, and I say hopefully, look 

at the human rights violation against that, I am always triggered when politicians or 

public servants higher up the ladder refuse to discuss and negotiate in that same vein 

about whether or not to sign a treaty with Indigenous Australians. It seems always 

convenient in abstract language of doing one thing and the reality of colonial structure 

that cannot be changed remain, and that Dionysian for me is the real concrete, 

material realities that colonialism and racism built. And all discussions about migration, 

for me, and flows of people, cannot be addressed until the structures of our colonial 

legacy are addressed. Because what is happening for me as a scholar of politics, is 

that we are discussing power, not values, and often the two get confused.  

The Dionysian, for me, in a way gets repressed at the expense of the Apollonian. 

Now that’s not to say that I’m suggesting that anybody here is performing something, 

or not honest, or bad subjects of faith, that I don’t believe in this. I truly believe each 

and everyone of us, and I go back to the point, do not wish harm on anyone else, but 

I do believe that conversation, in many ways, forecloses or erases certain aspects of 

the concrete in the way the materiality of these problems have been created. 

To give you a few examples of what I mean to further establish the Apollonian 

versus the Dionysian before I talk about the personal experiences I have with young 

Muslims, I remember in those first five years before I was fatigued and eventually 

exhausted by dealing with Australian politicians we used to do counter-violent 

extremism stuff, right? And counter-violent extremism is basically how to socially 

engineer young troubled Muslims into not being terrorists. Sorry to be blunt, but it is 

essentially that: creating new subjects. It’s built on a whole lot of assumptions, and 

one of those assumptions is that I don’t belong, I feel alienated, you know, I need a 

hug of some sort, I’m symbolically displaced, and there’s been a backyard preacher, 

the internet, this or that has corrupted my version of Islam, and I need to sit around a 

table and be told how to overcome it, how to deal with excesses. In these discussions 

about counter-violent extremism, and round table after round table, there were all sorts 

of theories. All sorts of Apollonian theories. Theories about belonging, theories about 

citizenry, theories about what it means to be Australian, and how it’s alright to be 

Muslim Australian. What was fascinating for me was how so much of the debate 

foreclosed and erased major political events that had restructured the psychology, 

restructured the identity and the emotional and economy of affect that affects me as a 

Muslim: Syria, Iraq, Palestine. And although I do appreciate when each and every 

politician and public servant comes up to me and says ‘we want practical solutions’, I 

may put an asterisk and a clause. Often what that means is ‘we want practical 

solutions within a confined paradigm that benefits the interests of the state’, which 

means we want solutions that will not go against the interests of those in power. For 
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every solution that we threw out there, even a symbolic gesture, stand up and say the 

illegal occupation of Palestine is wrong. Stand up, so Muslims can hear it. It went on 

deaf ears. Make Iraq the paradigm upon which you understand the excesses of 

terrorism, rather than bad forms of Islam. Went on deaf ears. And in that sense, the 

Apollonian, the indulgence of talking about coming together went against, for me, the 

grain of speaking about real concrete, historical forms of violence.  

Now, that is not to say that nobody speaks about it. My job here is not to say that 

I’ve thought of something that none of you have thought about. That is blatantly not 

true. Each and every one of you would have known about the results of Syria and Iraq, 

and in many cases it’s your vocation and work and commitment, but what I will say is 

that in many of the discussions that I belong to there’s a disassociation between 

discussing this, and talking about the solution. It’s as if this is a given, it is the way the 

world is, the way it so happens to be, and then we have to discuss solutions after that. 

And I’m often left deflated by asking why should it be that way. Why? In that sense, 

the Dionysian remains. We speak about solutions after the fact that we’ve inherited a 

colonial legacy, after the fact that much of our wealth and privileges come at the 

expense of others. We speak about mobility and movement after the fact that these 

wars take place. And so the old paradigm for me is not so much speaking about what 

we can do, but rather what we want to stop doing. And I don’t mean to be overly 

provocative and actually I don’t know if I’m trying to be or otherwise, but it seems to 

me that in one way we’re trying to get black and white South Africans to integrate and 

get along with one another without dismantling apartheid.  

And that, for many cases, was the experiences of my conversations. We want to 

talk about the flow of people without dismantling the global apartheid and the massive 

discrepancies between the haves and the have-nots. The fact that our states, our 

liberal democratic states are, more than anyone else, the enablers of illiberal, 

undemocratic, Arab Muslim regimes. It’s not the Muslim community that arms ISIS or 

Saudi Arabia. It’s not us who buy their oil and defend their economy. It’s not us who 

open the marketplace for them to invest and legitimise their authority over their 

population without dissent. It’s not us. In that case, the structures of exploitation 

remain, but after the fact that an entire series or generation of young Muslims are 

angered, displaced, out of place, they then have to deal with the paternalism of having 

to explain how the anger is not the result of a bad interpretation of Islam.  

This distinction between Apollonian and Dionysian plays out in other ways, in 

misfortunate ways for me. I remember recently on Australia Day this year, there was 

an Australia Day lamb advertisement. So, every year Australia likes to celebrate, I 

guess, the fact that we’re lamb-eaters and we love our BBQ, and this particular 

Australia Day had one ad where they’re on a beach, and there was two Indigenous 

Australians talking about how great this beach was. Fantastic place. And then, I’m 

guessing, the British came on a boat, right, and I’m not sure if Lindsey’s [MacDonald] 

here but that’s part of the reason why the ‘we’re all boat people’ triggered me. The 

boat comes in, the British come down and we’ve discovered this land, and the 

Indigenous Australians are, hang on a minute, you can’t just discover something, etc, 

etc, it’s a great spot. And slowly and surely throughout the ad, all of these boats begin 
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to come, right? The British come, the French come, the Germans come, the Greeks 

and Italians and migrants come, somebody mentions we’re all boat people. Then, 

another expression or articulation of our tolerance for minorities, a boat full of queer 

subjects dancing, somebody cracked a joke, we’re all float people, haha, alright, and 

then we’re all boat people, on this beach, and then someone says great spot.  

And for me this articulates so much of the post-racial, that we’re now all co-

creators of this land, all equal subjects enjoying this land. It denies the hierarchical 

experiences. In fact I would go far by borrowing from my colleagues Toula 

Nikolakopoulos and George Vassilacopoulos in their discussion on being an occupier, 

this is an articulation of terra nullius for all. There is an erasure, a complete ignoring of 

how the national borders and the sense of self came to be. We are not all boat people, 

we are not all equal. We have inherited certain histories that need to be articulated 

and acknowledged, understood and said out loud. And these are also not just values; 

these are real, concrete things, so much that if I walk into a particular space, be it 

discussions with public servants, be it with politicians, be it with ASIO officers who pull 

me aside at the airport to ask where I’ve been for the last 12 weeks, whatever that 

may be, I have to negotiate what anxieties that I bring about, and these anxieties are 

not shared equally. And until we discuss this, until we understand that they are 

concretely Dionysiac in the sense that they have been established throughout a 

legacy, then there’s not much discussion to have, other than the fact that we are talking 

about what values we uphold.  

And nothing, believe me, nothing is more frustrating than to speak about whether 

or not Islam and the West is compatible, whether we share the same values, all the 

while 11 million people are displaced from Syria, while bombs are still being dropped, 

while economic discrepancies between one country and the next are massive, while 

countries still support those regimes, be they in the Middle East or elsewhere that 

oppress their own people, and yet we are talking about what type of Muslim says this 

or what type says that, or what attitude I may or may not have towards women, etc. 

And in my experience, I will close on this, what consequence does this have on young 

Muslims and what does it mean for me to come out here and speak about it?  

Well, such is the pervasive nature of this Apollonian discourse that I tend to adopt 

three Apollonian expressions as a Muslim. And I trace this throughout my life, I had 

to. It’s not a choice, it’s not like I decide to do it. I recognise that in order to gain favour, 

to get power, to not be punished, I have to wear these Apollonian masks. In order for 

me to enter into a particular space, be it academic or otherwise, I have to perform this 

role. And the three roles are the first Apollonian story of just pure values, is the story 

of the good migrant Muslim. And that is, I have to play the role of how I came to this 

country and I made good. I did my PhD, I did really well, and my articulation of a bad 

subject to a good. The social engineering of a multicultural Australia that gave 

problematic brown people an opportunity to share in the wealth and prosperity of other 

countries. But that journey from bad to good is not a road that we all share in the same 

way. It was paved with a whole series of micro-questions, mental health issues, self-

doubt, imposter syndromes, thoughts of suicide, and constant discussion about how 

and why I should not feel like an imposter, and it required a huge amount of political 
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consciousness to awaken me to the fact that being Muslim was not my problem, it was 

white Australia’s. That good migrant story’s often one that’s not about my journey, but 

often about the person who listens to it and wants to hear about Australia being this 

terra nullius for all, an open area for a BBQ for each and every one of us can enjoy.  

The second Muslim Apollonian one is one of my personal favourites, because 

often as a military-age ‘Arab Sunni’, it’s ‘once I was a radical’ narrative, right? I used 

to hate the West but now I’ve come to recognise the complexities of this wonderful 

democratic country, and now that I’ve left behind this, I have been ‘cured’ of my sin. 

And this is a narrative that plenty of people, you know what, it’s a foundation for so 

many grants. And Muslims have learnt this grant language, how to move from once 

was a radical to now a happy democrat. And this narrative, in many ways, curbs, and 

I’m not just saying this to trace it, but I’m saying that in many cases it prevents a 

sustained, proper conversation about the traumas that we have inherited, and the 

traumas of the Dionysian form which Australia has been established upon, notably its 

racism.  

The final mask is the mask of Islamophobia where I get to play the victim and I 

get to tell you all that, you know, I want to belong but there’s people who won’t let me 

belong. Yeah? I want to be a citizen, but why is Pauline Hanson telling me that I don’t 

belong? I want to be Australian, but somehow, somewhere those bad subjects are 

telling me that I’m undeserving because of what I wear and what I eat and so forth. 

And this narrative, all three of them, create this idea that this is a debate about whether 

Australia can host Muslims, cure Muslims and other people of colour.  

But I would suggest that all of it, in what Barnor Hesse calls a post-racial moment, 

is premised on a foreclosure, and a foreclosure is that we stop talking about racism in 

the way it is. Racism has become a discussion about acceptance, turning from bad to 

good, tolerance, rather than what it has always been. Racism is about creating 

material hierarchy that privilege some, exclude others. It has always had borders, and 

the borders today are still intact. They may have shifted, in regards in the way the 

global economy has shifted, but it is essentially a hierarchical pyramid where those on 

top dictate how those on bottom function to maintain that pyramid. Racism is not about 

whether or not you like us, dislike us, I like you, dislike you. It is about a power relation, 

and in many ways, when we speak about immigration, multiculturalism, counter-violent 

extremism, any discussion that foreclose power and how power is racialised, is not 

really a discussion about solutions, but rather foreclosure of the problem.  

So I say this, only because, in the many, many spaces that I’ve inherited, young 

Muslims who speak about those issues are speaking effectively about power relations. 

They’re not after a hug, some may be, I don’t know, but what they’re after is a pursuit 

of mobility, of self-determination and agency, and that cannot happen nor occur if too 

much of the conversation ignores both history, past and the present, of racism that 

has never changed. We don’t live in a post-racial era in the sense that we are beyond 

racism, that we all know it’s wrong. We live through the same institutions that racism 

created, with the additional idea that we no longer like racism, which seems to me, a 

fantastic way to allow racism to evolve. It seems to me, then, that the Apollonian is a 
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great mask to hide the Dionysian crimes and violence of European and Western 

states’ past. 
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Beyond Force or Choice: The Frictions and 

Fantasies of Mobility in the Pacific 

 

Yvonne Underhill-Sem 
 

Mobility is very much part of both my academic focus and my personal identity in the 

way I’ve moved around the Pacific, having been born in the Cook Islands and raised 

in Porirua – which is notable for being the first place in New Zealand to have a 

McDonald’s restaurant. This is not an insignificant fact when you think about the 

broader structural changes that we’re going to talk about. Porirua was the site of the 

largest state housing development in the late 1950s and it soon became home to many 

Pacific migrants. It was also the site of Todd Motors, a car manufacturing industry 

which, in addition to Porirua psychiatric hospital, generated many semi-skilled jobs. 

McDonald’s restaurants benefited from this cash flow. So, Porirua is very much part 

of who I am and how I came to be.  

I have been educated in New Zealand, Hawai’i, and Papua New Guinea, and so 

I have been mobile. I have family in Papua New Guinea, as well as in Rarotonga and 

Mauke in the Cook Islands, so I have connections there. I also have family in Niue. I’m 

like many Pacific Islanders, who have got many and various family connections in the 

region. But I have also been mobile in terms of the spaces I’ve worked. Jenny [Bryant-

Tokalau] mentioned that I have worked in the activist space for ten years in the Pacific 

region (with DAWN – Development Alternatives with Women for a New Era). I also 

worked in the space of being an ‘expert’ when I worked for the ACP secretariat in 

Brussels, the African Caribbean Pacific Groups of State, where for nine months I 

worked on development issues on environment and rural development. This was a 

fascinating space to understand the connection between the EU and how it understood 

development in the ex-colonies of the Pacific, the Caribbean and African states.  

Since 2004, I’ve been at the academy and that provides me with a certain degree 

of freedom and mobility, notwithstanding the fact that universities are becoming 

increasingly like businesses. However, the academy provides a lot of freedom to 

engage in different kinds of work for a person like myself, who has a non-traditional 

trajectory into the tertiary education. As an example of how that works: I was promoted 

to Associate Professor a couple of years ago alongside three Māori women 

colleagues. All of us had been at the university for about twelve years on average and 

we had gently progressed and we all celebrated that particular success. But we were 

the only ones to celebrate. There was no recognition in the university that four Māori 

and Pacific women had become associate professors, there was no interest in our 

programmes in our department that this was a significant place to be. So, we all 

scratched our heads and wondered how valued we were in the academy. One of the 
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group left to a professorship in Canada, and the three of us are still there (though two 

are now full professors). We share the view that ‘we can’t leave until we’ve found 

somebody to replace us’, someone who is a little bit like us in terms of non-traditional 

trajectories into the academy and with the kind of diverse life experience that I think 

we each brought.  

What I want to do today is just to take us, for the moment, to the intersection of 

two spaces that I currently move, that is, the academic space and policy space. We 

need to keep in mind that policy spaces are also conceptually framed so as I describe 

the project I’ve been working on, a labour mobility project. I hope that you can make 

the connections between how this policy came to be and how the research project 

came to be and I’d welcome your thoughts on the nature of the policy tools that we’ve 

come up with. In particular, what do these tools do in terms of longer-term visioning 

and how might they avoid some of the structural issues that we’ve been talking about 

up until now?  

I want to start with the recognition of a very good friend of mine, Teresia Teaiwa 

who was a wonderful I-Kiribati American-New Zealand scholar, but who sadly died of 

pancreatic cancer after a seven-week illness earlier this year. She was 48. She was 

magnificent in the way in which she embodied and understood the notion that, for 

Pacific people, as she said in her poetry, ‘We sweat and cry salt water, so we know 

that the ocean is really in our blood’. Tere’s work is important for us to understand 

what is the ocean, and many of you will be familiar with this. One of the reasons I like 

this particular image, aside from the fact that there’s a large area of Australia right at 

the bottom of the map, is that it doesn’t have too many lines in it, and I think that this 

is something that’s quite useful and that follows what Tere’s saying: Oceania is not 

something that exists only as specks of land in a vast sea; the ocean is also part of 

the diverse people who have inhabited it, so Oceania has even more depth and 

breadth than we can see.  

A well-known geographer, once wrote ‘some people are more in charge of it 

[mobility] than others; some initiate flows and movement, other’s don’t; some are more 

on the receiving-end of it than others; some are effectively imprisoned by it’.1 This 

insight allows us to think a little bit more about an image like this, of the Pacific 

Exclusive Economic Zones. I want to focus more specifically on the second largest 

exclusive economic zone. French Polynesia has the largest exclusive economic zone 

and Kiribati has the second largest. Kiribati is here, and here is Tarawa, the capital 

town, and where I was last week. But there are two other parts of Kiribati that are really 

important. From a geopolitical position, they are very, very important and for many 

other reasons as well, not the least the fact the size of Kiribati is about the population 

size of Dunedin.  

 

 

 

  

                                                      
1 Doreen B. Massey, Space, Place, and Gender (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1994), 156. 
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Figure 10.1 Pacific Island Exclusive Economic Zones 

 

 
 

Source: CartoGIS Services, College of Asia and the Pacific, The Australian National 

University 

 

But before I get onto that, I just want to give a bit of context about population 

mobility. As we heard in the opening presentation, mobility is not new in the Pacific. 

We have had forced migration with blackbirders two centuries ago, where people from 

the Pacific were uplifted from remote islands and taken to work on plantations in Latin 

America and other places. Many of those people began with a sense of adventure and 

another opportunity to go somewhere.  

Back to those important points. First, phosphate. Phosphate has been a really 

important part of mobility understandings in the Pacific. The most important one is that 

many New Zealanders may not be aware that the rich agricultural lands that New 

Zealand enjoys were fertilised by the phosphate that came from Banaba, and from 

Nauru. So, for many Pacific Islanders who come from Banaba, and Tere was one of 

them, there is an intimate connection with land in New Zealand in a way that, we need 

to understand better. For many Pacific people in New Zealand, who understand the 

relationship between tuakana and teina, between the older and the younger, between 

islands in the Pacific as the lands that we came from. For some people in the Pacific, 

the land also came with them, and fertilised and nourished this land in Aotearoa New 
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Zealand. And this is a really important theme to understand so that when we think 

about the way in which some Pacific people come to understand New Zealand, it’s 

from very, very embodied, personal and tragic ways.  

Second, jelly babies. The nuclear testing in the northern part of the Pacific, 

means that jelly babies are still being born. Today. In the north Pacific, 50 years ago, 

nuclear testing has left its mark. Unformed masses of flesh, perhaps with a little bit of 

bone, are being born to mothers in the north Pacific. It is very difficult to understand 

the extent and nature of this, but let’s not forget that it’s happening. So, I want to make 

sure that we do understand there have been tragedies of mobility in the Pacific that 

endure to today.  

There’s another phase where migrants from the Pacific were considered to move 

from a ‘trickle of people’ to ‘flows of people’. And I use that word ‘flow’ fully cognisant 

of the desire not to forget that it is people who move, not innate entities. I recently took 

somebody else to task for talking about the stock of labour from the Pacific. There 

have long been small ‘trickles’ of people arriving in New Zealand. One of my relatives 

came to New Zealand in the 1940s as a domestic, working on a rural farm in the 

Hawke’s Bay. She arrived, lived in a very remote area for about ten years without 

anybody else from her island country being there. But in the 1960s quite a large flow 

of Pacific Islanders began arriving in New Zealand, mostly related to the high demand 

for labour in New Zealand. Many of us will be aware of that, and that’s actually how 

Porirua came to be. Todd Motors, and that was the first opportunity New Zealand had 

to engage in assembling cars, and that’s why McDonald’s was built there. Workers 

would walk down the hill from Todd Motors with their brown envelope of cash and, 

before they went home, they could spend money at McDonald’s.  

We all also might know about the ‘dawn raids’ in the 1970s. After the employment 

highs of the 1970s the New Zealand state decided that there were too many Samoans 

and Tongans in particular who’d overstayed their work visas. We know the story about 

the fear that was felt by Samoans and Tongans being asked on the side of the road 

or, more dramatically being woken in the early hours of the morning, to ‘show us your 

visa’. So, the dawn raids are something that we can’t also forget, even though it also 

spurred a wonderful creative impulse amongst young Pacific Islanders. Let’s keep that 

one in mind also.  

At the moment, we’re at the age or time of regulated rights to work, and that’s 

where I want to land today. The PAC, the Pacific Access Category, provides 

opportunities for semi-skilled Pacific Islanders to travel to New Zealand under various 

quota numbers for various countries (which often are not fully filled). The PAC, the 

Pacific Access Category, was established in 2001, and offers a pathway into New 

Zealand. I want to focus on Kiribati, where the quota number is 75. This quota has 

never been filled. And it hasn’t been filled for a number of reasons, mostly to do with 

the fact that it’s such a huge transition to come to New Zealand and find work and 

housing. So now I want to talk about labour mobility, especially from Kiribati.  

First, I want to draw attention to the New Zealand Institute of Pacific Research 

(NZIPR), which was a new consortium of three universities (Otago University, 

University of Auckland, and AUT, Auckland University of Technology). It was funded 
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by MFAT (Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Trade) for three years (2016-2018) and had 

two rounds of research grants. In the first round, MFAT decided on the research 

projects. In subsequent rounds we are hoping that there will be a little bit more 

negotiation but, from the first round, was one on labour mobility in the Pacific. 

Interesting discussions, that extended for six or seven months, flowed between MFAT 

and myself about what policy-relevant research would look like. How do you do policy-

relevant research in this area that was particularly sensitive to New Zealand, given 

that we were also in the process of discussing PACER Plus?2 I proposed that a 

systematic literature review would be a useful policy research tool. MFAT was not 

convinced so considerable time was spent convincing them that a systematic literature 

review is a valid and robust method of understanding the insights from already 

completed research. Eventually, it was agreed that we could proceed. The final report 

provided a good understanding of the insights, often contradictory, from a number of 

different research projects that had been undertaken in Vanuatu, in Tonga, in Kiribati. 

I think it was a useful policy tool, but it took a long time to get this recognised as a valid 

piece of research in this policy space.  

We shared the report with Pacific government departments highlighting particular 

issues. In Kiribati, the particular issues it has around labour mobility concerns 

seafarers. Fiji, currently not a signatory to PACER Plus, but an important country in 

the centre of the Pacific, has some interesting flows of labour. Fiji citizens move out of 

the country to do a whole range of different work, as peace-keepers and security 

guards for the UN, but also as nurses and as teachers around the Pacific. So, Fiji was 

a very interesting case. And Tonga has been very active in the labour mobility 

programmes in the Pacific and New Zealand and remittances make a significant 

contribution to foreign exchange earnings. 

Our conclusion from the report was that ‘while it’s clear that labour mobility 

provides people from the Pacific with the economic right to work in a developed 

country, it is less clear if this compensates for their loss of social and other rights in 

the destination country … the gains from having economic rights must sit equally 

alongside advances in the social and environmental context’. I just want to point out 

one thing: when we first wrote this up, the last word in that paragraph was not ‘context’, 

it was ‘rights’. Our point was that you can’t have economic rights without advances in 

social and environmental rights. That was not an agreeable conclusion for MFAT and 

so we changed it to context. So, when you see ‘context’ sometimes, think ‘rights’.  

We were very keen to see the experiences, especially in Kiribati, and for those 

of you who do know the work of Dr Maria Borovnik who has tracked the ways in which 

seafarers, over a decade, have been coming and going from, from Kiribati on cargo 

ships, globally. Some of you may know earlier this year eight I-Kiribati were charged 

with, and have been imprisoned for, drug smuggling charges. So, Kiribati has a long 

history of seafarers working on boats.  

                                                      
2 A trade and development agreement aimed to lower barriers, provide greater certainty for 
New Zealand businesses, and raise living standards, create jobs and increase exports in 
Pacific Island countries. 
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Figure 10.2 Yvonne Underhill-Sem, Kiribati 

 

 
 

Credit: Richard Bedford. 

 

In this picture, I am picking up the plastic, and trying to identify how much of that 

rubbish might be from Kiribati, and how much of it might belong to the great rubbish 

pile that is moving around the Pacific. We went down to the beach about part-tide, and 

found those brown things there were intertwined with a whole lot of plastic, and small 

bits of plastic or glass that have clearly been battered and shaped and torn and ripped, 

so that it is unlikely to have come from Kiribati. Tarawa has an issue of waste 

management, but how would you tell where the rubbish comes from?  
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Figure 10.3 Nippon causeway (left) and Betio causeway (right), Kiribati 

 

 

 
 

 

Credit: Yvonne Underhill-Sem 

 

 

  

 

These pictures are causeways on Tarawa. The longest, the Nippon causeway, 

is the very last one that will be sealed. The rest of the island now has a road, that goes 

all the way through, and it’s a fascinating story about the role of infrastructure, and the 

funding of infrastructure, but this one is still to be sealed. The Betio causeway is the 

part of Tarawa which is incredibly highly densely populated. I was really surprised that 

it was much tidier than I had seen pictures of before. A lot of people put that down to 

the road, that the road had allowed people to get rid of their rubbish a little bit more. 

You can also see the tide is going out. This is very low tide, but when it’s high, you will 

see very little of this shelf here. There’s no doubt that there is climate change, so let 

me say that again. There’s no doubt that there are environmental issues, including 

getting rid of waste, including the acidification of water. There’s no doubt that these 

issues are having a daily impact on life in Tarawa. The discourse about ‘climate 

migration with dignity’ that some people may be familiar with, was not a refrain that we 

heard as much this time as we’ve heard before.  

Given this context, what we were trying to do in Tarawa last week was ask three 

questions:  

1. Given the recent developments in seasonal work schemes and other 

temporary overseas employment opportunities for seafarers, for fishers, hospitality 

workers, aged care worker, what are some of the operational issues around the 

movement of these particular groups of workers? (There’s a big difference between 

seafarers who move cargo on and off boats, and in different parts of the world; and 

fishers who are often in the cut and thrust and blood of dealing with fish that come on 

board and often on board for a very long time; and hospitality workers, especially after 
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a programme taking a lot of hospitality workers into the Hayman and Hamilton Islands; 

and aged-care workers, which is considered to be a new stream of mobility).  

2. We were also interested in trying to get a better understanding of what 

Kiribati understood to be its future labour market. Did they see that I-Kiribati would be 

still on Kiribati? Are they going to be in Australia, are they going to be in New Zealand, 

in Fiji, where might they be? It was a little bit of a visioning exercise for the range of 

people that we spoke to.  

3. And then the last one, which was the one that surprised people, what 

were the social impacts of international labour mobility in Tarawa? And some people 

sort of said, ‘oh wow, I’d never thought about that.’ And that was a surprise to us too, 

because the seafarer research was very clear about the tensions that arose when men 

are away from their families for nine or ten months. Only as the children of those 

seafarers became adults were the researchers able to get a better of a sense of what 

happened when they returned.  

We ended up suggesting three kinds of broad policy areas as policy tools as per 

our instruction from MFAT. MFAT said to us, don’t give us too much in terms of 

concepts and theory, we want to have policy tools. So, this is my challenge to you 

here: are these kinds of policy tools useful, can you work with them in MFAT, we can 

work with them in other institutions?  

One policy tool was to develop different approaches to marketing Kiribati in 

Australia and in New Zealand. There’s a very subtle difference between marketing 

Kiribati as a country and marketing I-Kiribati as a people. And so we had a lot of 

discussions and the Australian and the New Zealand markets, we felt, were very 

different. So we needed to look at those in different ways.  

Another policy tool was to make sure that consideration was given to the negative 

social impacts that arise when families’ members are away working. To our surprise a 

lot of people were saying, ‘I don’t really know what you are talking about, remittances 

are coming in, families are saying they are enjoying the autonomy’. We wanted to just 

ask the question. If nothing else, ask the question.  

The third one was about looking at new employment possibilities for I-Kiribati in 

labour markets of other countries, so that we start talking about regional flow, regional 

labour markets. 

I want to conclude by saying that as a process, coming to what we call these 

policy-relevant tools through this kind of modified policy research exercise, you begin 

to see some of the frictions and some of the fantasies that we’re talking about. While 

people often don’t think of frictions in fluid situations, analogies are quite useful in the 

Pacific because with the routine ebb and flow of tides and currents, we are always up 

against different kinds of frictions and changes. The frictions and fantasies that I 

wanted us to recognise was the atoll environment, which we need to keep paying 

attention to, and population growth. The fantasy is that you can exist in a place when 

you’ve got high population growth and an economy that relies on people to leave to 

be employed.  
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Finally, here we have one of the mother-ships with its dominating presence in 

the lagoon, and still you’ll find some small traditional canoes in the lagoon, probably 

fishing. I’ll leave it there.  

 

Figure 10.4 Ship in lagoon 

 

 
 

Credit: Yvonne Underhill-Sem 
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11 

 

Tulele Peisa: Sailing the Waves on our Own 

 

Ursula Rakova  

(presentation delivered by Jenny Bryant-Tokalau) 
 

I’m unable to read all of Ursula’s paper because obviously it was very specific to her, 

and I don’t want to overtake that. But I’ll introduce Ursula. She’s very humble and in 

everything I’ve found, she’s hidden herself, but Ursula Rakova is the Executive 

Director of an organisation called Tulele Peisa Incorporated. As a student, she did her 

degree at the University of Papua New Guinea in Port Moresby, and also has a 

graduate diploma in Social Admin and BA in Social Work. She’s been very community-

active in the last 20 or so years. She was a pioneer in a Papua New Guinea non-

government, environmental organisation, and she worked for the Worldwide Fund for 

Nature office in Port Moresby. She also worked for the Environmental Law Centre in 

Papua New Guinea, and so she’s been very active, and is very passionate about her 

country. In 2000 she left Port Moresby, and returned to Bougainville. There she worked 

with Oxfam in Bougainville, and then later localised Oxfam into a local NGO. In 2006, 

she set up an organisation which is basically around the Carteret Islands. Some of you 

will have heard about the Carterets. They had extensive publicity a few years ago and 

that continues, about being islands in Papua New Guinea, north-east of the 

autonomous region of Bougainville, that are in imminent danger of being flooded with 

sea level rise as an impact of climate change. There are a number of videos on the 

internet if you actually want to look up short films on the Carterets. 

The Carteret Islands, named for the navigator Philip Carterets in 1787, are out 

beyond Bougainville. Some of you will have some knowledge of the history of 

Bougainville as well. You’ll know that Bougainville has had a long period of time under 

civil war, starting really from the time Papua New Guinea became independent in 

1975, and it continued into the late 1980s. Those of you who know about mining will 

know that the Panguna copper mine there was closed for many, many years as a 

result of that war.  

So, Carterets are out there, to the east of Bougainville. The world is aware of 

these low-lying islands (made up of seven islets with a total land area of 19 km square, 

lying just 1.2 metres above sea level) because they are being inundated by rising seas. 

This has been known since the 1980s. It’s not a really new thing, as there has been 

increasing inundation of gardens, especially during king tides, and noticeably higher 

sea levels in the western Pacific ocean.  
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Figure 11.1 Carteret Islands 

 

 
 

By the mid-1980s there was some talk on the impacts of climate change, but not 

everyone was aware as today. At that time, however, there was definitely an indication 

that Carterets was going to become unliveable in the next few years, and there were 

many discussions about what might happen. Eventually the Council of Chiefs and 

Elders in the Carteret group decided that people needed to take charge of their own 

destiny as seawalls started to crumble (and many Pacific countries have seawalls 

around in the hope that they will protect the coast from the sea) but these were 

crumbling and gardens being inundated meaning a loss of food and basic nutrition. 

There was significant saltwater intrusion into the taro crops, and coconuts started to 

die because their roots were in saltwater all the time. Over time this became much 

worse. Ursula Rakova, who was a very well-known advocate and active in a number 

of NGOs and organisations in Papua New Guinea, left her work in Port Moresby to 

return home and work with the peoples of various communities on this, through the 

Staged Relocation Programme of the people of the Carterets to Bougainville. This was 

done in partnership with the Catholic Diocese (for this Catholic set of islands) and the 

community with the Council of Elders.  

Other significant things happening, apart from problems with the gardens, were 

related to the fact that people were losing their gardening land and places to live and, 

significantly, their identity attached to their land. In addition, nutrition was declining on 

the islands and people realised that declining nutrition was having an impact on 

children’s ability to learn and therefore their education. This became a key motivator 

for people to move elsewhere. The children were not doing well, and what is significant 

is that since 1997 no school children had reached tertiary level. Although it is not a 

clear link between climate change and the achievement of children and their level of 

schooling, there is no doubt that the nutrition level on the islands was declining as land 
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became non-productive and the people were rightly concerned about the future of this 

island.  

There had been migration to Bougainville going on before but, with Ursula, the 

communities came up with a staged migration plan. This involves moving 3,300 people 

(of the 10,000 on Carterets), a significant number, to Bougainville, westwards to the 

large and very different island. The plan is to move them into four settlements on the 

islands of Bougainville. There are many potential complications of this move which 

involves moving people from a fishing culture with limited low lying, sandy, atoll land 

to the resource rich, fertile, forested island of Bougainville So, this is very, very 

different. But the people of Carterets, want to be self-sufficient, and need to go 

somewhere. Also, they have been through this before. In recent times there have been 

other relocation efforts to Bougainville: the Kuveria program at Manetai, Central 

Bougainville, and the Hanahan resettlement Program on Buka Island. A few families 

were resettled but then, with the war and civil unrest in Bougainville in the 1980s, they 

had to return to Carterets and face all the problems of resettling back home. What 

followed were conflicts over land, because obviously these are people who had come 

from elsewhere, who are still Papua New Guineans. In addition, in Bougainville they 

are not landowners, not traditional landowners, and so there was quite a great deal of 

conflict over land, with people dismantling houses, exploitation of workers by the 

Bougainvilleans, the landowners, of the people from Carterets. Thefts of food, abuse, 

rape, violence, verbal assault, and being made to feel inferior were common. So, all 

of those things went on and, remember, this is still within their own country of Papua 

New Guinea. But, of course, everywhere is very diverse, with many different beliefs 

and traditional land ownership laws. 

The Carterets’ migration is not the only example in relation to Bougainville. For 

example, there have been years of negotiations with different parts of Papua New 

Guinea, and Buka Island to the north of Bougainville. These negotiations have been 

going on for more than a decade, there has been a great deal of money spent (over 

700,000 kina at Karula Plantation on the West Coast of Buka) and, in Ursula’s words, 

‘no progress, government projects regress’. So she and the Council of Elders and the 

people decided that they would set up the organisation called Tulele Peisa, and they 

took the plight, or the situation of the Carteret Islands, to the world. Some of you will 

remember that in 2007 a group of Carteret Islanders visited Australia, to raise 

awareness, and held a series of interviews on ABC and SBS. Tulele Peisa also met 

with the President of Bougainville to discuss relocation and were present at most of 

the international conferences on climate change. They got a lot of international 

coverage and were able to form a significant number of alliances with international 

agencies. They also visited Alaska, for example, met with Indigenous groups, and 

were able to further strengthen their cause, the case for relocation, and the need for 

assistance.  

Tulele Peisa received a great deal of community and international support. As a 

result, a number of things happened. There were houses built in the new area of 

resettlement, and a new village was established in the area of Tinputz on Bougainville 

Island.  
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Figure 11.2 Woroav village, Tinputz, in 2012 

 

 
 

Credit: Ursula Rakova 

 

There have been some very successful agricultural crops grown and exporting 

opportunities accessed. As well as the usual root crops of taro and kumara (the sweet 

potato) that were grown in order that the community could be self-sufficient, the 

community also established things like seed banks, as a plan for future sustainability, 

and have begun exporting cocoa. The cocoa industry has been very successful with 

15,000 trees planted by 2018, and by 2020 there is a plan to establish a plant nursery. 

There has been a lot of support to market that cocoa and other crops, and they’ve 

gone as far as getting Fair Trade Organic certification for the sale of the beans (which 

now, I think, some of it comes to Wellington for one of the boutique chocolate makers). 

Equipment, such as machinery and water tanks on houses, have been donated by 

organisations, particularly Caritas, the Roman Catholic organisation, as well as others. 

In all of this, the women’s groups, that have always been strong, became stronger, 

and were very much behind these developments.  

But it hasn’t all been plain sailing. Tulele Peisa has become quite famous and 

has had a lot of support but as Ursula says (and this is what she said in her paper), 

‘the organisation is simply not sustainable’, because pretty much everything is coming 

from outside. They spend all their time chasing donors to try and get support. There is 

some self-sufficiency in terms of agriculture and a little bit of export, but it’s not enough. 

They’re not getting much support from the national government or from the 

government of Bougainville. And their main aim is to be independent and self-

sustaining.  

So, the community, as it is today, is shown in the final slide illustrating the houses 

and community, and all the good things that are happening. The point that Ursula is 
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making in her paper is that it can’t really go on like that, especially as it is so difficult 

to be relocated from a completely different environment into this, what is essentially, 

another country, and really that’s all I can say because I can’t speak for Ursula.  

 

Figure 11.3 Current population in Woroav 

 

 
 

Credit: Ursula Rakova 

 

Postscript:  

The Carterets’ relocation is considered by some to be the world’s first long-term 

climate change resettlement, and is slowly beginning to demonstrate a move towards 

sustainable lives. The process is taking time with a proportion of elderly unprepared 

to move. Careful, staged planning for relocation of the majority means that the last of 

the families will have moved by 2027 (if everything goes to plan, which it may not). 

Those who have been in Bougainville for a decade have already planted 15,000 cocoa 

trees and although there has been assistance from partners such as DFAT, MFAT, 

the EU and JICA, an important part of sustainable living will be the sourcing of markets 

for products, as well as the development of cocoa nurseries. The situation is becoming 

more urgent with the availability of suitable land a significant issue. Access to land 

needs to include custom and Indigenous negotiations. To date (2019) Ursula’s 

program has relocated just 100 people: 300 more have moved as individuals.  
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12 

 

Detention Centres: Public Accountability in 

Australia? The Practice of Forced Exclusion and 

Punishment of Selected Asylum Seekers 

 

Wendy Bacon 
 

If you had asked me twenty years ago, back in the late 1990s, if I would be giving this 

paper today, I would have been very surprised indeed, because I was a child of the 

post-Second World War era. I grew up as a human rights framework became more 

clearly understood and entrenched. It’s not that I didn’t live in a country with a racist 

background and a colonial legacy in the Pacific but, at the same time, particularly in 

my youth, there was a sense of a progressive expansion of human rights and an 

understanding that every individual counts. Over the weekend, a couple of times, I’ve 

looked at that poster that says ‘One refugee is too many.’ I think that it is really 

important to focus on the framework, the enormity of the problem, and the need to find 

international solutions. But in the process of that, I do not think we should lose the 

focus on the rights of the individual. 

And so with that, I would like to introduce to you a fellow journalist who’s called 

Behrouz Boochani. Behrouz Boochani is a Kurdish Iranian journalist who was 

practising as a journalist in Iran in a courageous way, practising in his own language. 

He was taken in. He was interrogated. Some of his team were taken in and imprisoned. 

Eventually, after a series of events, he fled Iran. As he writes himself, he happened to 

be on the wrong boat at the wrong time, so he became a subject of the policy that 

came as a result of the expert panel that Paris [Aristotle] referred to yesterday in 2012 

with the re-opening of Manus and Nauru off-shore detention policy. He ended up on 

Manus, a province of PNG [Papua New Guinea]. 

I wanted to start with him because I want to pick up on two points that were 

made yesterday. One point that was made about how it’s important not to see refugees 

just as victims, to make them just an object of our study. In fact, Behrouz highlights 

the agency of the refugee, and he has made the most of his experience as a journalist. 

He’s campaigned for the person who is suffering from dwarfism who is an actor on 

Manus. He’s campaigned for [refugee and cartoonist] Eaten Fish. He has campaigned 

for everybody else there, using his practice as a journalist. When I spoke two weeks 

ago today at a rally at the Sydney film festival to launch Behrouz’s film, I said he is one 

person who makes me very proud to be a journalist. There is so much in our media 

that is part of this story that makes me very ashamed. 

I also wanted to pick up with Behrouz because I think he highlights Brett’s 

[Neilson] point about two sides to borders; borders are very malleable and shifting. 
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Behrouz has joined with Australian Unionists to report from inside what is happening 

to Manus. Without his efforts, we would know far, far less about what is happening on 

Manus today. So he’s used that agency as a journalist. He’s used his professional 

skills to tell the story. 

He’s also a very creative person. This was published in the Guardian (a lot of 

his reports are in the Guardian), and this is after he’d been locked up on Manus for 

twenty-six months, and it’s now another sixteen months since then. He’s now been 

there for nearly four years. He says: 

 

Over Manus Island, a black kite flies. 

A few youths, still with energy to bear the difficulties of this prison camp, made 

it. 

The black kite flies, a messenger of freedom for us, the forgotten prisoners. 

It circles higher and higher above the camp, above the beautiful coconuts. 

Our eyes follow its flight, it seems to want to tear its rope. 

It breaks free, dances towards the ocean, flies far and again farther until no one 

can see it. 

The youths stare into the empty sky after their impossible dream.1  

 

He’s writing there. Today there are about 900 men on Manus. One of the points 

that I wanted to pick up on out of those words, one of the things Behrouz has avoided 

doing is not seeing the splendour in the place where he is, that is, Manus Island. He 

has not fallen into the trap of hatred. He has respected the Manus Islanders, and he 

respects the environment in which he finds himself. He has also written: 

 

What crime have we committed to deserve detention and torture? … [O]ne of 

the natural and basic rights of every prisoner is to know the reasons behind his 

punishment and the duration of his imprisonment. This natural right is exercised 

for all prisoners, however it has been denied for people who seek asylum in 

Australia.2 

 

He was seeking asylum in Australia. He ended up, first, on Christmas Island 

and then on Manus. During that time, he has witnessed murder. He has witnessed 

countless incidents of self-harm. He has witnessed extreme mental distress. He says, 

‘I had never experienced such agony.’ With all the things he went through before, he’s 

never experienced anything like this. 

 

                                                      
1 Ben Doherty, ‘Day of the Imprisoned Writer: Behrouz Boochani – detained on Manus Island’, 
Guardian, 14 November 2015, https://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/nov/15/day-of-the-
imprisoned-writer-behrouz-bouchani-detained-on-manus-island (accessed 20 April 2020). 
2 Behrouz Boochani, ‘This is Manus Island. My Prison. My Torture. My Humiliation’, Guardian, 
18 February 2016, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/feb/19/this-is-manus-
island-my-prison-my-torture-my-humiliation (accessed 20 April 2020). 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/nov/15/day-of-the-imprisoned-writer-behrouz-bouchani-detained-on-manus-island
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/nov/15/day-of-the-imprisoned-writer-behrouz-bouchani-detained-on-manus-island
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/feb/19/this-is-manus-island-my-prison-my-torture-my-humiliation
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/feb/19/this-is-manus-island-my-prison-my-torture-my-humiliation
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All the personality, dignity and humanity of a person are devastated by this 

torture. It is a type of profound and annihilating torture. Living constantly under 

the petrifying sledge hammer, having a destroyed past and imagining a dark 

future give a person a sense of being crushed.3 

 

One of the things about his film [Chauka, Please Tell Us the Time], that I haven’t 

seen in full yet, because I was talking at the rally when the film was going on at the 

film festival, but I know that one of the things he’s tried to emphasise is not just those 

moments of extreme crisis, such as the murder of Reza Barati or the shooting inside 

the Manus detention centre, not those moments, but the daily emptiness, the daily 

grind and that feeling of desolation. That is the worst thing. 

One of the things I will come back to in questioning, what this tells us about 

Australian society, is a case that was mounted on behalf of about 1,900 people – one 

individual led it – which was a case for damages, for all the damage that’s been done 

to the people, including the false imprisonment claim, also all sorts of damages; it’s a 

huge statement of claim that went for more than a hundred pages, and Al Jazeera was 

one of the various media outlets that covered a settlement, just a week or so ago, of 

$70 million that will be paid to the asylum seekers. In one way, that was seen as a big 

– I don’t think anything can be a victory in this situation – positive, something that really 

demonstrated the truth of the many claims that have been made about Manus – gave 

them credibility. I think that was at first flush, and I think that is correct. But it’s also 

true, and has been written by well-known journalist Richard Ackland, that this 

settlement very well served the purposes of the Australian government. The purpose 

has been to keep as much information as possible outside and beyond the eyes of the 

Australian people. The impression I want to convey to you today is that there is a 

struggle, that this is not a one-sided thing. There are many organisations and people 

in Australia who are speaking up about this, but we have a very big question as to why 

we have not been able to achieve the closure of Manus and Nauru. 

Al Jazeera interviewed Kon Karapanagiotidis, Founder and CEO of the Asylum 

Seeker Resource Centre. They asked, ‘Had the case gone to trial, what information 

would you have expected to have been examined and revealed?’ This question could 

have been asked of the lawyers, and it was asked of many people. I chose this one 

quote: 

 

You would have heard … stories of being fed food that at times contained 

maggots, worms, human teeth, and human hair. You would have heard stories 

of being held in a camp and facing life-threatening illnesses, without due 

processes, without basic human rights. You would have heard guards, nurses, 

                                                      
3 Ibid. 
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doctors, teachers, and social workers talking about watching neglect, seeing 

abuse, and then seeing the abuses covered up.4 

 

That’s a reference to the many brave people – the doctors, the nurses, the social 

workers, the Save the Children staff – who were excluded from Nauru and continued 

to speak out despite a government act that actually made it illegal for them to do so. 

There’s been some reform of that as a result of them speaking out, but in a court case 

they would have been able to speak out. This settlement has come after many months 

of negotiation. 

What we have here is a settlement. Of course, the Australian government says 

that this is not an acknowledgement of the damage that is happening on Manus and 

Nauru. But that is not convincing. What most of all they didn’t want was for these 

witnesses to be called into court and have day after day reports from credible people 

of what was occurring. 

In this first section, I am trying to bring you up-to-date with what has been 

happening on Manus before I move to Nauru. I want to emphasise the role that the 

media has played, because the intent has always been – and I will return to this – to 

make Manus and Nauru, as far as possible, black sites where journalists can’t go. I 

also think that the journalists, particularly those at the Guardian and Fairfax media and 

the ABC and you have to say certainly not News Corporation, have really taken it and 

done their job, as they should in a democracy, and they have used all the possible 

techniques. This story is based on a leak of documents, of which there have been 

many, and you’ll see here Ben Doherty, the journalist at the Guardian, and Nick 

Evershed, whom I’m proud to say was a student of mine, and Behrouz Boochani are 

working together as a team, and so the person who is imprisoned is working with the 

people located in Australia and breaking through that attempted silence. What this 

report is about is that, many of you will know, the PNG Supreme Court found the 

detention centre on Manus to be illegal, to be unconstitutional. That has put enormous 

pressure on the Australian government to find a solution, and we hope that the 

agreement with the US government to take potentially hundreds of these refugees will 

actually hold. (There’s a lot of detail I’m not going into because otherwise I couldn’t 

possibly get through all this material). As a result of that, the pressure is really on to 

move all the people on Manus Island into East Lorengau and to have them living there. 

The problem is that is extremely unsafe. The only asylum seekers who tried to settle 

outside Manus itself in PNG ended up in a terrible situation. 

Yesterday we talked in the debate about what should happen in New Zealand. 

Two very strong views were expressed about people having a right to be consulted 

and, of course, the people on Manus Island were never consulted about the impact of 

having thousands, at one point, of single men who were refugees imposed on their 

community. I don’t for a minute think that most people on Manus Island bear any ill will 

                                                      
4 Laurin-Whitney Gottbrath, ‘Why Australia is Paying a $53m Asylum Seeker Settlement’, Al 
Jazeera, 17 June 2017, https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/06/australia-
paying-53m-asylum-seeker-settlement-170615131805448.html (accessed 20 April 2020). 

https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/06/australia-paying-53m-asylum-seeker-settlement-170615131805448.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/06/australia-paying-53m-asylum-seeker-settlement-170615131805448.html
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to the refugees or would do any damage to them but, undoubtedly, in this extremely 

fraught situation of the underdeveloped and difficult situation of Manus generally, it’s 

not surprising that there is a lot of aggression towards the refugees, even to the point 

of shooting bullets into the detention centre recently. So the refugees are literally 

terrified of moving out of the detention centre. So the detention centre that is their 

prison has also become, in a weird sense, their refuge. What is now happening is the 

systematic removal of anything that makes their life tolerable including, for example, 

the gym, which has been closed down. Anyone who knows anything about mental 

health – and there are severely mentally ill people inside Manus – is that exercise can 

be one small way of trying to control anxiety. So they’ve shut down the gym. Any other 

sorts of privileges have been stripped away one by one, to force the men out to East 

Lorengau. 

I would like to show you this. Recently, outside the detention centre, a refugee 

was attacked. He was robbed, and his arm was extremely badly damaged. That is a 

terrible gash, and the asylum seekers were trying to get him to be transferred to 

Australia for medical treatment. This is just one injury, and I apologise for showing it 

to you in some ways because it is distressing, but this is the reality of what is 

happening. Almost certainly, we wouldn’t know about this if it wasn’t for the work of 

Behrouz. He reported on that. If you would like to follow more his reports, all you need 

to do is go onto Facebook and follow his Facebook posts. Of course, he doesn’t always 

have access through his mobile phone, and it is not even clear whether he will continue 

to have a mobile phone or access to a computer. It shifts at different times, and 

whether he will be able to continue to do this work is unclear. 

The other reason why it’s a really desperate situation on Manus is the contracts, 

the billion dollar contracts that have been paid to Broad Spectrum Transfer Services, 

a very big construction company in Australia. There’s been a very strong campaign 

against the company’s contracting, and they in fact have said they have no desire to 

go on, on either Manus or Nauru. Amnesty, which is a very reputable human rights 

organisation, not a radical organisation at all, has been condemning the situation and 

warning that any company that continues this is in contravention of human rights 

responsibilities. 

That is a brief introduction and an attempt to bring you up-to-date with what is 

happening on Manus. I’m not going to go into all the debate about the origins of the 

re-opening of Nauru and Manus. My own involvement in this situation – I want to 

explain a little bit about that – came about because, when the expert panel announced 

the possibility – I agree with what Paris [Aristotle] said: it would be quite unfair to 

suggest that what they were recommending was anything like what is happening here 

– however, because of the way the media responded to that announcement, it very 

quickly became obvious that there was a huge push to re-open both Manus and Nauru. 

For those of you who don’t know, they were first opened in 2001. Manus was closed. 

Nauru remained open until 2007/2008, when the incoming Labour government closed 

it. That history had left, certainly in my memory, I could remember the hunger strikes. 

I could remember New Zealand taking some of the refugees off Nauru. We remember 

the depression, the desolation, and all of that. It was not like it was a distant memory. 
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But the way the media responded to the expert panel’s announcement was to make it 

like you either want people to drown at sea, or you will agree to have these centres 

re-open. In fact, there was a well-known interview with the leader of the Greens, being 

interviewed by a senior journalist at the ABC, and she tried to express some concern 

about what would happen if these off-shore centres were to open. She says, ‘You want 

people to drown, do you?’ That was the question that was put. I was really concerned 

about this. As a result of that, I thought, ‘Well, how can I respond as a journalist?’ So 

I did a detailed timeline, which is published in an online publication called New Matilda 

in two parts, called ‘Our Nauru Amnesia’, because it was like the media forgot.5 The 

questions that you would normally expect journalists to ask just weren’t asked. There 

was a political imperative to get this done, and it was the Gillard Labour government 

of the time, and it was in the context of increased boat arrivals and drownings at sea. 

At the time, I was very persuaded by a leading human rights lawyer, Julian Burnside, 

a piece that he wrote, saying that one moral wrong can never justify doing another 

moral wrong to a group of people who are entirely innocent. There is a disjuncture 

there that is not acceptable. 

The centres opened, as you know, and by October 2013 the UNHRC was 

saying that this was flouting human rights conventions. The body of opinion that says 

that this has been acceptable has been there for four years. That is where we have to 

accept in Australia that we have failed to be able to do anything substantial about this. 

I won’t, however, argue that we’ve failed altogether. 

I again became involved because in October 2015 it became obvious that 

women were getting sexually assaulted on Nauru. Women asylum seekers, most of 

whom had fled rape as one of the reasons they were seeking asylum – rape in their 

countries of origin – were being abused on Nauru. One of the reasons they were being 

abused is that after they were let go out of the detention centres, partly because 

potential legal judgments say it is illegal, they were then put in huts in the bush in 

Nauru – and there are photos of these – without any proper security. These were 

young, single women, mainly from Somalia. There was a particular situation where a 

woman had become pregnant as a result of a rape and was eventually brought to 

Australia potentially for a termination. I was aware of this, being involved in a fairly 

minor way in this situation, and when I heard that she was in Brisbane, because I had 

a background in women’s health originally, I rang a senior doctor who I knew with 

family planning and put her in contact with the woman’s lawyer in the expectation that 

what would be arranged now through her lawyer would be some decent pregnancy 

counselling, some rape counselling, and some normal provision of women’s health 

services which any of us in this room would expect if it was someone we knew. It was 

only then that I discovered that the lawyer had no capacity, and steps were taken to 

arrange these meetings by doctors and lawyers, and it was only then that we realised 

that there was no chance this was going to happen, that the only people this woman 

was going to see were ones arranged by the immigration department. In the end, the 

                                                      
5 Wendy Bacon, ‘Our Nauru Amnesia’, https://newmatilda.com/2012/07/24/our-nauru-
amnesia/ (accessed 20 April 2020). 

https://newmatilda.com/2012/07/24/our-nauru-amnesia/
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provision of support was just not adequate. Then immediately this became a football 

between the federal minister and the media and the refugee advocates about exactly 

what she was doing, what services she’d been given. The whole thing became 

contested at every point on both sides of the debate. For any woman in that situation, 

it must have been adding to her distress. 

As a result of that, there was a suggestion that Carmen Lawrence, who was the 

ex-Labour Premier of Western Australia, and myself – there was crowd-funding for us 

to be able to pay the $8,000 visa that as a journalist you would have to pay to go to 

Nauru. That money was raised but, most unfortunately in my case, I couldn’t even get 

any sort of a response from the Nauru government to even deal with a visa application. 

During that process, it became quite clear that it was the Australian government that 

was making the decision, not the Nauru one. And this is the case in all of this: it is the 

Australian government running these detention centres. Carmen got a little bit further 

than I did, but not very far at all. 

At that point, five of us – two journalists, a senior counsel (Claire O’Connor), 

Carmen, and myself – decided to put out a report on the situation of women on Nauru 

and the systematic sexual assault that had been reported in Australia in the Guardian 

and the Saturday paper. We drew on existing sources. We weren’t able to go out there 

and research it. So we drew on court reports. We drew on medical information, only 

information that we could verify, to put out a report on the systematic sexual assault 

of women on Nauru. I have copies of that there – about twenty copies – if any of you 

would like a copy. It is online.6 

There were two things that we wanted to keep in mind in doing this report. One 

is that we didn’t want to demonise the situation on Nauru. It’s always great to hear 

more information about the Pacific, and I really appreciated the papers earlier. One of 

the things that became very obvious is that the situation for women on Nauru, 

particularly from a domestic violence and rape point of view, is that insufficient services 

is a problem. In sending the women there, the Australian government knew well that 

women fleeing rape were potentially being exposed to rape. That is actually the 

situation. We also wanted to protect the privacy of the women. 

This is just a quote from a professor of psychiatry called Louise Newman, who 

described the government’s response as setting ‘women’s rights back 50 years to a 

time when rape victims were dismissed, denigrated and belittled, with huge social and 

psychological consequences.’7 So that goes back to the time when in our own society 

that happened to all women, but we thought we had come a long, long way since then. 

In fact, you only have to scratch the surface, and the Australian government were 

prepared to expose women asylum seekers to that situation. 

To take away from that objectifying the victim, I did want to show you these 

young women on Nauru. For more than a hundred days they protested. These women 

                                                      
6 Wendy Bacon, Pamela Curr, Carmen Lawrence, Julia Macken, Claire O’Connor, 
‘Protection Denied, Abuse Condoned: Women on Nauru at Risk’, 
http://static1.squarespace.com/static/5624aa24e4b0bca6fa63ec33/t/5754f2f327d4bd54e032
7996/1465185083858/Women_on_Nauru_WEB.pdf (accessed 20 April 2020). 
7 Ibid, p. 8. 
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here are protesting against the death of Omid, who self-immolated on Nauru. So as 

well as murder, we have self-immolation. 

This is just a report, and that is a quote which is in the report, summarising what 

one woman said. It’s very distressing, describing her rape. Because we’re a little bit 

short of time, I will leave that. It is in the report. 

Shortly after Omid self-immolated, this young woman, ‘Hadon’, attempted to 

self-immolate.8 She was in such a severe condition that she was brought back to 

Australia. She’s been in rehabilitation hospital for a long, long time. She’s still being 

detained indefinitely in Australia. 

I have to report that a number of the other women and children, once they were 

got after efforts by medical people, often rejected initially by the government – quite a 

large number of women and children are back in Australia, and I am glad to report that 

some of them are out of detention and living in the community. However, for example, 

in the case of one of the women I talked about before, rather than go to Melbourne 

where there would have been full support, she is living in the back blocks of Brisbane 

with almost no support. I know someone who visited her recently. So, even now, the 

full amount of care is not being taken. 

In my last few minutes, I want to ask some questions. How is this abuse 

possible? We are meant to live in a democratic society. We have a number of 

institutions, accountability mechanisms that should ensure that human rights abuses 

at this level do not happen. Briefly, we could say there are judicial reviews, Human 

Rights Commission – we don’t have a human rights bill in Australia, but we do have a 

Human Rights Commission that is meant to look at how human rights are protected. 

We have parliament and parliamentary committees. We have civil society, refugee 

advocates, lawyers, and religious groups, and the media. I believe that each of those, 

and I’ll just run through a couple of examples, all of those have put in enormous effort. 

Therefore, the question remains: What sort of government, what sort of 

governance, what sort of democracy do we live in? The Australian Human Rights 

Commission came out with their report on ‘Forgotten Children’, which dealt with 

children in detention. They were vilified by News Corporation, which controls most of 

the media in Australia. Gillian Triggs personally has been hounded and harassed 

repeatedly. She was head of the Commission who resigned last week. That just 

summarises some of the findings on children. 

The churches have campaigned. Many religious figures have occupied 

parliamentary offices and been prepared to get arrested. 

The media, I feel, have stepped up: those of the Guardian, Fairfax media, and 

the ABC. All of those arms of the media are very vulnerable at the moment. I know 

you are dominated by Fairfax media here. They are one of our better media outlets. 

They’re on their last legs, having retrenched hundreds of journalists in recent weeks. 

The Guardian has continued to get leaks, analysed files, and exposed abuses. You 

cannot say that they have not stepped up. 

                                                      
8 Ibid, p. 13. 
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Gillian Triggs, herself, I have already mentioned. Last week, in resigning and 

finishing her term, she was awarded a free speech medal by Liberty Victoria for her 

work on refugees, directly relevant to her role in speaking out. 

I want to end with the media, just as I began it. In a large part of the media 

which goes to a large part of Australia, we have a huge information gap. I’ve covered 

this in reports I’ve done on climate change and humanitarian issues. Because News 

Corporation is the dominant media in most states, with the exception of New South 

Wales and Victoria, even though we can see this strong reportage, we also see that 

large numbers of Australians are getting very, very distorted information. Chris Kenny, 

who is the only journalist the Australian government allowed to go – there was another 

lot as well from A Current Affair – at the time when I wasn’t allowed, was allowed on 

to Nauru. He describes ‘giving the Voltaire award to Gillian Triggs’ as ‘an act of evil 

genius that completely deforms the meaning of the French philosopher’s most famous 

edict.’9 

What this sets up is a contest – and I’m reminded of what Jennifer [Hyndman] 

said in her paper yesterday – and I wanted to finish on this point: we do make politics. 

Politics are not there to be accepted. The Australian government’s position cannot be 

accepted. We have to continue to attempt to turn this around. Those of you who are 

from New Zealand – the New Zealand government, for example, offered to take 120 

refugees from Nauru; the Australian government has refused – I would ask you to 

lobby your government, and those of you who are in a position to advise it, please 

advise it to take on the Australian government and emphasise the humanitarian and 

human rights need to act for every one of those individuals and try to find a solution. 

With that, I would like to finish. I have only touched the surface. The depths of 

information, the numbers of enquiries, I can’t emphasise enough how deep and 

detailed that goes. I just thought I would end with the arm again of the man who was 

injured, and this is the stitched up, scarred arm. We do not know what his fate will be, 

but I would like to think that he will end up in Australia. 

 

Postscript:  

In November 2019 Behrouz Boochani entered New Zealand on a temporary visa and 

in July 2020, he was granted refugee status there. 
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